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This thesis concerns the intellectual origins and early

associations of Fabianism. It concentrates on the period of

the 1880:Js and early 1890' s during which time the Fabian Society

was founded and its basic doctrines were formed. Its principals

are the small group of intellectuals who played the major role

in working out its basic theories.

The thesis is arranged as a series of studies of five

thinkers or schools of thought with whom the Fabians had

important intellectual associations. Each of the five studies

seeks both to supplement and supply a revision of the received

account of the formative influences and intellectual traditions

which shaped the development of Fabian Socialism. The importance

of Comte and the English Positivists, Marx, J.8. Mill and the

Utili tarians upon the formation of Fabian thought is a matter

of existing recognition, whereas the apparently paradoxical

influence of Herbert Spencer has been previously neglected, to

the detriment of a proper understanding of the early development

of Fabianism. A recognition of Spencer's importance requires
I

a reappraisal not a rejection of the generally received view of

the Fabians as the 'New Utilitarians.'

Fabian theor,y emerged out of a process of blendinG and

modifying the traditions of Radicalism, Positivism and Socialism.

The emergence of that theory was conditioned by the experience

of middle class intellectuals facing new social and economic

uncertainties in the last quarter of the nineteenth century.

It is as intellectuals who see themselves as practical men that

the Fabians most clearly emerge as the 'New Utilitarians'.
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INTRODUCTION

Shaw said of the Fabian Societ.y,

It was a silly business. They had one elderly
retired workman. They had two psychical researchers:
Edward Pease and Frank Podmore, for whom I slept
in a haunted house in Clapham. There were anarchists,
led by Mrs. Wilson, who would not hear of anything
Parlia.mentary. There were young ladies on the look-
out for husbands, who left when they succeeded.
There were atheists and Anglo-Catholics. There was
Bland's very attractive wife Edith Nesbit, who wrote
verses in The Weekly Dispatch for half a guinea a
week, and upset all the meetings by making scenes
and pretending to faint. She became famous as a
writer of fairy tales.l

The Fabian Society emerged out of what Hubert Bland called a
"long clarifying experience.,,2 That this experience would include a
diversity of antecedent intellectual sources was to be expected of
a predominant~ middle-class intellectual group which was both
conscious and self-conscious of the role of intellectuals within the
political framework of the nineteenth century. For the Fabians the
very breadth of diverse influences was a matter for intellectual
satisfaction;3 80 that although the Fabian approach frequently tended

---------------------------------------------------------------------
lG.B. Shaw, "Early Days," in M. Cole, ed., The Webbs and Their

~ (London, 1949), p. 7. --
~. Bland, "The Faith I Hold," in Edith Nesbit Bland, ed. Essays,

~ Hubert Bland (London, 1914), p._228.
3See E.R. Pease, The H1sto;y of the Fabia.n Society (London, 1926),

chap. 1; Also see Shaw's Appendix I in Pease, The History.'£! the Fabien
Societz·
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to opportunism, the diversity of influence thus becomes a matter
at once undeniable and circumspect. In dealing with the Fabians'
own explanations of intellectual indebtedness respect and scepticism
must always be evenly balanced. The Fabians, and Webb in particular,
were no strangers to literar,y opportunism, and frequently their own

acknowledgment of the derivation of their ideas was itself propa-
ganda for those ideas. Despite this, and despite the Societ,y's
range of personal idiosynoracies, oharaoteristio features neverthe-
less make it possible to speak in terms of Fabianism: there was an
internal oonoensus as to the typical oharacteristios of mutually
held .principles which were oapable of furnishing fruitful ideas,
policies and practice; this explioit self-definition which had arisen
out of protraoted discussion over the course of many years had
generated a common loyalty to this broad tendency of colleotive
thought, severally arrived at; there was a oonsoious reoognition of
this common oommittment as a shared tradition emerging out of, but
standing in distinotion to, other traditions; there was a means of
popular outlet for these ideas which were explicitly promulgated as
representative of the shared viewpoint; there was external recognition
of the corporate identity.

That 10larifying experienoe' of which Eland wrote is the subjeot
of a study whose starting point is the period before the Fabian, to
uae Shaw's oolleotive singular, came into existence. At this stage the
future principals of the Fabian Society were casting coarse nets to
catch ideas and solutions to the economio, politioal and aocial
problems which confronted them. It closes in the mid-1890's, by
which time the Fabian SOCiety and its leading ideas had been firmly



established. Its principals are the converts to Socialism of the
mid-1880's - Bernard Shaw, Sidney Webb, Sydney Olivier, Annie Besant,
and William Clarke - together with Beatrice Potter Webb. Webb, Shaw,
Wallas and Olivier in particular dominated the Society during its
formative years, setting the pattern of Fabian activity and playing
a leading role in the formulation of policy and practice. While
Beatrice Webb did not join the Society until after her marriage in
1892, her intellectual background had curiously paralleled that of
her future colleagues. After joining the Society in 1893 Beatrice
Webb's influence had an important bearing upon the Society's practice
and methods of social investigation.

The study of the Fabian 'clarif,yingexperience' involves a
consideration of some major contributions to the climate of intell-
ectual opinion in the nineteenth century, and their importance to
the development of Fabian thought. The impact of Comte, the English
Positivists, Marx, J.S. Mill and the Utilitarians upon the Fabians is
a matter of existing recognition, whereas the apparently paradoxical
influence of Herbert Spencer has been neglected, to the detriment of

I

a proper understanding of the early development of Fabian thought.
Previous accounts have relied upon the obvious antagonism of Spencer's
individualism to deny his impact, despite the fact that the Socialists'
general acknowledBDent of the influence of Spencer's ideas makes hi. a
figure of unusual interest. A recogni tion of Spencer's importance
requires & reappraisal, not a rejection of the generally received
view of the Fabians as the 'New Utilitarians. ' although sOll.eerrors
and confusions of earlier accounts need to be dispelled before a
clarification of the precise intellectual identity of the 'New Utili-
tarians' is possible.
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With the important reservation that their boundaries w~re not
discrete, the five studies are, perversely, broadly chronolOgical
in the following sense. The first, and enduring, enthusiasm was
for science, and in this regard the influence of Spencer was
pronounced. Sidne.yWebb was known to have extensively read Spencer
by at least as early as 1880, and the earliest record of his lectures
to the Zetetical Society, of which he and Shaw were active members,
(Shaw also frequented the Halls of Science, where Spencer's theories
were popular, in the late 1870's), evince an admiration for evolu-
tionary science, particularly as propounded by Herbert Spencer. Both
Annie Besant, through contact in the National Secular Society, and
Beatrice Webb, through personal contact, were familiar with Spencer's
views by at least the mid-1870's; and Graham Wallas' interest in
evolut10nar,y science (largely Darwinian) dates from about the same
period. Olivier, whose interests were mainly ethical, had read
Spencer, along with COlIlteand Mill, at Oxford before 1881; and when
he later joined the Georgeite Land Reform Union his views on the land
question were clearly influenced by his prior attachment to the views
or Spencer and Mill on the subject. Arising out of, and complimentary-
to, this interest in science, Webb, Wallas and Olivier formed a
reading circle in 1882 specifically to study the doctrines of Auguste
COIIlte.Annie Besant's positivisn wa.s inextricably linked with her
secularist activities of the mid-1870's; whilst Beatrice Webb clearly
dates her own study of Comte from her conta.ctwith Frederic Harrison
in 1879. Al though Comte' s views were approved of (with the exception
of Shaw), the evolutionary framework was largely Spencerian. It was
Comte's value as a secular religionist and his method of social
reconstruction which were explored as a 'hopeful solution' and which
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were subsequently superceded by an explicit committment to Socialism.
Whilst still influenced by Comte, Olivier, Wallas, Clarke and Webb
were joined by Shaw at the Hampstead Historic Club's Marxism reading
circle in 1885. Independently, Beatrice Webb studied Marx: in 1886/1
and produced an unpublished paper on the subject. Annie Besant,
whilst not herself a member of the Hampstead Historic Club, was aware
of the Marx-Jevons value controversy which had been debated at the
Club. Although these leading me.bers of the Society had long been
familiar with J.S. Mill, having long entertained a high regard for
hiE, (which had been important in bringing them to rationaliSM and
free though t) Mill t S real importance for the Fabians was subsequent
to their conversion to Socialism, during the period of their initial
involvement in metropOlitan politics and their campaign to win the
Radical Clubs for Socialism. Finally, the importance of the Fabian
Utilitarian association can only be assessed in the light of these
other intellectual traditions upon which the Fabians had drawn.



SOCIAIJISNI MID HERBERT SPENCER

It is widely recognised that Herbert Spencer was perhaps the

last philosopher whose ideas enjoyed a wide popular coinage. For some

two or three decades at the end of the nineteenth century, Herbert

Spencer stood as an imposing intellect whose works were widely read

and greatly admired. He was enormously influential, and enjoyed the

1high regard not only of the leading men of science of his day, but

if Beatrice Webb is to be believed, that of the permanent men on the

2
docks also. Henry Holt, an American edi tor wrote:

Probably no other philosopher ever had such a vogue as Spencer
had from about 1870 to 1890. Most preceeding philosophers
had presumably been mainly restricted to readers habitually
given to the study of philosophy, but not only was Spencer
considerably read and generally talked about by the whole
intelligent world, in England and America, but that world
was wider than any that preceeded it. 3

---------------------------------------------------------------------
lFor instance, Darwin said Spencer was "about a dozen times my

superior.1I Letter to Joseph Hooker, Dec. 10, 1886, Life and Letters
of Charles Darwin, ed , , Francis Darwin, (N.Y., 1959) Vol.T, p.239.
1'1 suspect that hereafter he will be looked at as by far the greatest
living philosopher in England; perhaps equal to any that have lived."
Letter to E. Ray Lankeste~ March 15, 1870, Ibid., Vol. 2, p.30l.
Alfred Russell Wallace considered Spencer "the greatest all-round
thinker and most illuminating reasoner of the nineteenth century."
A.H. Wallace to R. Meldola, June 23, 191. R. Meldola, Evolution:
Darwinian and Spencerian, The Herbert Spencer Lecture, 1910, (Oxford,
1910). -

2
B. ebb, Ml Apprenticeship, (London, 1971), p.303.

3H• Holt, Garru1ties of ~ Octegenarian Editor, (Boston, 1923),
p. 298.
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His works were translated into Oriental as well as European

languages, and he "achieved the final distinction of a nineteenth

century liberal" when a student in St. Petersburg was arrested for
possessing a copy of Social Statics.l

Social Statics had, despite its title, indicated an approach to

social science already rooted in an evolutionary view of nature and

society. Spencer had inherited his father's strong scientific

interests, and first discovered the theory of evolution for himself
2through reading Lyell and Lamarck. Applying Lamarck's theory of

development in various fields, Spencer refined and developed his

ideas about evolution in a series of essays under such titles as

"The Development Hypothesis," "A Theory of Population," and "Progress:

It's Law and Cause." During this period Spencer discovered Von Baer's

law that the development of organisms involved a change from homo-

geneity to heterogeneity. This law of embroyology gave Spencer that

crucial formula which he subsequently elaborated into a universal law

applicable to all physical, biological and social phenomena. The

Synthetic Philosophy, Spencer's major undertaking, was an attempt to

integrate all knowledge under the general principles of evolution.

As the Social Democratic Federation suggested in the columns

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1J.W. Burrow, "Herbert Spencer, The Philosopher of Evolution,"

Histo!y Today, Vol., III, No. 10, Oct., 1958, p.676.
2At the age of twenty Spencer read Sir Charles Lyell's

Principles of Geology. Lyell propounded Lamarckian ideas in order to
refute them; Spencer, however, was otherwise persuaded, and inclined
to generally accept Lamarck's theories. "It's congruity with the
course of procedure throughout things at large gave it an irresistable
attraction,!! (Spencer wrote), "and my belief in it never afterwards
wavered, much as I was, in after years, ridiculed for entertaining
it." H. Spencer, Autobiography (N.Y., 1904), Vol. I, p. 201. See
also D. Duncan, Life and Letters of Herbert Spencer (N.Y., 1906),
Vol. II, p, 156 ff. - -
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of Justice:

In six days the Lord made the earth,
And on the seventh,
Herbert Spencerlwrote it down ,

This general, universal principle, characterized by Spencer

as "The instability of the Homogenous," which governed the operation

of all phenomena, was, in the words of the original definition:

Evolution is an integration of matter and
concomitant dissipation of motion; during
which the matter passes from an indefinite,
incoherent homogeneity to a definite,
coherent heterogeneity; and during which
the retained motion undergoes a parallel
transformation.2

This law is perhaps the better remembered in its more succinct

contemporary American form; Will James rendered it:

Evolution is a change from the nohowish
untalkaboutable all alikeness, to a
somehowish and in general talkaboutable
not-allalikeness, by continuous stick-
togetherations and somethingelseifications.3

------------------------------------------------------_--------------
lJustice Spet. 20, 1884.

2H. Spencer, First Principles (London, 1898), p. 396.

3R•B. Perry, The Thought and Character of William James
(Boston, 1935), Vo~I, pp. 482-483. The parody, which--has been
credited to James, was first rendered by the English mathematician
Thomas Kirkman in his Philosophy Without Assumptions (London, 1876),
p , 292.
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For Spencer, societies, like all other organisms, were subject

to this general universal law; and changed from a simple, homogeneous,

centrally controlled state (the militant t,ype of society), to a

complex, heterogeneous state with diffused centres of control (the

industrial type of society), through increased differentiation,

separation and specialization of structure and function.

In 1884, Spencer explicitly asserted the practical application

of his general philosophical views to contemporary politics in the

Contemporary Review, one of the most popular and influential journals

of the nineteenth century.l Later that same year, this series of

essays was reprinted in a single volume entitled, The Man Ver~ the

State.
The first of the essays making up The Man Versus !h£ State was

enti tLed , "The New Toryism," and dealt wi,th what Spencer believed to

be the betrayal of Liberalism and the Liberal Party, a party whose

traditional reforms had sought to reduce the sphere of state activity,

thereby giving the citizen a wider scope for unhindered self-activity,

in accordance with the correct Liberal and correct philosophical

principles. Contemporary Liberalism, for Spencer, had lost sight of

its proper role. Contemporar,y Liberals had betrayed the principles

of Liberalism, and the proper philosophical notions underpinning

them, and in so doing had taken a retrograde step in the face of the

natural direction of evolution. 'Liberalism Betrayed' now sought

the popular good, "not as an end to be indirectly gained ••• but,
. 2as an end to be directly gained."

-------------------------------------- -----------------------------
lcontempora:g Review, Feb., April, May and July, 1884.
2u. Spencer, The ~ Versus ~ State, ed ,, D. Macrae, (London,

1969), p. 67.
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Evidence of this betrayal was to be found contained in a long

ea tal ague of legislation: the Seed Supply Act, the Factory Acts,

the Bakehouses Act, the Publ Lo Works Act, the Contagious Diseases

Act, the Public Health Act, the Public Libraries Act, the Agricul-

tural Childrens Act, and the Sea Birds Preservation Act. The

consequences of 'Liberalism Betrayed', in so far as it had "been

extending the system of compulsion ••• is a new form of Toryism,"

and as such represented a bulwark of a militant type of society.l

Having explained the true nature of the deformed Liberalism,

Spencer in the second essay, "The Coming Slavery," pointed to the

inevitable outcome of the betrayal - the 'Coming Slavery of State

Socialism' . For Spencer, the essence of slavery was compulsion. He

saw that the increasing amount of regulative legislation, accompanied

by a growing administrative machine, was adding a momentumto the

accelerated trends towards the 'New Toryism' and the 'Coming Slavery

of State Socialism'.

The third essay, "The Sins of Legislators" began with the

contention that, "Government is begotten of aggression and by

aggression. ,,2 History, Spencer claimed, was a record of the aggress-

iveness of the ruling power, both without and within its own society.

History was the record of aggressive wars between States, and of the

aggression of the ruling power against the ruled. The contemporary

sins of aggressive legislators revolved around a fundamentally unsound

utilitarianism which threatened social progress. In what might be

---------------------------------------------------------------~-----
1H. Spencer, The Man Versus the State,

2Ibid., p, 112.
p. 81.
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taken for a working manual of the Webbs, Spencer claimed that the

sins of legislators "are not (always) generated by personal ambition

or class interests, but result from a lack of study by which they

1are morally bound to prepare themselves." Lacking a proper

knowledge of the laws which governed social progress, ignorant

legislators threatened to implement arrangements which were dys-

functional to the evolutiona.ry needs of society. Spencer, no less

than the Webbs, concluded that legislators had a duty to study the

facts, and the principles of evolution which bound them together.

In the fourth essay, UTheGreat Political Superstition,"

Spencer detailed the philosophical bankrLlptcy underlying the political

practice of the 'New Toryism'. For Spencer this bankruptcy emanated

from an unsound and mistaken notion of utility. Utility, for Spencer,

was to be determined rationally i.e. philosophically and from taking, --
into account the laws of evolution, not empirically from mere head

counting by legislators. To return to the true politics, Liberals

had first to return to the tn~e principles of rational utility, so

tha t, "the functions of true Liberalism in the future will be that

of putting a limit to the powers of parliament.,,2

Spencer's vilification of Socialism in The Man Versus the State

confronts the historian with an interesting paradox - that of a figure

denigrative of Socialist ideals as a form of 'New Toryism' and

Socialism as 'The CorningSlavery' as an important positive influence

upon the early Socialists.

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1
H. Spencer, The Man Versus the State,

2Ibid., p. 183.
p. 115.
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It has been the traditional view to deny the par-adox, Thus one

of the most important historians of the Fabians and Fabian ideas

A.M. McBriar: "the whole direction of Spencer's thought was too

remote from that of the Fabians to allow him to exert any but a very

general influence."l G. 1ichtheim has also avoided the paradox,

arguing that in order to be useful to Socialists Spencer had to be

mediated through the Positivists. "Spencer ••• was an extreme indivi-

dualist, and those of his former pupils who later turned to Fabianism

had to adopt Comte before they could draw socialist conclusions from

their dissatisfaction wi th L'ibera.L'isn ,,,2

The paradox should not be avoided, for its establishment involves

a detailed examination of Herbert Spencer as an important bridge

between the Radicals and the Socialists, a bridge whose foundations

were cemented in evolutionary theorJ', the practical application of

philosophical principles to contemporary politics, and the structural

functional method.

Herbert Spencer, born in Derby in 1820, was a product of the

provincial non-conformity and Radicalism of the hosiery towns of

the East Midlands.3 vrith four grandparents as IJesleyan Methodists,

Spencer loudly and proudly proclaimed his inheritance of Radical

Dissent. Through his father, a Dissenting schoolmaster, and his

associations with the Derby Philosophical Society, which had close

---------------------------------------------------------------------
lA.M. McBriar, Fabian Socialism and English Politics (Cambridge,

1962), p. 62.
2G• Lichtheim, ~ Short Histo!y of Socialism (London, 1970), p. 175.
3For further discussion of Spencer's place within the tradition

of provincial Dissent see J.D.Y. Peel, Herbert Svencer: The Evolution
of ~ Sociologist (London, 1971).
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links wi th the Lunar Society of Birmi.nghamand the tradition of

Joseph Priestly, Spencer imbibed the great tradition of provincial

science and radicalism. Radical and Dissenting opinion, opposed to

a corrupt state dominated by a landed aristocracy and an established

Church, were at the very roots of Spencer's earliest political

philosophy. In the 1840's Herbert Spencer involved himself in the

radical politics of the Complete Suffrage Union, the Anti-State

Church Association, and the Anti-Corn Law League. Spencer's concern

with the land question and the position of the landed aristocracy was

reflected in his very first work, Social Statics, published in 1850.

The early part of that work describes a theory of social ,lustice, in

which the greatest happiness is secured by allowing each the freedom

consistent with the equal freedom of others. Spencer proceeded to

consider the application of this law of equal freedom in a variety of

fields. One application of the principle had important implications

for the Socialist movement of the 1880 's. That application was to

the land question, and involved the demonstration of the right to the use

of the earth. Spencer showed that in accoIuance with the law of equal

freedom, all men have equal rights to the land, and consequently that

no man had the right to use the land in such a way as to prevent
others from using it.

o t 1pr:iva e property."
Equity, asserted Spence~, did not permit

Spencer's conclusion was tha't justice commanded
a change in the exis ting system of land tenure. The change which

Spencer advocated was the nationalization of land.

---------------------------------------------------------------------
IH. Spencer, Social Statics (London, 1850), p. 134.
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The influence of Ricardo and J .S. Mill on the Socialists as

regard s the land question has been generally acknowledged, whilst

the importance of Spencer (whose position on the land question was

in advance of either Mill or Ricardo) within the tradition of Radical

opposition to the landed interest has been largely ignored. Although

Mill eventually came to accept the principle of land nationalization,

for the Socialists it was (as Sidney Webb pointed out) Herbert Spencer

who "demonstrated the incompatability of full private property in

1land with the modern democratic s ta te ;"

Social Statics has a place in the ongoing tradition of radical

opposi tion on the land question and stands as a bridge between the

Radicals and the Socialists since it was raised to prominence by the

issue of land reform in Ireland in the 1860' s and 1870' s , and by the

agricultural depression and the acute unrest among the smallholders

in areas such as \ ales and Scotland. Spencer's doctrine of the right

to the use of the earth found a new and wide audience.

When Professor Alfred Russell Wallace, who wi th J. S. Mill, was a

prominent member of the Land Tenure Reform Association, in an article

for the Contemporary Review, formally proposed land nationalization

as a radical solution to the Irish land problem, he acknowledged that

it had been Spencer's Social Statics which had first convinced him

2of "the immorality and Lmpo.l Lcy of pri va te property in land."

Historians have tended to lose sight of Spencer's contribution

to thinking on the land reform question. The popularity of Henry

IS. Webb, "Historic", Fabian Essays, ed. G.B. Shaw (London, 1908),
p. 60.

2A•R•Wallace, "Howto Nationalize the Land: A Radical Solution to
the Irish Land Problem," Contemporary Review, Vol. 38, Nov. 1880, pp. 716-36.
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George, and the enormous sales of Progress and Poverty have been

allowed to completely overshadow Spencer's prior contribution. Henry

George's influence may not be properly doubted, but what may be

doubted is the extent to which it should be allowed to obscure other

influences. The land question was, after all, already a prominent

issue by the time George's Progress and Poverty became popular in

England. As Sidney Olivier of the Fabian Society was at pains to

point out, the importance of Henry George was to bring the land

question "into the general notice of others than the readers of Mill
Iand Spencer.1t

Henry Sidgwick realized that the Spencerian doctrine of equal

freedom was an important and integral part of the "semi-socialist"

movement. Socialism, he maintained, was but "an attempt to realize
2natural justice as taught by Mr. Spencer." With considerable chagrin,

Spencer acknowledged as much himself in The Man Versus the State. He

distressfully observed that the movement for land nationalization had

served as the "basis of a scheme going more than half-way to State
Socialism. ,,3

The Socialists themselves often acknowledged as much. In a

pamphlet written by a Socialist under the pseudonym of 'Frank Fairman ,4

-----------~---------------------------------------------------------
IS. Olivier to G. Wallas, Nov. 15, 1882 in Sydne;z

Letters and Selected Writings, ed. M. Olivier (London,
2H• Sidgwick, "Economic Socialism,1! Contempora~

Nov. 1886, p. 628.

livier,
1948), p. 54.

Review, Vol. 50,

3H• Spencer, The Man Versus the State,
4The name is probably pseudonymous. When

columns of Justice it was in quotation marks.

p, 97.
it appeared in the
Justice July 11, 1884.
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in 1884, it was suggested that probably no-one, not even Dr. Marx,

had done more to spread Socialistic ideas in Englan~tbanBerbert Spencer.

The "inexorable logic" of Spencer's early works could, Fairman

maintained, "hardly fail to convince ••• of the necessity of at least

as radical a reconstruction of society as even the Social Democratic

Federation can desire." Spencer's law of equal freedom when applied

to the land question, asserted Fairman, led inevi tably and inexorably

t S '1' 1o OCla lsm.

James Leatham (referred to by the editor of the journal Progress

as, Han earnest and able Socialist") exc Iaf.med,

I hold that the principles of Sociology laid down by
Spencer lead to Socialism •.• the ideal standards of
the Socialist Sociology are the standards of social
duty laid down by Herbert Spencer in his "Social
Statics" ••• It requires that the land shall be nation-
alized •.• that 'the freedom of each shall be limited
by the like freedom of all,.2

In Fabian Essays both Sidney Webband Sydney Olivier acknowledged

their indebtedness to Spencer on the land question; for the solution

to which Olivier averred to "Mr. Herbert Spencer in his generous

youth that private property in land is incompatible wi th the fundamental

right of each individual to live and to own the produce of his labour.3

Al though Spencer had explicitly supplied a radical solution to

the land question, when he saw that the Socialists were pursuing the

conclusions of his law of equal freedom, and doctrine of the right to

---------------------------------------------------------------------
~. Fairman, "Herbert Spencer on Socialism, A Reply to the Article

Enti tled the Coming Slavery," (London, 1884), p. 4.
2J• Leatham, "Th e NewSociology Vindicated", Progress, Vol. 7,

August, 1887, pp. 241-242.
3S• Olivier, ''Moral'', Fabian Essays, , p. 104, (My

emphasis). See S. Webb, "Historic;-;-;--- p. 66.
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the use of the soil, he attempted to distinguish between the philo-

sophical principles he had enunciated, and the policy conclusions

which were being forcibly drawn from them. In successive editions

of Social Statics, Spencer's early attacks upon private land owner-

ship were revised, and finally abridged. Spencer disavowed the uses

to which Socialists had put his ideas. Later in his life, while

maintaining that the principles laid down in Social Statics were

equitable in the abstract, he completely refused to recognize the
1status of the deductions drawn from them.

Henry George had hoped to enlist the great philosopher's

prestige behind his own movement. In 1882, while on his trip to

Britain, George met with Spencer at the horne of H.M. Hyndman. Spencer

dashed any hopes George might have entertained in that quarter by

declaring total satisfaction with the imprisonment of the Irish Land
Leaguers.

The Man Versus the State is to be seen in the light of Spencer's

painstaking attempt in the latter part of his life to publicly

distinguish between his own philosophical principles and the political

conclusions which the Socialists and others had drawn from them.

However, if it's publication was intended by the author to discourage

the radical usages to which his works had been put, The Man Versus
-

the State became, in fact, the opportunity for further radical
propaganda.

Spencer's delineation of the political frontiers of his views

drew this immediate reply from R. Percy B. Frost in the columns of

---------------------------------------------------------------------
lSee successive editions of Social Statics, see also, The Man

Versus the State, p. 97, and Spencer's contribution to
~ Sympo~ on the Land Question, ed. J.B. Levy (London, 1890).
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Justice:

It is not some years since Mr. Herbert Spencer laid
down in "Social Statics" as the law of rigpt social
relationships that - 'Every man should have freedom
to do all that he will provided that he infringes not
the equal freedom of any other man.' Mr. Spencer
evidently considers however that society has not yet
reached the stage of social development in which any
general recognition of that principle can be looked for,
since he comes forward in the current number of the
"Contemporary" as the champion of individualism, a
system of society in which the law of social relation-
ships is 'Each man for himself' without regard to any
others. 1

Frank Fairman's specific reply to the articles in the
2contemporary Review has already been noted, and H.M. Hyndman added

his own weight to the Socialist critiQue.3 Not unnaturally his

critics deplored what they considered Spencer's volte-face. Whereas

Frederic Harrison considered "Herbert Spencer Against All Eng-Land"

a more appropriate title for The Man Versus the State, James Leatham

suggested "Herbert Spencer Against Himself. ,,4

1R. Percy B. Frost, "Mr . Herbert Spencer on Soc La.li.an ;" Justice,
April 12, 1884.

~. Fairman, "Herbert Spencer on Socialism,tI Fairman
wondered if Spencer was "laughing up his sleeve at the Brl tish public,
and enjoying the joke of being held up as the Defender of the uni-
versal-scramble and Devil-take-the hindmost Faith which not once only,
but all his life, he has laboured to destrov." Ibid., p. 3.

3See H.M. Hyndman, Socialism and Slave:y, B~ ~ Answer to
Mr. Herbert Spencer's Attack Upon the Democratic Federation (London,
1884). -

4See J. Leatham, "The New Sociology Vindicated,"
pp. 241-242.
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This theme of the self-contradictory nature of Spencer's 'late

period' was subsequently elaborated upon by Webb and Henry George,

the latter characteristically the most caustic.l In a lengthy

attack on Spencer entitled ~ Perplexed Philosopher George wrote:

Try Herbert Spencer by the ideas that he once held
••• Try him by the principles of Social Statics, or
try him by the principles of Justice. In this
chapter he proves himself alike a traitor to all
that he once held, and to all that he now holds - a
conscious and deliberate traitor who assumes the
place of the philosopher, the office of the judge,
only to darken truth and deny justice; to sellout
the right of the wronged and to prostitute his powers
in the defence of the wronger.2

Thus, if Spencer was at pains to distinguish between his own

principles and the abuse of them by others, the Socialists were

equally careful to critically contrast his 'early' and 'late' periods.

They were quick to enlist the prestige of science in the cause of

Socialism, and quite naturally considered Spencer's individualism to

be inconsistent with his former scientific teachings.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

lSidney Webb accused Spencer of desiring "to bring back the
legal position which made possible the 'white slavery' of which the
'sins of legislators' have deprived u s;" In a footnote he added that,
"Few ••• of Mr. Spencer's followers appear to realize that he presupposes
Land Nationalization as the necessary condition of an Individualist
communi ty." "Historic" , p. 4l.

2H• George, ~ Perplexed Philosopher (N.Y., 1892), p. 225.
George also said, '~ro Spencer is like one who might insist that each
should swim for himself in crossing a river, ignoring the fact that
some had been artificially provided with corks and others artificially
loaded with lead." Ibid., p. 87.
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The middle decades of the nineteenth century were characterized

by rapid scientific, technical and economic advance, and Spencer's

ambitious attempt to systematize the application of contemporary

biological scientific theories to social and philosophical questions

evoked a receptive response in an age in which the vogue of 41science

was by far the most potent ferment at work in the mental environment.ttl

Beatrice Webb observed the intoxication of the mid-Victorian age by

the cult of science and the idea of progress:

It is hard to understand the "aLv e belief of the most
original and vigorous minds of the seventies and
eighties that it was"by science, and by science alone,
that all human misery would be ultimately swept away.
This almost fanatical faith was perhaps partlJr due to
hero-worship. For who will deny that the men of science
were the leading Bri tish intellectuals of that period;
that it was they who stood out as men of genius with
international reputations; that it was they who were the
self-confident militants of the period; that it was they
who were routing the theologians, confounding the
mystics, imposing their theories on philosophers, their
inventions on capitalists, and their discoveries on
medical men; whilst they were at the same time snubbing
the artists, ignoring the poets and even casting doubt
on the capacity of the politicians? Nor was the cult of
scientific method confined to intellectuals. 'Halls of
Science' were springing up in the crowded working class
districts; and BIfa:dlaugh , the fearless exponent of
scientific materialism and the 'Fruits of Philosophy' ,
was the most popular demagogue of the hour ••• Indeed,
in the seventies and eighties it looked as if whole
sections of the British proletariate - and these the
elite _ would be swept, like the corresponding class on
the Continent, into a secularist movement.2

---------------------------------------------------------------------

113.Webb, ~ Apprenticeship (London, 1971), p. 144.
"The New Learning of the Nineteenth Century," Lecture to
Society, c. 1880, Passfield Papers (pp), VI, 2.

~. '~bb, ~ Apprenticeshi_p, pp. 146-7.

See S. Webb,
the Zetetical
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This predominating interest in scientific and technical develop-

ments is indicated by the extensive coverage of these subjects in the

popular literature of the day. Throughout the 1870' sand 1880' s the

retrospect of literature in the Annual Register drew attention to the

continuing high level of interest shown in science and subjects

scientific, as represented by the large volume of works newly devoted
to those topics. The report for 1884 is typical:

It would appear as if writings of any importance •••
become more and more confined to science and subjects
of technical interest generally, they absorb, apparently,
the intellectual vitality of the writing world with very
few exceptions.l

In the world of fiction writing it is worthy of note that the

tradition of Job Legh in Mrs. Gaskell's Mary Barton or Alton Locke

in C. Kingley's novel by the same name was continued in the popular

literature of the 1870's and 1880's. The central character in the

most popular novel of the 1880's, Mrs. Humphrey Ward's Robert Elsmere,

displayed the same characteristic enthusiasm for the natural sciences;

and science was exalted in the'widely read Martyrdom of Man by
Winwood Reade. 2

There was a growing demand for lectures as well as publications

to make the results of scientific discoveries accessible to the lay

public. Remarking upon the appearance of "rneaeengar-sr from the

rapidly spreading Halls of Science at open air meetings, Beatrice Webb

---------------------------------------------------------------------
lRetrospect of Literature, Annual Register, 1884.
2,tToillustrate the idolisation of science" in the 1870 and 1800 IS,

Beatrie livebbquoted extensively from the Martyrdom of Man. B. Webb,
Mz Apprenticeshi;e, : pp. 147-148.
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noted that radical secularism had found new outlets through extensive

I . t t· . Ipopu ar r.neres r.nsci ence , Charles B'radLaugh , Armie Besant ,

together w i,th the Darwinian Marx i st , Edward Aveling, were regular

speakers on scientific topics at the London Halls of Science.

The attention devoted to science in Mrs. Besant's journal Our

Corner is also significant. An analysis of the four year period

1883-1886 shows that of the twenty-nine issues only one was without

a single feature on science. Approximately half of the issues carried

two Or more articles on science, and all contained a regular scientific

corner. (Mrs. Besant was supposed to know through her associations

with left-wing Radicalism and Bradlaugh "more of the views of the
2(educated) working class than all other Socialists put together."

It is perhaps not unreasonable to assume, then, that the considerable

attention devoted to scientific subjects in Our Corner reflected not

only its editor's special interests, but also those of its readership.)

Closely allied to the vogue of science was the belief in the

Idea of Progress, rooted, as Huxley suggested in the Victorian idea

of man's "long progress through the pa st" was a "reasonable ground of

faith in his attainment of a nobler future.,,3 John Morley, an

ineffectual publicist and Liberal statesman who had positivist

sympathies, went further:

~. Webb, Ml. Apprenticeship,' pp. 304-305, 146-147.
2See H. Bland, "The Socialist Party in Relation to Politics,"

Practical Socialist, October, 1886.
3Quoted in J.B. Bury, The Idea of Progress (N.Y., 1932), p.342.
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Belief in progress had become the basis of social
thought and had even taken the place of religion as
the inspiring, guiding, and testing power of social
action.l

In an important article, S.G. Checkland links the Victorian

belief in progress to the contemporary faith in evolutionary theories:

the idea of a meliorative trend embodied in the
evolutionary principle, was strongly held ••• (the
idea of science) envisaged cumula.tive change, the
change was always for the better.2

In seeking to establish that Newtonianism had relaxed its grip

upon the minds of students of society as the scientific limelight had

passed from astro-physics to biology, Checkland can be faulted for

ignoring the pervasive influence of Spencer in infusing the evolutionary

idea into the social and economic thinking of Victorian Britain. In

his well-known work The Idea of Progress J.B. Bury asserted that

Spencer's "synthesis of the world process lucidly and persuasively

developed, probably did more than anyotber work ••• both to drive

home the significance of the doctrine of evolution and to raise the

doctrine of Progress to the rank of a common place truth in the

popular estimation.,,3

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IJ.V. Morley, Recollections (N.Y., 1917), Vol. I, p.26.
2S.G. Checkland, "Growth and Progress: The Nineteenth Century

View in Britain," Economic History Review, Vol. 12, 1959-1960, p.55.
3J.B. Bury, The Idea of Progress, p.341.
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Coming to maturity in the accepted incandescence of the achieve-

ments of English science, the Socialists of the 1880's accepted an

1optimistic, evolutionary outlook almost "as a matter of course."

They naturally read Darwin and Huxley, but it was pre-eminently Herbert

Spencer who illuminated 1!the previous darkness by lucid exposi ti on

and by pregnant suggestion.1I2 As radicals, the Socialists were

obviously indebted to Spencer for persuading the world that for

society, as for the rest of organic life, change was its natural

condition. The debt was generously acknowledged. Sidney 'lebb (who

maintained that "the great generali~ies which ••• must change the

whole drift of Philosophy, are the Conservation of Energy and Evolu-

tion") hailed Spencer as "The first thinker of importance who has

fully assimilated the newest ideas. ,,3 In his history of the Fabian

Society, Edward Pease indicated that "Herber-t Spencer, then deemed
.

the greatest of English thinkers, was pouring out in portentous

phraseology the enormous significance of Evolution,,,4 and no less

than eight of Spencer's works were recommended in the Society's ",,hat

to Read, A List of Books for Social Reformers. ,,5

Less obviously intellectual figures such as Ben Tillet, TomMaguire

and James Ramsey MacDonald had read Spencer, along with other

contemporary scientific thinkers. Tillet cited Spencer, ':along with

---------------------------------------------------------------------

~.Ro Pease, The History of the Fabian Socie51 (London, 1926), p.17.

2A• Besant, Why! Am~ Socialist (London, 1886), p. 3.
3S• Webb, "The NewLearning of the Nineteenth Century ,"
4E•R• Pease, The History of the 'Fabian Society, p.17.

5Fabian Tract No. 29.
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Huxley, Darwin, Hackle, Carlyle and Cardinal Newman" as formative
1influences upon his intellectual development, and it is unsurprising

to anyone familiar with the tortured biological analogies of

J.R. MacDonald's later speeches to learn that "his favourite studies

were biological. Along with Ritchie's Darwinism and Politics,

Spencer influenced him the most.1,2 H.M. Hyndman paid Spencer the

tribute of a special reply to ~he Man Versus the State.3 In the
-------

pages of Justice, no less than in Commonweal and Progress, Spencerirul

influence is apparent., As with Hyndman in England for All, there is

frequently a failure to identify the authority for the evolutionary

perspective, but in the detailed anaLogy of the social organism, and

the insistence on scientific investigation, the stamp of Spencer is

clear.

The mark which Spencer left upon the early Socialists wa s the

mark of evolution. Society, for Spencer, was like any other organism,

and evolved through the integration of its constituent matter into a

larger, denser and more complex, coherent mass by losing momentum. As

the social organism grew in mass and complexity, its structure

increased in size and complexity, and different parts of the structure

became differentiated and specialized in the functions which they

performed for the organism. With increased functional adaptation of

the parts of the structure to meet the more complex needs of the

evolving organism, came greater interdependence between parts of the
structure.

lB. Tillet, Memories and Reflections (London, 1931), p, 77.
~. Beer, History of British Socialism (London, 1919), p. 312.
3H•M• Hyndman, Socialism and Slavery~
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A t this general level an argument for Socialism which proceeded,

from accepted scientific authority was attractive in an age anamourod

of science. By showing Socialism to be the scientific outcome of

evolution, the prestige of science could be enlisted to add to the

authori ty of the prescriptive judgments of Socialists. The argument

from science was a powerful one, and in this regard Spencer's name

had the clear ring of authori ty. Thus Tom Maguire declared, ''Wenow

recognize evolution to be the groundwork of every science," and

referred to Mr. Herbert Spencer's The Study of Sociology as the key
1to the discovery of the nature of social development and progress.

Annie Be sarrt, in Why 1. Am ~ Socialist declared at one point, "I am a

socialist because I believe in Evolution.,,2

This was precisely the kind of intellectual opportunism which

had been recommended by the American Socialist, Lawrence Gronlund,

both in his lecture tour of England in 1885, and in his best known

work, The Co-operative Commonwealth:

We cannot conceive of any better way of propagating
socialist ideas than to show them to be the logical
outcome of the best modern thoughts.3

Gronlund himself used Spencer in precisely this way, turning

the organic analogy against the laissez-faire conclusions of its
author.

IT. Maguire, "Mr. Chamberlain and Socialism," Progress, Vol. 5,
July, 1888, p. 317.

2A• Besant, Why 1. Am ~ Socialis t, p, 2.
31• Gronlund, The Co-operative Commonwealth, ed. stow Persons

(Cambridge, Mass., 1%5), p. 220. Also see L. Gronlund, "The Work
Before Us," Commonweal, Supplement, July, 1885.
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Let us then give due credit to Herbert Spencer for his
profound speculations on the social organism. He has,
indeed, in them laid the foundations for constructive
socialism.l

Hyndman declared that "Socialists are perfectly satisfied with

the exposition of middle class philosophy by its principle champion. ,,2

And Webb, who sometimes pirated Spencer's style and who had exploited

Spencer's illustrative examples, was not beneath opportunism of this

kind.3

At another general level, the Socialists used evolution to

demonstrate that the idea of progress was unthinkable apart from the

idea of Socia.lism, to demonstrate that Socialism was the logical out-

come of progress. Thus Sidney Web b wrote:

We can no longer think of the ideal society as an
unchanging state. The social ideal from being static
has become dynamic ••• No philosopher now looks for
anything but the gradual evolution of the new order
from the old.4

Hyndman made very much the same point in his reply to Spencer's

The Man Versus the State:

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1 .L. Gronlund, The Co-operat1ve Commonwealth, p. 78.
2 -HoM. Hyndman, Socialism and Slavery, p. 24.
3Compare the lists on sta.te-ownership and control in S. ebb,

"Historic", p. 51, with H. Spencer, The Man Versus the
State, p. 105.--4

S. Webb, "Historic," p.31.
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While his (Spencer's) admission that somehow in spite
of all his objections, the evolution of society is
carrying us necessarily further and further into State
or Municipal Management has led a considerable number
of those who have been taught the doctrine of evolution
by Mr. Spencer himself to accept socialism as the only
logical outcome.l

This apparently paradoxical use of the ! champion of middle class

philosophy' by the Socialists involved an attribution of contradiction

as between Spencer's scientific theories and political doctrines.

Spencer has been challenged as to the compatabili ty of his evolutionary-

organic theories and his individualistic political beliefs both by his

contemporaries and by later scholars, who have not only denied that

the organic analogy supports laissez-faire doctrine, but have rather

argued that the analogy dictates a positive view of state action. The

major road from Spencer to Socialism lay through this alleged contra-

diction; and the Socialists themselves split the paradox by driving a

wedge between Spencer's scdentif'Lctheories and the political and

policy conclusions he drew from them.

Spencer's scientific theories had elevated the commonplace

notion that societies were somehow generally similar to individual

organisms to the level of detailed analysis, in which growth, increase

in structure, and differentiation and integration of structure and

function involving a progressive change from homogeneity to heterogeniety,

were the organizational principles in societies as in animal organisms.

For both Spencer and for his critics the political inferences to be

drawn from the evolutionary organic analogy revolved about the argument

---------------------------------------------------------------------

. IH.M. Hyndman, Socialism and Slavery, pp , 23-24.
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regarding the nervous or controlling system. Both were agreed that,

in general, in simple organisms the nervous system is dispersed

throughout the structure, whereas higher forms display a complex

centralized controlling system. Thus evolutionary development

involved a growth in structure, and a corresponding growth of the

nervous or controlling system. Prom a relatively simple, homogeneous

and dispersed regulating system a large, complex, heterogeneous

central regulating system developed.

T .H. Huxley, in an article entit Ied "Administrative Nihilism"

wri tten for the Portnightlv Review argued that Spencer had drawn

false socio-political conclusions from his biological laws.

With what singular closeness a parallel between the
development of a nervous system which is the governing
power of the body in the series of animal organisms,
and that of government in the series of social
organisms, can be drawn.

This being so, Huxley continued,

All this appears to be very just. But if the
resemblance between the body physiological and the
body politic are any indication, not only of what the
latter is, and how it has become what it is, but of
what it ought to become, and what it is tending to
become, I cannot but think that the real force of the
analogy is totally opposed to the negative view of the
state function.

"Suppose, 'I says Huxley, f1every cell left free to follow its own

Iinterest' and laissez-faire, Lord of all , what would become of the

body physiological?" In fact,
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If the analogy of the bcdy politic with the body physio-
logical counts for anything, it seems to me to be in
favour of a much larger amount of governmental inter-
ference than exists at present.l

Socialists approved the concept of a social organism, with its

stress upon unity and the interdependence of parts, and were quick

to seize and synthesise Huxley's criticism in "Administrative Jihilism,"

to argue that the organic analogy suggested the inevitability as well

as the desirability of a centralized, collectivist state. TornMaguire

expressed his approval of Spencer's organic view, while at the same

time observing that "it is the 'let alone' inference whereof the whole
2of his conclusory observations smack."

James Leatham, a Socialist contributor to the journal Progress,

declared:

IT.H. Huxley, "Administrative Nihilism," Fortnightly Review,
Vol. X (n.s.), 1871, pp. 534-535. Other scholars have made similar
criticisms. W.M. Simon has argued that Spencer's political doctrines
were not deducible from his philosophical premises; and that the analogy
of the social organism pointed to collectivism rather than laissez-faire
individualism. "Spencer's adherence to the concept of the 'socia.l
organism' (Simon wrote) led Spencer at times to attenuate his political
doctrine so he could maintain that doctrine in fact only by infringing
on the integrity of the biological analogy." "Harber-t 'pencer and the
'Social Organism "' Journal of the History of Ideas, Vol. XXI, 1960,
p, 298. Similarly, D. Macrae wrote: "Thus, while the organic analogy
is 'instructive' it is also wrong; the units are altogether different
in kind. It may be - and surely is - a muddle to derive laissez-faire
politics and economics from the organic analogy, and indeed, that
argument should run in the direction of praising and encouraging an
omnipotent state. It Introductory essay to The Man Versus the State, 212.
Cit., p. 27. Also see S. Andreski's introducto~ essay to Herbert
spencer: structure, Function and Evolution (London, 1972), p. 28.

2T• Maguire, "Mr. Chamberlain and Socialism," p. 317.
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Herbert Spencer stands alone almost as the prophet
of the ideal life. He calls himself neither Socialist
nor Communist; but with patient, thoughtful and system-
atic inquiry, he is guiding us to regions which he knows
not of and is doing more for the cause of righteousness
than a whole school of more ardent and violent agi tators.l

The Socialists who had in general been quick to harness Spencer's

theories regarding the evolution of the social organism to the Socialist

cause were no less adept in slaying the 'champion of middle class

philosophy' with the stones of his own former making by their insistence

that the evolutionary-organic analog'{ logically supported and

encouraged sta.te activity. Thus despite Spencer's fulminations against

collectivism in The Man Versus the State it was "the belief of

socialists that Spencer had made Scientific Socialism possible and

even exact by his arguments in illustration of the organic nature of
. 2

society. "

Gronlund declared that while Spencer might be the "apostle of

individualism, II he had presented "splendid arguments in favour of the

organic character of society:,,3 The organic view,Gronlund argued,

was inexorably socialistic because the "correspondence between the

distributing system of animals and the distributing system of bodies

politic" was an argument for the positive view of state functions.

To the division of labour, Gronlvnd said, "add the central regulative

system which Spencer says distinguishes all highly organized

structures and which supplies each organ with blood in proportion

to the work it does and - behold the CO-OPERATIVECOIvlMONiliJEALT"rl:',4

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1J• Leatham, "I'he NewSociology," Progress, Vol. 7, April, 1887,

p. 110.

2J• Leatham, "The NewSociolo...BrVindicated," p, 243.

3L• Gronlund, The Co-operative Commonwealth, p. 78.4 .
Ibid., p. 90.
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D.G. Ritchie, in his best known works, Darwinism and Politics

and The Principles of State Interference also argued that Spencer's

political conclusions were not deducible from his biological ar@l-

ments. The review of Darwinism and Politics in the journal TO-Day

suggested to Socialists the significance of the alleged contradiction

between Spencer's organic analogy and his 'administrative nihilism'.

The reviewer, presumably Ritchie's fellow Fabian, H. Bland, signifi-

cantly pointed out that "not a single argument is brought forward, not

a solitary suggestion made, which has not been current coin among
1Socialist lecturers for the last eight years. II

Thus, while Spencer's Socialist critics argued the efficacy of

Socialism on grounds that organisms regarded as higher displayed a

greater centralization of the nervous system, they also stressed the

implications of the greater interdependence and integration of parts

for increased centralized control. Annie Besant, in her most popular

tract wrote of this tendency in terms that were almost a paraphrase of

Spencer, "The great truths that organisms are not isolated creations,

but that they are linked together as parts of one great tree of life;

that the simple precedes the complex; that progress is a process of

continued integrations and ever-increasing differentiations. ,,2 In a

further tract Besant found in Spencer's law of differentiation and

concomitant integration of matter the 'scientific' basis of Socialism,

and to the extent that Society was steadily "evolving towards a more

highly developed individuality of units, and towards their closer

---------------------------------------------------------------------
ITo-Day, Vol. II, April, 1889.
2A• Besant, ~ 1. Am.§: Socialist,

Herbert Spencer's universal law of evolution,
p. 396.

p. 2; and compare
First Principles,
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co-ordination." the implications of evolutionary organicism were clear _

social integration, indeed human progress itself, depended upon the

development of centralized, collective or@pns of administration.l

Evolutionary theory was used to show that the inevitable progress

toward Socialism was desirable, and represented a higher fonn of

development. The organic analogy was utilised to demonstrate that the

growth and progression of society would inevitably and desirably lead

to greater centralized control. The organic conception of society

stressed the claims of a higher form of society against an untrammeled

individualism. By pointing to an asserted logical inconsistency between

Spencer's biological theories and his political and policy conclusions

Socialists used 'the greatest living philosopher' against himself.

Prior to the Social.Ls ts tado pti on of the charge of "admi.ru.s tra.t.Ive

nihilism', Spencer had public ly answered Huxley's critici sms in an

article for the Fortnightly Review,2 in which he conceded that a common

sense view of the organic analogy would lead to the conclusion that

the State should be positively regulative. However, he pointed out

that sociological processes go beyond the conceptions of common sense;

and by a distinction which he characterized as "Specialized Admini-

stration" Spencer attempted to demonstrate that there was no incon-

gruity between the scientific analysis of the evolution of the social

organism and his political doctrine of the negative role of the State.

Spencer's argument, which was subsequently expanded in Principles

of Sociology, maintained that during evolution the regulating system

of organisms, both individual and social, divided into two systems,

---------------------------------------------------------------------

lA. Besant, The Evolution of Society (London, 1886), p. 24.
2H• Spencer, "Specialized Administration," Fortnightly Review,

Dec. 1871. Reprinted in Essays: Scientific, Political and Speculative
(London, 1878), Vol. III.
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one controlling internal activity, the other external activity. The

two systems although co-ordinated, carried out their differentiated

functions with substantial independence. Whilst it was necessary

that the outer nervous system that reacted to external events be

highly centralized, in order to ensure disciplined responses, the

inner nervous system, whose functions were regular and uniform did

not require that same centralization of control. The internal

activities of organisms> were,Spencer insisted, "regulated by a

nervous system which is to a large extent independent of that higher
1and more complex nervous system controlling the external or-garis ;"

Thus, in both individual and social organisms, a complex

nervous system evolved through a process of differentiation and

bifuucation of the nervous structure. In the social organism as in

the individual organism the outer parts which reacted to the external

environment developed under a rigorous central control, which did not

influence the inner regulating system except in a negative way.

Spencer qualified the point by emphasising that there was a

'cardinal difference' between individual and social organisms;that

there was not a social sensorium analogous to the single centre of

consciousness of an individual organism.2 However, in terms of

structure and function he insisted that the biological analogy was

sound. By the careful argwnen ts of "Specialized Administration" in

---------------------------------------------------------------------
lH. Spencer, "Specialized Administration," pp. 133-134.

Also see Principles of Sociology, (London, 1887), Vol. I, pp. 550-562.
2Contrast with S. Webb, 1lRome:A Sennon in Sociology," Our Corner

Vol. XII, July and August, 1888, in passim. Here Webb seemsto want to
push the analOgy further than Spencer had been prepared to do and argue
that there was a 'social sensorium.' In "I'hsDifficulties of Individualism,"
Webb said, that while there was no "oommon sensorium, a society is
something more than the sum of its members; that a social organism has
a life and health distinguishable from those of its individual atoms."
Fabian Tract, No. 69.
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which the governing structures of both bodies individual and bodies

politic were divided into positively regu.lative and negatively

regulative, Spencer believed that he had not only maintained the

integrity of the biological analogy but that he had rescued it for
the defence of laissez-faire.

It was, perhaps, the glaring neglect of the Socialists to

acknowledge the arguments put forward in "Specialized Administration"

and later in Principles of Sociology which prompted The Man Versus

the State, the most polemical of Spencer's work. As has been seen,

the subtly qualified argu.ment of "Specialized Administration"

continued, however, to be wholly and studiously ignored by Socialists,

although they cannot have failed to have been aware of it. Al though

in the final analysis the argument from analogy could not definitively

establish either position, and while Spencer's alleged contradiction

was by no means as flagrant as the Socialists took it to be, their

idealisation of socially centralizing tendencies was left largely
untouched.

Spencer's lasting contribution to the development of Socialist

thought and policy was the legacy of the concept of society as a

functioning system, susceptible to scientific study, which he left to

the Webbs. From the organic analogy which saw society as an inter-

dependent system with complex functional relationships Spencer derived
the conceptual and analytical tools of function and structure.

Functional integration, differentiation and adaptation characterized

social as well as organic development, and the key to social develop-

ment was essentially the evolution of functions to meet needs, and

structures to provide functions. The Webb's adopted the Spencerian

structural functional method, and it shaped not only their studies of

the genesis of social institutions, but the practical political out-
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look of their Fabian Socialism. Perhaps as Leonard Vroolf remarked

of the Vebbs:

It was ••• natural, indeed, inevitable that sooner or
later someone should apply to Cabinets, trade unions
and parish councils themethods which had revealed so
much about rocks, apes and earthworms.l

Beatrice's debt to Spencer in this respect is well known. He

encouraged her to become a social investigator, and to think about

human institutions as biologists thought about plants or .arri.ma'l s ;

and for her part Beatrice instructed others as she had been instructed,

advising them to "follow the example of great men of other and older

sciences in their methods of investigation,'" beginning the study of a

particular institution just as one would the "study of an animal or
2plant." Spencer taught Beatrice to look at institutions in an

evolutionary, organic and functional manner, and from her diary

entries of the 1880's to her BBC talks on how to study the social

question of the 1930's, her underlying assumption was that all insti-

tutions arrlgroup structures were interrelated as a whole, and that

the method of explaining the action of anyone part was to discover

how that part co-existed with, or affected, the other parts, and how

it functioned ,~lative to the whole.

Beatrice Webb's view of society was of an interdependent system

of specialized parts acting together to bring about the adaption of

---------------------------------------------------------------------
lL. Woolf, "Political Thought and the Webbs,!! in The Webbs and

Their Work, ed, M. Cole, (London, 1949), p. 255.
2B• Webb, "How to Study the Social Question," p. 1, PP VI, 80;

"The Diseases of Organized Society," The Listner, Jan. 13, 1932, p , 48,
PP VI, 84.
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the social structure to the enviroT@ent. This idea was also one

basis of her belief in Socialism. Spencer's idea of functional

adaptation was, wrote Beatrice to her diary, "at the basis of a good

1deal of faith in collective regulation tha.t I afterward developed."

Beatrice saw the role of the social reformer as "expressing in

colloquial language the equally true and important biological fact,

the modification of structure brought about by the modification of

function, in other words, the law of functional adaptation.1f2

Although the V/ebb's joint studies followed a course charted in

the main by Beatrice, Sidney had been independently much influenced

by Spencerian sociology. His early lectures to the Zetetical Society

were indicative of Sidney's structural functionalist approach. In

the lecture "Heredity as an Important Factor in Psychology and Ethics"

Webb closely approached Spencer's suggestion in the Transcendental

Psychology that the only law of organic modification was the law of

functional adaptation.3 Webb's acceptance of Spencerian sociology

was even more apparent in the series of lectures on social and economic

history that he delivered in the mid-eighties, in which the insistence

upon the evolutionary and organic nature of society was clearly rooted

4-in the Spencerian conceptual framework of structure and function. The

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1
B. Webb, "Herbert Spencer and My Search for A Creed," Graphic

Survey, Feb. 1926, p. 552, PP VII, 4-1.

2B• Potter, The Co-operative Movement (London, 1891), p. 105.

3S• Webb, "Heredity as an Important Factor in Psychology and
Ethics," lecture to the Zetetical Society, March 22, 1882, PP VI,S.

4-See particularly "Economic History of Society in England, II Oct. 21,
1884, PP VI, 17; and "The Production of Wealth," 1885, PP VI, 23a; and
"The Distribution of Wealth," pp VI, 23b.
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early influence of Spencerian functional theory was also marked in

Webb's contribution to Fabian ESSEWS and "Rome: A Sermon in Sociology.H

In both articles the individual was regarded as a unit to be properly

fitted into a series of functional social relationships.

In their early partnership the Webbs' joint employment of the

tools of structural functional analysis was evidenced by their

'analytic histories' of institutional forms. The History of Trade

Unionism, written and published within two years of their marriage,

was the springboard for what they were to describe as the 'Webb

spec i a.Li, ty' - "a study, at once historical and analytic, of the life

history of particular social institutions."l This historical study

of trade unionism was an introduction to that larger It scientific

analysis of the structure and function of Bri tish Trade Unions"2

which was the concern of Industrial Democracy, the second joint

undertaking. It's publication in 1898, illustrated a sociological

approach bedded in the premise that "sociology, like all other

sciences, can advance only on the basis of a precise observation of

actual facts.,,3 Exactly employing the binary division of Spencer's

Descriptive Sociology, from the 'actual fact' emerged on the one hand

a descriptive study of the develibpment of trade union functions.

(The Webbs hoped that this "description of structure and function

will •.. have its awn permanent value in sociology as an analytical

record of trade unionism.IA) The analytical record thus left to

IS. and B. Webb, Methods of Social Study (Cambridge, 1975), p. 89.
2B• ebb, Our Partnership (Cambridge, 1975), p. 43.
3S• and B.
4Ibid., p.

ebb, Industrial Dernocrac~ (London, 1897), Vol. I, p.v.
ix.
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posteri ty involved a study of the functional role of trade unions

in contributing to the integration and effectiveness of the developing

modern democratic state wherein its authors "ventured into the domain

of theory ••• (placing) before the student a new analysis of the

working of competition in the industrial field ••• (their) vision of

the organization and working of the business world as it actually

exists.
lIl

Trade union methods and regulations were functionally

evaluated on the economic plane according to their promot ion of "the

selection of the most efficient fa.ctors of production, progressive

functional adaptation to a higher level, and their combination in

. t. 2the most advanced type of industrial o'rgarn za Lon ;" If in the study

of the development of trade union structure the Webbs found (and

approved Of) a trend toward the democratization of the industrial

state, their analysis of trade union functions was according to its

contribution to the needs of that emerging democratic new order. As

far as those economic functions were concerned:

the economist and the statesman will judge Trade
Unionism, not by its results in improving the position
of a particular section of workmen at a particular
time, but by its effects on the permanent efficiency
of the nation.3

Having identified within the development of trade union structure

a trend toward democratic control within the industrial state, and

------------------------------------~--------------------------------
IS. and B. Webb, Industrial Democracy (London, 1897) , Vol. I, p. v.
2S. and B. Webb, Industrial Democracy, Vol. II, p. 734.
3Ibid., p. 703.
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having analysed the legitimate functions of trade unions in terms of

that trend, the Vrebbs' recommendations for refonn of the trade unions

as social institutions were intended to enhance the adaptation of
structure to function.

The structural functional method which the Webbs adopted from

Spencer had profound implications for their political approach, for

their socialism became concerned with the technical aspects of social

change.

For the Webbs the heal thy condition of the social organism like

any other organism, required that its constituent pa r-tsfunction

correctly in respect of its needs. Consequently, the ill-health of

the social organism rested in the specific ma1f'unctions of those

constituent parts. The healthy development of the socialistically-

evolving organism therefore depended upon the correction of specific

malfunctions of its constituent parts. As Fabian Tract No. 70 stated,

"The Fabian Society does not put socialism forward as a panacea for

the ills of human society, but only those produced by a defective
Iorganization of industry and radically bad distribution of weal th."

Each 'defect of organization' represented a particular social problem,

about which facts could be scientifically collected and analysed and

whose solution was through functional and structura.Ichanges.

The social structure (which was relative to the functional needs

of the evolving social organism) consisted of interdependent functional

relationships between the various parts. Like Spencer they drew a

distinction between the social organism and the social structure.

The structure was simply the temporary manifestation of the functional

requirements of the organism, ve~ much as the structure of the body

was a manifestation of its adaptation to the environment. The social

~--------------------------------------------------------------------
I"Report on Fabian PoLi.cy ;" Tract No. 70,1886.
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organism was the historical reality - a living, developing, growing

being, adapting and evolving - the social structure was the outward

appearance of its functional needs. This is not Hegelia.nism, but

Spencerianism. For the Webbs, the social orgp,nism itself was

essentially the same creature at the end of the nineteenth century

as in the thirteenth, sa.ve that it had become larger, more complex,

its parts more specialized, differentiated and interdependent, as it

had evolved. As it evolved, functional adap'ta.tzion modified its
structure.

From their study of evolution the Webbs concluded that adaptation

of the social organism to its industrial environment involved

increased centralization. As has been seen, their study of evolution

evinced in the Webbs a buoyantly optimistic conviction that the tide

of history was running strongly in the direction of socialism, that

progress and socialism were the product of evolutionary laws. As the

forces of evolution adapted the social organism in a socialist

direction, the evolving organism acquired functional needs, so that

existing structural arrangements became dysfunctional to the develop-

ing needs of the organism. In the conviction that overall evolutionary

tendencies were strongly inclined to socialism, the problem of social

change for the Webbs involved the necessity to obtain structural

arrangements in harmony with the developing functional needs of the
social organism.

The Webbs' structural functional approach itself was unable to

explain social change; for this the Webbs relied upon their general

evolutionary analysis in which the evolutionary tendencies towards

socialism were clearly portended. The Webbs, then, had no need for

a socialist theory which would simultaneously encompass the problems
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of sweating, unemployment, housing, depression, imperialism, war etc.

They saw each as a specific, although interdependent, structural

arrangement which might be dysfunctional to the needs of a favourably

evolving organism. The problem of social change was thus a problem

of how the institutional or structural parts could be changed relative
to the developing needs of the whole. Since they concluded from a

study of Spencer that the whole social organism was evolving towards

socialism, and its needs and conditions of health could be established,

"direct adaptation" could be substituted for "indirect adaptation."l

Once scientific investigation had uncovered the working of social

structures. and institutions men could assume a "conscious control

over social destiny'! by making modifications and changes in the parti-

cular evils of those institutions.2 The problem of social change as

it presented itself to the 'Nebbs was a problem of how to change the

functions of institutions whose interdependent relationships made up

the social structure, and in so doi.ng change that structure consistent

with the needs of Cl. social organism which was evolving towards

socialism. The technical aspects of change concerned the Webbs, for

as Beatrice said of her husband, they were not the leaders of men, but

the :itritia>tors of policy. 3

Thus the Webbs adopted a broadly functionalist appr-oach both in

their institutional studies and in their task of reform. Implicit in

this approach was a theory of power which might be termed 'elitist-

pluralist. I They saw power as being to a degree dispersed throughout

---------------------------------------------------------------------
IS. Webb, UHistoric,"
2Ibid•
3B• Webb, Our Partnership,

p. 58.

p. 214.
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the social structure according to the functional needs of parts of

the structure to exercise it. Further they pointed to the fact that

in the process of evolution toward socialism, power might be dys-

functionally located in certain structures, which would deLay the

process of functional adaptati on. The adaptation of the structure to

the evolving needs of the social organism not only created new forms

of popular control in the economy but necessitated a relocation of

power into the hands of experts who possessed a sound knowledge and

understanding of the evolutionary need for fu ncti ona.I adaptation, and

who could assist the relocation of power within the social system

according to the functional needs of the evolving organism.

Accepting a strongly optimistic outlook in which the trend of

evolutionary progress towards socialism was unmistakable, the Webbs

applied in their Lnstdtu tLonaI studies a form of functional analysis

to identify which forms of activity were harmonious with the rise of

the new industrial state, and which forms were dysfunctional. The

problem of ref aTIll thus regarded was a problem for experts equipped

with the new analytical tools of a science which was progressively

enab.li.ng man to extend democratic human control over social forces.

In developing this outlook the influence of Her"bert Spencer had "been

crucial.

McBriar was "being far too dismissive when he wrote t1the whole

direction of Spencer's sociological and poli tical thought was too

remote from that of the Fabians to allow him to exert any but a very

general influence. ,,1

~--------------------------------------------------------------------
1A.M. McBriar, Fabian Socialism and English Politics,

p. 62.
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The law of equal freedom and natural justice propounded by the

'early' Spencer in Social Statics, formed part of the mould from

which the early Socialists were cast. His thinking on tbe land

question served as an important bridge between radicalism and

socialism.

Spencer's theories of evolutiona~ organic growth provided the

Socialists with a view of the process of social change which went

deeper than propaganda, and his functional sociology supplied the

Webbs with a method for their socio-historical investir,ations into

the growth of institutions and had important implications for the

practical politics and policies of Fabian Socialism.



THE roSITIVIST TRIBUTARY OF FABIANISH

Positivism has long been recognized as one of the main tribut-
1aries of the stream from which Fabian thought flowed. The works

of Mill, Spencer, Huxley and Comte were all familiar to the Fabian's

generation of English intellectuals. Young, eager, earnest intellect-

uals, the Fabians read most of the 'advanced' thinkers of the day,

frequented the avante garde debating societies and actively partici-

pated in humanitarian causes and radical politics. Many attended

positivist lectures and some had friendships with leading Positivists.

As Pease, historian and secretary of the Society noted:

most of the free-thinking men of that period read the
'Positive Policy' and other writings of the founder,
and spent some Sunday mornings at the little conventicle
in Lamb's Conduit Street, or attended on Sunday evenings
the Newton Hall Lectures of Frederic Harrison.2

lA.M. McBriar recognized two main streams of thought from which
Fabianism derived - the English liberal tradition and the Socialist
tradition. The English liberal tradition "had absorbed as a tributary
much of Posi tivist doctrine from France." Fabian Socialism and
English Politics (Cambridge, 1966), p. 7. Royden Harrison discusses
the relationship between Positivism and Fabianism in Before the
Socialists (London, 1965), ppo 333 ff. For a more limited aCCOUnt,
see WoM. Simon, European Positivism in the Nineteenth Century
(Ithaca, N.Y. 1963). George Lichtheim, ! Short History of Socialism
(London, 1970), gives a somewhat conf'usLng account of Pos i,Hvism and
Fabianism. Also see the account of the secretary and historian of
the Fabian Society, Edward Pease, The History of the Fabian Socie!y,
(London, 1926). For the Latest account see Willard Wolfe, From
Radicalism to Socialism (New Haven, 1975), particularly chapter 6
"Sidney Webb: The Positivist Road to Socialism." oLf'et s is the most
detailed account and the first to make use of personal papers.

2pease, QE. Cit., p. 18.
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W. L. Phillips, a house painter, the treasured working man of the
Fabian Society and author of the first tract ,"Why Are The Many Poor?",

1had "embraced the Positivist Philosophy of Auguste Comte," Sidney

Ball had been an Oxford friend of F.S. Marvin. In the Fabian tract

"The Moral Aspect of Socialism" Ball had quoted Cointe and stated that

the requisite "moral dynamics of socialism" could be supplied by the

Religion of Humanity. 2 William Clarke was well acquainted with

Positivism, having frequented Frederic Harrison's house in the early

eighties. Graham Wallas had joined Webb and OHvier in reading and

discussing the "principle works of Comte .,,3 [alIas' correspondence

wi'thOlivier reveals an interest in the doctrines of Positivism.

Annie Besant was a great admirer of Comte and she produced a short

book on his life and work. BeatTI_ce Webb, studied Comte and had

acquaintances and close friendships in Positivist circles. Among the

major Fabians, Shaw was an exception in being unimpressed by

---------------------------------------------------------------------

~. Cole, The Story of Fabian Socialism (London, 1961), p. 6.
The tract itself bears no trace of Positivism.

2S. Ball, "The Moral Aspect of Socialism", Tract 72. While the
term 'Religion of Humanity' was used in a general rather than speci-
fically Comtean sense, the tract reveals Positivist influence.
W.M. Simon notes that Ball's references to Positivism in his letters
to Marvin were only lukewarm. See European Positivism in the Nine-
teenth Century p. 226. -- ---

3S• Olivier to M. Cox Jan. 22, 1884 in M. Olivier (ed.),
Sydney Olivier: Letters and Selected Writings (London, 1948), p. 62.
The 'principle works' of Comte undoubtedly included: ~ General View
of Positivism, trans. J.R. Bridges (London, 1865); The Positive
PhilosophY, trans. and abridged by H. Martineau (London. 1853, 1873);
The System of Posi tive Poli t~> trans. Bridges et al (London, 1875-77);
and Catechism of the Positivist Religion trans. R. Congreve (London,
1858). ----
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"t"" 1POSl lVlsm.

That the Fabians were involved with the teachings of Comte,

through both reading and personal friendships with English Positivists,

is clear. To understand the nature of these early impressions and

the extent of their intellectual debt to Positivism, it is worth

examining in detail the intellectual biographies of those Fabians

about whom substantial evidence of early associations with Positivism

survives.
Mrs. Annie Besant, the most widely known and influential Fabian

t f th "ht" 2 t d f C tconver 0 e elg aes, was a grea a mirer 0 om e. At the time

she joined the Society she was a vice-president of the National

Secular Society, co-editor of its weekly paper, The National Reformer,

and publisher of the monthly journal Our Corner. Although she was to

find her true spiritual home in Theosophy, her earlier biography

illustrates the fusion of traditional secular religiosity with the

early stages of the Socialist revival.

Raised in an atmosphere of Evangelical piety, and intensely

religious as an adolescent, she made a disastrous marriage to a

curate, the Reverend Frank Besant. Soon she began to have serious

doubts about the validity of her faith. The inevitable and final

---------------------------------------------------------------------
lIn his notes on Pease's MS of The History of the Fabian Society,

against the passage: The 'Religion of Humanity' offered solutions for
all the problems that faced us. It suggested a new heaven of a sort
and it proposed a new earth ••• Few could long endure the absurdities
of a made-up theology and a make-believe religion: and the Utopia
designed by Comte was as impracticable and unattractive as Utopias
generally are," Shaw wrote: "This last is a very rash sentence. All
theologies are made-up; all religions are make-believe; and most Utopias
are attractive. I should say that the theology and religion offered as
new, were really both obsolete; and that the Utopia, unlike most Utopias,
was SO unattractive that one shuddered at its practicability." (British
Library of Political and Economic Science) Shaw appears neither to have
read Comte nor to have expressed any interest in Positivism.

2She joined the Society in the spring of 1885 as Shaw's protegee.
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break with orthodox faith came when she refused to be present during

theEucharist. Dramatically, she separated from her husband and moved

to LC?ndonwhere she joined a group of Freethinkers and began to make

a new life writing skeptical anti-Christian tracts. She soon came to

have a high regard for Comte and it was while she was searching for

Positivist literature that she came in contact with the National

Secular Society, to which, under the spell of Charles Brad laugh 's

powerful personality, she devoted her considerable energies.

In 1874-5 she made an extensive study of Comte and expounded
1his views in a series of articles for the National Reformer. Although

she rejected the authority of the Positive Polity, the articles were

sympathetic to Comte's ethical doctrines. The short study of Comte's

life and work which she produced in addition to the articles revealed

her admiration for Cornte. She proclaimed Comte "the greatest thinker

of the century." She found the Polity "noble in its scope, but

childish in its details: grand in its aspirations, but puerile in its

petty directives." She also found Conrt.et s scheme "rigid" and "unbending",

limiting !' freedom of action" and lIcrushing originality." Nevertheless,

she insisted on its noble principle and pure aim •

••• we may wisely learn form the mighty brain and loving
heart of Auguste Comte much that will help us in our
struggles towards a purer and more settled social state;
and at least we may strive to realise in our ~vn lives
that fair ideal of charity and self-devotion, whose pure
lineaments are reflected Ln every page he wrote, whose

---------------------------------------------------------------------
lThe articles appeared in 1875.
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lustre no time Cal dim, and whose beauty no enemies
can tarnish, round whose grand and loving brow is
bound his noble motto: Vivre Pour Autrui.l

That she should have been impressed by the ethical doctrine of

Positivism is not surprising. Positivism itself stood in the

tradi tion of secular religiosi ty and it shared with Secularism a

commonCOTe of social values and beliefs.

For the secular religionist, the r-el igious spirit, indeed the

religious expeTience, itself, no longer able to find expression

through traditional theology, found consolation in a humanistic

creed and the worship of science. The secular religionists replaced

Godwi th humanity, theology with history. Man no longer acted in

accordance with the will of God, but rather in accordance with the

newly discovered and demonstrable laws of science. In the light of

revised views of the cosmos secular religionists proclaimed the

reconciliation between religion and science, and restored the

apocalyptic vision which traditional theology could no longer

sustain.

Pos i tivism and Secularism shared a belief in the continuing

increase of man's conscious control over his material and social

environment; in the increasing possibility of moral progress; in

science as the vehicle of man's regeneration. Indeed, J.M. Robertson,

Secularist leader and historian, noted that "if ever two parties

existed with something like a commoncreed it was they (the Positivists)

2
we."and

---------------------------------------------------------------------
lA Besant, Auguste Comte: His Philosophy, His Religion and His

sociology (London, n.d.) p. 39.
2National Reformer Nov. 16,1884.
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Much of Be sarrt's Secularist writing contains phraseology and

references that are characteristic of Positivist teaching. The same

year that she read the Cours she confessed that her work was worthwhile

and rewarding insofar as it contributed to the "moralization" of those

who participated and the creation of a sense of "true fraternity, true

brotherhood ••• heart to heart, in ••• loyal service to the common
1need, and generous self-sacrifice to the common good." The need for

religious fellowship and the impulse to self-sacrifice, were expressed

in secularized form, with the service of humani~ as its keJ~ote. In

her tract, The Gospel of Atheism, which she produced the year following

her study of Comte, she proclaimed herself among "the pioneers of

progress, who in their zeal to improve the earth have forgotten

heaven, and in their zeal for man have forgotten God." 2 She also

sought to show that the worship of science could sustain a true

religious e perience.

As we bow our heads before the laws of the universe
a strong, calm peace steals over our hearts, a perfect
trust in the ultimate triumph of right, a quiet deter-
mination to 'make our lives sublime' •.• The contempla-
tion of the ideal (- and especially, of the ideal
expressed in noble human lives from the past -) is true
prayer; it inspires, it strengthens, it enobles. 'l'he
other part of prayer is work,5

---------------------------------------------------------------------
lA. Besant, The True Basis of Morality (1874),quoted in

Autobiography (London, 189~. 56.
2A• Besant, The Gospel of A theism, (1876)quoted in Autobiography,

pp. 151-2.

3Ibid., p, 152.
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Al though Besan t had re jected the absurdities of Comte ' s

catechism and the authority and rigidity of the Polity, she had a

great respect for Comte's personal qualities and his intellectual

capabilities. The social beliefs that she espm~ed were certainly

similar to those of Comte. If her debt to Comte was not direct, his

influence was important in so far as it served to reinforce her

beliefs.

The "keynote" of her life was, as Besant confessed, the

1religious passion for "active service", "sacrifice" even martyrdom.

What she had learned from Secularism and Positivism was carried over

to Fabianism. Her inspiration remained essentially religious.

Socialism was,

the Gospel of Man's Redemption ••• a social uni on
closer than any brotherhood the world has known
••• the Golden Age which poets have chanted ••• (and)
martyrs have died for: ••• that new Republic of man,
which exists now in our ho~e and ••• faith and shall
exist in reality on earth.

As her creed, she declared: ."I believe in Man. In man's redeeming

power; in man's remoulding energy; in man's approach:i,ng triumph through

knowledge, love and work. n3

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1A. Besan t , Autobiography, p. 57.
2A• Besant, Modern Socialism (London 1686) p, 51, "The Co-operative

Commonweal+h" Our Corner (Sept. 1885), p, 163, and The Evolution of
Society (London 1885).

3A• Besant, ~ I Do Not Believe in God (1887), quoted in Auto-
bi ogra phy, p, 146.
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Yet, if it was the moral values, the emotional impulse, and

the vision of a world transformed, that continued to inspire her

activities, her Socialism rested on sounder intellectual supports,

which themselves owed much to Positivism. She believed in evolution

and progress and accepted ComteI s view of the scientific ne th od as

the only source of knowledge. Indeed, in this last respect she

counted herself a Positivist.

The positive mode of thought puts at once out of
court everything which is not reducible to scientific
proof; it requires als 0 that all events should be
recognised as par't s of a changeless order, and as
subjected to invariable law, each growing inevitahly
out of the antecedent condition of things. Every
thinker who starts from this basis is a Positivist,
whether or not all his speculations coincide with 1
those of the great Positivist teacher, Auguste Comte.

One of Annie Besant' s fellow Fabian Eaaayi st s , Sydney Olivier,

had also been deeply influenced by Comte. Like Besant he had a high

regard for ComteIS intellectua 1 powers, judging Comte to be "very

much the most comprehensive thinker we have had since Aristotle." 2

Indeed, Shaw maintained that Olivier had corne to Socialism via

Posi tivism. ITHehad begun with the Positivist philosophy of Auguste

Comte, and was as far as I know, the only Fabian who came in through

lA. Besant, Auguste Comte, QE. Cit. p. 9.
her views on evolution and progress Besant was
to Herbert Spencer who was held in high esteem
Society.

201ivier to M. Cox, Jan. 22, 1884 in M. Olivier, Sydney Olivier,
p. 62.

Emphasis mine. For
also heavily indebted
by the National Secular
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1that gate."

Olivier was the son of an Anglican clergyman of an Evange] ical
. 2 Hpersuaslon• e was educated at public school and at Corpus Christi

College, Oxford. While at xford Olivier left the Christian fold,

but as with so many mid-Victorian athesists and agnostics, the

Evangelical inheritance remained strong. The impulse to seIf-

sacrifice and the call to duty was secularised.

After corningdown from Oxford, Olivier worked at Toynbee Hall

and with Miss Toynbee' s Sanitary Aid Committee. He carneunder the

influence of Henry George, joining the Land Reform Union in 1883 and

working wi th H.H. Champion and J .1,.Joynes on the Christian Socialist.

Olivier was also counted among "those who have taken an interest in

the work (of the SDF) or were known to be in sympathy wi th its aim.!.3

It was in these early years of the eighties that livier became

deeply involved in the Positivist Philosophy and religion of Auguste

Cornte. For a time he was tutor to Henry Crompton's son. He went

frequently to Positivist meetings at Chapel Street to listen to

Dr. Congreve. He even studied the Positivist Catechism and was, for

a time, impressed by it. In a letter to Walla.s he remarked, "The

fact is that unless one studies the system (i.e. the Positivist

Catechism) one is not competent to discuss it - only what impresses

IG.B. Shaw, lISome Impressions,u in M. Olivier, Sydney Oliver,
p, 9.

; ..B. Beesley and Bridges were the sons of Evangelical Ministers.
While at Oxford, Congreve was regarded as the rising hope of Evangel-
icals.

3Justice Jan. 19, 1884.
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me is that the more one knows of it, the more obvious most of it
1becomes. "

Just prior to joining the Fabi.an Society , Olivier, together

wi th Sidne;y"{ebb, a fellow first Division Clerk at the Colonial

Office, and Graham Walls, an old friend from Oxford, studied Comte

and discussed Positivism. " ••• they were looking for some form

of social organisation which would remedy the deplorable conditions

of the time •.. 'I'hePosi tivi st system seemed then to be a hopeful

solution. ,,2

Working on the journal the Christian Socialist, becoming

increasingly sympathetic to the Democratic Federation, while at the

same time involving himself in the study of Positivism, and attending

meetings at Chapel Street, Olivier became caught between Socialism

and Positivism. He continually debated the respective merits of

each and for a time was unable to adopt either position. In Oct.

1883, after listening to Dr. Congreve lecture, Olivier debated what

was ultimately most desirable: Comte's ideal capitalist system or a

Socialist system of industry. As they were both far off and postulated

such an advance in morality, Olivier felt compelled to suspend judg-

mente However, he concluded that:

••• it does appear to me that a great advance in
the direction of Socialism must be the next move, if
only for the purpose of educating future controllers

---------------------------------------------------------------------

lOlivier to Wallas, undated in M. Olivier, Q.:e. Cit. p. 55.
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of labour. And on purely economic grounds it seems to 1
me advisable as the only means of organizing production.

Yet only three months later, Olivier felt obliged to defend Comte

and to offer apologies for Cornte t s dogmatism and arrogance.

I thj_nk j_tj_sfair to say this of Comte, that though he
dogmatizes continually with what appears to be offensive
arrogance, he never dogmatizes unless he has in some
other place of his writings reasoned out his point to his
own satisfaction, and his reasonings are very reasonable
and wide-viewed.2

The tension that Olivier felt at this time between Positivism

and Socialism is most clearly expressed in his comments on Hyndman's

book the Historical Basis of Socialism. He judged the book to be

good and recommended it to Margaret Cox (his future wi fe). But he

also criticized Hyndman in a characteristically Positivist manner.

What he does not do justice to, in my oplnlon, is the
possibilities for good in that system (Capitalism),
while he ignores the inevitable evils of a Socialist
system, organized without asthQTough a revolution in
morali ty as would suffi ce to obviate the evils of the

---------------------------------------------------------------------

lOlivier to Margaret Cox, Oct. 28, 1883, in M. Olivier, QE. Cit.,
p. 61. On the point of which was ultimately most desirable: "both it
seems to me, (are) so far off and postulate such an advance in our
morality that on~ can scarcely judge by reasoning from present materials
which would work best, I force myself to suspend judgment.if

201ivier to Margaret Cox, Jan 22, 1884, in M. Olivier, Q£. Cit.,
p. 62.
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Capitalist system, which if moralised, I am not sure
is not economically superior.l

The years 1883-1685, when Olivier was travelling in Radical,

Positivist and Socialist circles, are crucial for understanding

Olivier'. These were the formative years when, as he confided to his

fiancee,he was trying to "make the most" of his time "for smattering

in all ways." He was "full of desire to investigate all forms of

religion and thought and feeling. ,,2

Olivier found a 'common element' between Positivism and

Socialism; an element that made them lithe only two conceivable

solutions to the problems of Capital and Labour." The common element

was their 'social' outlook which stood in opposition to individualism.3

This bridged the gap between Positivism and Socialism. While Olivier

crossed the bridge to Socialism, it was the social, anti-individualistic

outlook, cornmon to both doctrines, that remained at the heart of his

Socialism.
Socialism, Olivier declared, was "the opposite and antidote to

all forms of Individualism" and the "one indispensible part of

Socialist teaching" was its doctrine of "the social nature and

propensities of man.1I4 He insisted that:

---------------------------------------------------------------------
lOlivier to M. Cox, Feb. 18, 1886, M. Olivier, 2£. Cit., p. 64.
20livier to M. Cox, Feb. 7, 1884, M. Olivier, 2£. Cit., p. 63.
3S• Olivier, "John Stuart Mill on Socialism", Today, Nov. 1884,

p , 496.
4S• Olivier, "Perverse Socialism" Today Aug. 1886, p. 50.
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the complete Socialist criticism of our economy is,
not that it is capitalistic, tu t that it is individ-
ualistic. Capitalism is (only) one among the many
forms of exploitation which are the inevitable outcome
of the unchecked individualistic struggle.l

It was these beliefs, so infused with the teaching and spirit of

Comte that led Olivier to reject what he called the 'peverse socialism'

of the SDF and served as the basis of his criticism of J.0. Mill.2

The teachings of both the SDF and Mill were rooted in individualistic

competitive assumptions which Olivier regarded as being inherently

unsocialistic. In a series of articles for To-Day Olivier undertook

to examine the "results of an uncritical adoption of doctrines

understood to be established by" Marx's book CalJital. Olivier argned

that with the labour theory of value "Marx had provided a weapon of

considerable power for the hands of those who believe that they can

promote the Social Revolution by appealing to the individualistic

motives of the majority. II The resultant "peverse soci.a.llem" of the

SDF was merely anti-capitalistic. Such narrow and negative socialism

rested on "disgraceful appeals to the stomach." 1IRow"Olivier asked,

"can a Social Revolution be stable, the impulse to which has been

individualistic?,13

In a later article, a rejoinder to H.R. Champion, a flChampion

1 01·· lip 6S. a.vae:r, everse Socialism" To-Day Sept. 188 , p, 112.
2 See below p. 196.
3S• Olivier, Perverse Socialism, TO-Day Sept. 1886, p. 113.
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of the Perverse", Olivier discussed the place of class conflict

within Socialist theory. Olivier held that the recognition of

class conflict was fundamental to all Socialists. However, he

rejected deliberate attempts to inflame class antagonism on grounds

that it merely resulted in a barren economic struggle that was at

its core the negation of Socialism. He concluded that, "You cannot

1make the Revolution with the men whomyou win by such means."

The essence of Olivier's argument was that mere anti-capitalism

was not encugh , Co-operative production and distribution might be

established, capital and land rents appropriated, privilege abolished,

but so long as the motivation remained individualistic "you will

2
result in a state of things no better than the old."

What was needed was a "Lar ge r Socialism" which "Lnsi.s t s that it

is useless to expect the abatement, even of economic evils, by any

other revolution than a revolution in economic motive." A motive

which Olivier saw as having social inspiration, "the true spirit of

co-opera tion. ,,3

The commonelement between Positivism and Socialism; the element

which distinguished them from the old Individualism, was for Olivier,

the social spirit; the spirit of brotherhood and co-operation. The

IS. Olivier, HA Champion of the Perverse" To-Day Nov. 1886. In
an earlier article Olivier had asked" Howare Socialists to look for
the perfect human religion which alone can make society whole, when
they are preaching bitterness, vengeance, and war?" Perverse Socialism,

p. 113, Olivier also endorsed Mazzini's teaching that
"nothing can supplant the individualist motives for exertion save the
new social religion. II Ibid., pp. 113-114.

2S. Olivier, "Perve r-se Socialism" p. 113.

3 OJ" Ib'dS. .ava e r , l.
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Posi ti vist belief that a growth of 'social feeling' was the remedy

for social evils and that the task at hand was to change people's

attitudes, values and motives, was incorporated into Olivier's

'larger socialism'. In this respect Shaw was correct when he said

that Olivier came to Socialism through the Positivist gate. Olivier

carried over much of the ethical doctrine of Comte into Socialism

and his early association with Positivism informed his subsequent

reasoning on social questions.

For Sidney Webb, like his friend and fellow Fabian, Olivier,

Positivism was a way station on the road to Socialism.

Webb came from a lower-middle class family and apart from a

year of language study in Switzerland and Germany, he received a

standard 'commercial' education. The intellectual atmosphere of

Webb's home was a mixture of the Radical politics of his father and

the "broad evangelical religious feeling" of his mother, "who took

the children to one church or chapel after another in search of an

eloquent preacher free from sacerdotalism."l However, there is

little evidence to suggest that Sidney Webb had a strong religious

belief, or that if he did, its loss entailed any great personal

. h 2anguls • While Webbwent through an existential crisis, the crisis

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1B. Webb, Our Partnership (Cambridge, 1975), p. 3.
2w. Wolfe gives the best account of Webb's Evangelical upbring-

ings. However, I think he over emphasises Evangelicalism as a
formative element in Webb's social faith, making the most of rather
thin evidence. See From Radicalism to Socialism pp. 185-188.
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appears to be much mare in the nature of J.8. Mill's,l rather than

of the earnest Evangelical who could no longer believe. It was the

influence of his father that brought 17ebbto rationalism and free-

thought and thence to Positivism and Socialism, rather than the loss

of faith and the search for a substitute.

The earliest record of Webb's thinking on philosophical and

scientific subjects are his lectures to the Zetetical Society, a

radical middle class debating society. In these lectures Webb

expresses his enthusiasm for "the new learning of the nineteenth

century!' - the biological and evolutionary sciences, whose prophets

2 dwere Spencer, Darwin, Comte and Huxley. He also espouse the creed

of altruism, claiming that the self-less service of Humanity was

man's highest and noblest cause.3

By 1880 Sidney Webb's opinions had been profoundly informed

by a lengthy study of Herbert Spencer and J ,S, Mill. VTebb's earliest

lectures are remarkable for their reverence for the scientific

philosophy of Herbert Spencer, whom'Webbparticularly admired as

"the first thinker of importance" who had fully assimilated the

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1
In the early eighties Webb struggled wi th questi ons of personal

belief and values. In the summer of 1885, following a disappointment
in love, he wrote to Wallas that although he believed "calm reason"
was "highest and best in the world It it had not brought him much
happiness. He confided to Wallas that the thought of suicide, though
not the "impulse to suicide" has "never been totally absent from my
mind for years ,II He also confessed to Wallas that he was "unsettled"
on ethical questions, and "for at least seven years ••• a pessimist
by profession." Letters to Wallas June 28, 1885, August 6,17, 1885,
pp II.

28• Webb, liThe NewLearning of the Nineteenth Century", pp VI,
2. c. 1880,

38• Webb, liThe Ethics of Existence" PP. VI, 3 and "On Serving
Godll PP VI, I, both c. 1880,
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newest ideas in science and philosophy. 1 Although Webb was

undoubtedly familiar wit.h Cornte through his study of J .S. Mill,

and a.Ithough it is certain he had earlier moved in English Positivist

circles,3 it is probable that his serious study of Comte did not

begin until late 1882, when he joined Olivier and Wallas in reading

and discussing Comte ' s principle works. Although, "[ebb never fully

embraced Comte's doctrines, two papers of 1884 evidence the

influence of his study of Positive Philosophy.

Emphasizing the concepts of 'trusteeship' and 'moralization'

"I'he Way Out" and "The Economic Funct'i.on of the Middle Class,A can

be fundamentally identified with Comte' s ideas regarding social

reconstruction. In both paper-s clebb argued that' as simple exped-

iency the Socialists were "on the wrong track", insisting that they

would "find it easier to moralize the monopolist than to expropriate

him.,,5 In "The Economic Function of the Middle Class" he attributed

definite functions to the middle and upper classes, particularly

with regard to productive entrepreneurial and inventive services.

However, since interest and salaries for superior ability arose out

of a monopolists "toll upon labour", Webb maintained that these

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IS. Webb, "The NewLearning of the Nineteenth Century,"

2In this respect rJ'ebbwas as Shaw said a "Comtist second-hand
thought John Stuart Mill." "Some Impressions," in M. Olivier, ~ Cit.
p. 9.

3Webbdelivered lectures at both the Zetetical and Argosy
Societies. It is likely that he attended the lectures of Dr. Congreve
(Zetetical SOCiety Oct. 26, 1881) and Dr. Bridges (Argosy, May 11, 1882).

4Webb, "The WayOutll pp VI, 19. Delivered to the Argosy Society
1884; Fabian Society March 20, 1885. liThe Economic Function of The
Middle Class" pp VI, 20. Delivered to London Dialectical Society,
April 2, 1884; Argosy Society, Feb. 6, 1885; also abridged edition
Church Reformer March 1885.

5S• Webb, "The WayOut," p. 47 and "The Economic Function
of the Middle Class", p. 90.
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classes were entitled to extract as a reward only that portion of the

national income "as may be equivalent to the service they themselves

personally and at the present time render to the world." Any surplus

beyond that they were "morally bound" to account for as "stewards

and trustees of the community."l

The case for the moral education of the monopolistic community

steward was put in "'fhe Way Out.,,2 As an expedient requiring no new

machinery and dealing with "the much smaller numbers of the superior

class who are already partly educated and to some extent moralized ,"

the Posi ti vist method of moralizing the monopolistic classes was to

be preferred to either Socialist or Anarchist methods of reconstruction.3

As well as frequenting London's avante garde debating societies,

in 1884 Webbundertook a lecture series on economic and social history

for the Sunday Lecture Society, and for the London V!orkingmen's

College. While these lectures display some Positivist tendencies,

Webb's main sociological generalizations remained Spencerian. The

main attraction of Positivism for Webb contirru.ed to be its approach

IS. Webb, "The Economic Function of the Middle Class,"
p , 23.

2yV"ebbaclmowledged Cornte as the author of this scheme. "This
plan - which we may call the moralization of the monopolist - was, I
think, first clearly laid down by Auguste Comte forty years ago
"The WayOut," pp. 36-37.

3S. Frebb, "The Way Out, pp. 38-39. This lecture and
subsequent ones reveal V ebb's fundamental misunderstanding of Comte.
'reb b stressed that the great advantage of ComteI s scheme of social
reconstruction over those of the Socialists and Anarchists was its
practicability. Thus in contrasting Comte's plan with the Anarchist
scheme, Webb argued that the former required "for its realization a
much smaller advance in morali ty~" for the" Anarchists "have to moralize
everybody." Webb advanced a similar argument against Socialism. See
"Socialism and Economics," Sept. 1885, pp VI, 22. This view was
inconsistent with Comte who had believed that everybody but the
capi talists were on their way to being moralized.

II



to social reconstruction.l

It is also appa.,rent that when 1.'Iebbbegan his long association

wi th the Fabian Society in 1885, he continued to occupy

Posi tivist positions. As an early Fabian, l,Tebbclearly advocated

the Positivist method of reconstruction, as in his very first paper

to the Society, "The Via;vOut. n In his second pa.,per to the Society,

Webb continued the theme of the practical superiority of the

'moralization' scheme over Socialism. The problem wi th Socialism,

rTebbexplained, was that the advance in public morality required to

make it possible would be so great that its social goals would have

been attained before the system could be effectively established.

"Socialism will only be possible when it is unnecessary.,,2 So

strong was the criticism of his Positivist synpa'th'ie s of a later

---------------------------------------------------------------------

lw. Wolfe maintains that these lectures indicate a clear break
wi th Spencer, "whose fundamental an timeliorist, ultra-individualistic
polemics ••• must have offended Webb's moral sensibilities," and an
acceptance of Corat.eai ,sociology. From Radicalism to Socialiffil,

p. 190; pp. 190-192 in passi~Whilst it istrue that Webb
approved of Comte's social point of view, and incorporated Comte's
notion of cumulative intellectual development, this did not involve a
rejection of Spencer. The evidence, including much of that put forward
by v olfe, points inescapably to the fact that Webb's continuing organic
evolutionary viewpoint derived from Spencer rather than Comte, since
Comte specifically rejected Lamarck's organic development hypothesis
and insisted upon the fixity of species and related social evolution
to the gradual development of man's social sympathies rather than to any
structural or functional changes in the social organism. Spencer's
sociology, on the other hand, was based upon Lamarck, such that
organisms, both individual and social, undervlent structural and
functional changes in response to changes in the environment. It is
clear that Webb's sociology was Spencerian rather than Comtean, thus:
"Society (is) an organism, (it) grows, decays, separate parts grow or
decay, new organs or parts arise. All (is) according to natural law:
(the) study of this (is) the ultimate science." Lee tu re notes on
"Economic History of Society in England," PP, VI, 17. Also
see lecture notes on uThe Production of Wealth, 11 And of.
J.C. Green, "Biology and Social Theory in the Nineteenth Century:
Auguste Comte and Herbert Spencer," in M. Clagett, ed., Critical
Problems in The History of SCience (Ma.dison, 1962), pp. 419-446.

~ebb, IlSocialism and Economics'! hectographed summary, Sept. 1885,
pp VI, 22, p. 5.



paper, "I'he Economics of a Positivist Community," delivered to the

Society in Jan 0 1886, that Webb was obliged to deny that he was a

firm disciple of Comte0 1 Attacked by Podmore, Bland and others,

Webb had declared that not only was the Positivist ideal a "noble

one" but that he "should be very sorry to be reb>arded as hostile

to it. u
2 Webb allied the moralized capitalist to Socialists in so

far as both "recognised accumulated capital as a social force."

Since the principal difference between moralized and unmoralized

capitalists "is in the consumption of weal th ," Webb argued that the

difference was therefore "a question of e th i.ca" rather than economics.

Rent, interest and profits would continue within the Positivist

community, but through the stewardship of the moralized monopolist

the distribution of income would be more equal.

We must bring home to the monopolist the sense
his trusteeship, and no one needs wait for the
- each one can bring it for himself. In this,
older faith, the kingdom of God is at hand '0'

of
millennium
as in an
3

Curiously, it was while he was under attack for these Positivist

views, that Webb first publicly declared himself to be a Socialist.

IS. Webb, "The Economics of a Positivist Community," Practical
Socialist, Feb. 1886.

2Ibi d ., p , 38 .

3Ibido, p , 39.
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Perhaps not unsurprisingly, his Socialism was peouLi.arLy confused

with Positivism. Webb argued that Positivism and Socialis~ found

common ground in the insistence that private capital must not be

employed for private consumption but for "public purposes and the
1common good. II Whilst subscribing to the general soundness of the

Positivist position, Webb conceded that since the process of education

and moralization was slow "Positivism does not offer a very cheery
2prospect."

"I am not a Positivist, and am by no me ans sure that
the capitalist can be moralized, and I call myself a
Socialist because I am desirous to remove from the
capitalist, the temptation to use his capital for his
own exclusive ends.

Implicit in this view was a belief that Socialism could better

enforce the social and moral duties of the capitalist. Webb did not

at this point seek the abolition of the private capitalist; indeed,

he maintained, as in earlier lectures that the capitalist had

important functions to perform as regards accumula.tion and enter-

prise.

-----------------------------------~---------------------------------
~vebb, tITheEconomics of a Positivist Community,"
2Ibid•

p. 39.
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By the middle of 1886, Webb was still reluctant to draw any

clear distinction between Positivism and Socialism. In a paper

delivered to the Fabian Society in June 1886, entitled "What

Socialism Means: A Call to the Unconverted ,II Vlebb opened:

We seek ••• to influence convictions, so as to
gradually bring about the Social Revolution - a
revolution mainly in opinion.l

Emphasizing the importance of moralization, Webb insisted

that the principles of Socialism were more than merely a scheme of

social reform, they were "a faith, a scientific theory and a judg-

ment of morality on the facts of life.,,2

Webb defined the two leading principles of Socialism as,

firstly, the interdependence of soci ty, and secondly the right of

the workers to receive the full product of their labour free from

monopolistic extractions. Using this definition Yv'ebbidentified

three forms of Socialism - Anarchist, Positivist, and Collectivist.

Webb stated whilst both Positivists and Collectivists agreed in the

need for equality of consumption, the former differed from the latter

in that they would leave property relations undisturbed, equality

of consumption Ilbeing realized chiefly by an advance in public

---------------------------------------------------------------------
IS. Webb, "What Socialism Means: A Call to the Unconverted,"

The Practical Socialist, Vol. I, No.6, June 1886. p. 89.
2Ibid., pp. 89-90.



morality."l At this point, Webb was clearly not prepared to identify

himself as a Collectivist, but just as clearly he was disinclined
to declare himself a Posi tivist.

In 1887, Webb largely abandoned Positivism. He retreated from

his former positions not because he ceased to believe in the possi-

bility of moral progress, but because he recognised more clearly than
before its limitations.

In a paper, "The Economic Basis of Socialism and its Political

Programme," Webb criticized Positivism as "Utopian," saying that the

"dreams" of Comte (like those of Fourier, Oabet and Godwin) had
2"become outworn and impossible to us ;" Comte failed to appreciate

that social evolution was continuous; that there was no "perfect and

final state." Socialists, however, recognised that evolution was an

ongoing process. Consequently, there would never come a moment when

it could be said "Soci.alLsm is established. 11 "The progress of

Socialism" was the "more complete recognition of the principles of

social organisation," and IItheir conscious acceptance as the line of

advance upon which social improvement depend s. ,3
Webb's attack upon Conrte's inability to see beyond a stage of

social evolution based on wage labour was bitter. Comte could "foresee

no better ideal community than a glorified wage-slavery, with humane

---------------------------------------------------------------------
J.,"ebb,"What Socialism Means,11 p. 92.
2S. Vi ebb, "The Economic Basis of Socialism and its Poli tical

Programme,lI pp VI, 33, Dec. 1887.
3Ibid•
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masters, guided by philosophic priests .11
1 Webb now distinguished

Socialists from Positivists and advanced Radicals by their recog-

nition of the fact that litheworking classes will not be permanently

contented with the condition of labouring for wages as their

ultimate status.,,2 Socialists, Webb insisted, believed that

society was in a continual state of evolution. They rejected the

Positivist notion of a perfect and final state and went beyond

advanced Radicals in recognising that practical programmes of

intermedi te reforms were "not ends in themselves, not mere stepping

stones to the gradual but complete reorganisation of society upon a

purely industrial base. 11
3

A t the beginning of his lecture Webb had said that SociaJ.j_sm

was" something more than Christianity or any other ethical system

in that it is the incorporation of positive knowledge of sociological

developments and the deduction therefrom of concrete principles of

social organisation.1I4. But positive knowledge, knowledge that came

from scientific truth, was ever increasing and expanding. Comte had

been mistaken in thinking that there was a final phase in the develop-

ment of positive science. There was no third and final stage, for

society was continually moving on to higher stages of social evolution.

Thus positive knowledge of sociological developments led beyond

IS. Webb, liTheEconomic Basis of Socialism and its Political
Programme," PP VI, 33, Dec. 1887.

2Ibid•
3Ibid•
4Ibid•



Positivism into Socialism. This is what '.'Tebbmeant when he said

that "the most obvious modern application of Comte's law of the

three stages is that Comtism is the metaphysical stage of Collect-

ivism, and Collectivism is the positive stage of Comtism."l

In the following year, 'Tvebbfinally abandoned all belief in

the possibility of moral progress as a "cure for the festering evils

of social ulceration.,,2 In a tract, "The Progress of Socialism"
Webb declared:

Of this hope (Christ-like selflessness) I desire to
speak wi th all the respect which so ancient a dream
deserves; if it were realised it would, indeed, involve
an upset of present property arran gBment s , compared
with which Socialism is a mere trifle, yet, science
must perforce declare that the notion of any but the
slowest real improvement in general moral habit is
absolutely without warrant. Forms of egoism may cbange,
and moral habits vary, but constituted as we are, it
seems inevitable for healthy personal development that
an at best instructed and unconscious, egoism should
preponderate in the individual. It is the business of
the community not to lead into temptation this healthy
natural feeling, and so to develop its social institu-
tions tbat individual egoism is necessarily directed so
as to promote the well-being of all.3

The hope of Socialism lay "in the political power of the
workers. ,,4

Thus, after frequenting circles where Comte was read and

discussed, Sidney Webb was for a time in the early 1880' s profoundly

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1 .G.B. Shaw wrote that Vlebb "used to say" this. See "The Illusions

of SoCialism" in Edward Carpenter (ed), Forecasts of The Coming Century
(Manchester, 1897) 153 n, - --

2S. Webb, "The Progress of Social ism, It Hampstead Society for the
Study of Socialism, Tract, No.1 (London, 1888), p. 6.

3s. w ebb, Ib id., p , 12.
4S. Webb, Ibid., p. 13.
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impressed by his study of Positivist morality, and found in its

method of social reconstruction not only a 'hopeful solution' to

the social evils of the day, but an advanced pos i tion in regard to

state intervention and government regulation of the economy. Although

many of his subsequent ethical positions retained Positivist over-

tones, Webb ultimately found the Positivist vision of a new polity

of moralized capitalists and wage labourers restrictive as a social

and economic theory. 'I'belimitations of its aim to the moralization

of existing property relations, rather than their replace~ent, and

its emphasis on the growtb of social feeling as a remedy for social

evils, ratber than structural or poli tical reform meant that Posi ti-

vism was ultimately unable to furnish Webb with a creative, and

constructive programme for practical reform.

Beatrice Potter Webb is anotber example of the impression

PositivitislTIhad on the Fabian's generation of intellectuals. Of

the young men and women who were to join the Fabian Society, it was

Beatrice ~ebb who had the closest association wi th the leading

English Positivists.

Like many of her Fabian colleagues, Beatrice had experienced a

crisis of faith and rejected orthodox Christianity. Although she

abandoned the attempt to be a Christian, she never abandoned the

search for a resolution to the conflict between reason and emotion,

science and religion. The nat~re of the conflict was stated in the

first volume of her memoirs as the conflict between "an Ego that

affirms and an Ego that Derri.es;" It was a conflict between the

belief that there was a science of social organisation comparable

to mechanics and chemistry, a science enabling man to forecast and

thus control the future and the doubt as to whether the ideals and
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ends of social organisation could be briven hy science itself without

religion or faith. Throughout her life Beatrice was plagued by such

doubts. In her diaries, her memoirs and even her research, she was

given to an open ended speculation about the ends and purposes of

life.

Beatrice 1 S religious upbringing was very different from that of

the classic nineteenth century religious doubters. During her child-

hood she came under vari ed and conflicting influences. The atmosphere

of the home she tells us "was peculiarly free thinking." "There

was no censorship whether of talk in the family, or of the stream of

new books and current periodicals, or of the opinions of the crowd

Iof heterogeneous gueats. ~f Her mother "longed for the mystical

2
consolations and moral discipline of religious or th odoxy ;" Her

father, on the other hand, "was never troubled with doubts as to

the divine government of the world. ,,3 An Anglican "he attended

Church regularly, took the sacrement and prayed night and morning. ,,4

However, there was no compulsion for the Potter girls to attend Church.

In fact, during the London Season the girls would accompany their

father on a Sunday morning stroll through Hyde Park "to discover the

most exciting speaker on religious and metaphysical .issues ," and

"would listen with equal zeal to Monsignor Capel or Canon Liddon,

Spurgeon or Vosey, James Martineau or Frederic Harrison. ,,5

lB. Webb, ~ Apprenticeship (London, 1971), p , 77.
2Ibid., p, 39
3Ibid., p , 33
4Ibid.
5Ibid., pp. 76-77.
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Apart from her mother and father, there were two others who

exercised a formative influence on Beatrice: Martha Jackson, her

mother's companion and attendant, 8 Baptist of fundamentalist

persuasion whose "most far-reaching and influential ••• gifts was

her revelation of the meaning of the religious spirit"l: and Herbert
Spencer, a close family friend.

As Beatrice remarked:

We lived, indeed, in a perpetual state of ferment,
receiving and questioning all contempora~ hypotheses
as to the du ty and destiny of man in this world and
the next. Into this all-questioning state of mind
were thrust the two most characteristic of current
assumptions: first, that physical science could solve
all problems; and secondly, that everyone, aided by a
few elementa~ text books, could be his ovm philosopher
and scientist - just as a previous generation had
imagined that if only the law were codified into a
clearly printed little handbook, every man could be
his own lawyer. Living a life of leisure on this
battlefield of mixed metaphysic and conflicting ethic,
it is not surprising that the first fifteen years of
my thinking life were spent, not in learning a craft,
but in seeking a creed by the light of which I could
live the life I had to lead.2

Beatrice wrestled with the problems of Christianity but soon

lost her feeble hold on traditional orthodoxy. For a time she turned

to a study of Buddhism, but like Christianity that too failed her.

In 1876, she thought she "had found a resting place for the soul of

man" in Spencer's Religion of Science. But it too she found wanting.

It was "bleak and dreary in sorrow and ill health.,,3

---------------------------------------------------------------------
lB. Webb, My Apprenticeship,
2Ibid., p. 78.
3Ibid., po 115.

p. 44.
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It was three years later, when Beatrice was twenty-one, that

she read the works of Auguste Comte, As a student Beatrice had

familiarized herself with "the wri tings of the most famous of the

English disciples and admirers of Auguste Comte," including George

Henry Lewes, J.S. Mill and George Eliot.l However, it was not until

1879 that she undertook to read the master himself.

Beatrice's circle of acquaintances and friends included many of

the 'advanced' thinkers, consequently her reading was often "directed

and supplemented by friendly intercourse with the men and WOmenmost

concerned with the subject matter of the books." She confessed that

she "would (not) have ordered from the London Library all the works

of Comte himself ••• had it not been for a friendly intercourse with

the Frederic Harrisons.,,2

Beatrice has left a memorable description of the au tumn of 1879

when her 'pile of books I from the London Library arrived. She and

her sister Margaret walked on the Westmorland moors "in a driving

mist, with packets of sandwiches and cases of cigarettes bulging out

of short and shabby waterproofs ••• discussing vigorously their

readings from Auguste Comte. ,,3

However, Beatrice proved a less apt pupil than the Harrisons

had hoped. While able to recall Margaret's criticism of Comte, "how

far as a young girl, I agreed with my sister's acid testing of the

worship of man I do not recollect.,,4

---------------------------------------------------------------------

lB. Webb, Mt Apprenticeship,
2Ibid•

3Ibid., p. 161.

4Ibid•

p. 159.
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Although Beatrice was unclear as to the precise impression

left by her reading of Comte, she was emphatic in her statement

that as a religion Positivism had no appeal. "Notwithstanding our

friendship with the Frederic Ha.rr-ieonsand other leading Corntists,

it certainly never occurred to me to join the Church of Humanity.II1

Someyears later Beatrice recorded in her diary her impressions of

an address given by Frederic Harrison at the Newton Hall. "Hf.s

address seemed to me forced - a valiant effort to make a religion

out of nothing; a pitiful attempt by poor humanity to turn its head

round and worship its tail." 2

It is curious that Beatrice should have been so unimpressed by

Comte. As G. Himmelfarb has suggested "implici t in her conflict of

Ego's was an enterprise almost of the magnitude of AUGuste Comte ' s. ,,3

Yet, despite what would appear a favourable predisposi tion to

Positivism, she did not find Ln the Religion of Humanity the religious

inspiration that she sought.

Beatrice's reactions to Positivism were markedly different from

the other Fabians. To Beatrice, Positivism presented itself as a

religious problem. Her view of Positivism was coloured by her

awareness of the existence of the Positivist Church. Giving even

partial assent to the doctrines of Comte, she saw as committing

herself to a form of "believing.' Unlike the other Fabians, who

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1
B. Webb, M;z: Apprenticeship, p. 163.
2B• Webb, Diary March 10, 1899, PP.

3G• Himmelfarb, "The Intellectual in Politics: The Case of The
Webbs", Contemporary History, Vol. 6 (3), 1971 p. 5.
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adopted the via media of Littre and Mill, Beatrice tended to shy
1away from what she could have adopted by her scorn for the rest.

Beatrice accepted Positivism only in its very loosest sense

of 'glorification of science' and 'service to humanity.' But even

in this respect, Beatrice saw Positivism as merely the culmination

of the intellectual tendencies that had dominated the mid-Victorian
2age. Nevertheless, it was the spirit of Positivism, which Beatrice

took to be the Common property of her age , that led her to her

choice of craft.

From the flight of emotion away from the service of
God to the s~rvice of man, and from the current of
faith in scientific method, I drew the inference that
the most hopeful form of social service was the craft

7-of a social investigator.)

It was in Beatrice's craft rather than her creed that positivism

had its most decisive bearing. Having failed to inculcate the

---------------------------------------------------------------------
lLittre, in France, and J.S. Mill, in England, had attempted to

distinguish two careers in Comte's life, arguing that Comte's elaborate
system of worship was the product of his pathetic love of Clothilde de
Vaux and bore no relationship to the serious so.i.entrif'Lc work of his
earlier years. However, the Fabians, perhaps because they were less
philosophica.lly sophisticated than Littre or Mill, felt no necessity
to deny the unity of Comte's life and doctrine. They simply selected
out what they found to be true and useful and ignored the rest. Thus
they could accept Positivist ethics and social values without enrolling
themselves as members in an instituted Church.

2The two tendencies, which made up the elements of what Beatrice
called the Time-Spirit were, firstly the "be li.ef in the scientific
method, in that intellectual synthesis of observation and experiment,
hypothesis and verification by means of which all mundane problems
were to be solved, 11 and secondly, Hthe emotion which, like the warp
before the woof, gives strength and direction to the activities of the
intellect" (emotion which was transferred from God to man). ~ Appren-
ticeshi_p, pp. 146, 158.

3~., p. 165.



doctrines of Positivism, the English Positivists encouraged Beatrice

in her choice of craft and taught her some of the basic techniques

of social investigation.

After Beatrice's sentimental journey to Bacu p, she joined

Octavia Hill and the Barnetts in the work of the Charity Organisation

Society and later worked as a rent-collector in the East End of

London. However, in the winter of 1885-6, owing to her father's

sudden illness, she was temporarily forced to give up work. In

the ensuing month s Beatrice devoted her energies to s 'tudy , "Having

sampled the method of observation and experiment" Beatrice found

what she most "needed was historical background; some Imowledge of

consti tutional law and industrial development, and some acquaintance
1with past and present political and economic theory." Her reading

led her to puzzle over the methodology of social science - f ¥hat,

for instance, was the right reI tion of personal obsel~ation to

statistical inquiry?1I2 The problem was one that was being raised

by the first phases of Charles Booth's inquiry into the Life and

Labour of the People of London.

Charles Booth, Beatrice's cousin by marriage, was witlin her

close circle of friends. In the months immediately before she began

her course of study she had discussed with the Booth's the possi-

bilities of social diagnosis.3 She was a member of Booth's Board of

---------------------------------------------------------------------
\~ Apprenticeship, p. 289.
2B• Webb, ~ Apprenticeship, p. 291.
3B• Webb, Diary Aug. 22, 1885, PP.
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statistical Research and was impressed by the gigAntic undertaking

1of Booth's survey. She lamented the fact that she was not more

advanced in the knowledge of previous conditions and expressed the

desire to undertake the same sort of work if she were free. The

following month she determined to write an article on social diagnosis

and borrowed from Booth Some volumes of the Statistical Society.2

The article on social diagnosis, which Beatrice had thought might

be of help to Booth's organisation, was never written. Instead

Beatrice turned to developing a train of thought which had arisen

out of her study of the political economists; "a notion with regard

to the relation of economics to sociology, with a consequent theory

of value. ,,3 By August 1886 she had written a long essay on "The

History of English Economics" and by the following spring had written

a second, "The Economic Theory of Ka r'L Marx.fA The result of her

work was a growing impatience with the abstract and deductive methods

of the political economists. The mistake of the political economists,

as Beatrice saw it, was firstly, that they studied political economy

to the exclusion of other social institutions where motives other

than profit making predominated and secondly that they studied it in

an abstract and deductive way, relying on certain assumptions about

human beha.viour.

---------------------------------------------------------------------
lB. Webb, Diary April 17, 1886, PP.

2B• Webb, Diary May 4, 1886, PP.

3B• N'ebb, ~ Apprenticeship, p, 294.

4B• Webb, "The History of English Economics," pp VII, 1. liThe
Economic Theory of Karl Marx," PP, VII, 5.
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Rica rdo tried to make Poli tica'IEconomy into an abstract
method. He took as the ultimate eler1ents with which it
has to deal, labour, law, capital - he accepted as axioms
of human na.tu re certain generalized facts of one aspect
of human nature, the Econornic aspect and he tacitl
asserted that no other side of it existed.

The economic organism of research is one method of
discovering the laws of comb ination using the human units
composing society. It starts from certain indisputable
facts of human nature - desire for material things and
faculties for obtaining them. The grand mistake of the
Ricardian School was that they asserted that these desires
and these faculties were present not only in all men but
also to the same extent. It is also the grand mistake of
the so called scientific socialism of Karl Marx and his
followers .1

Vmat was needed, Beatrice argued, was a study of the history of

social institutions as they actually exist.

What is remarkable about these papers is that Beatrice's criticism

of 'abstract economics' is similar to that made by the English followers

of Comte. Her conclusion that economic arguments should be treated as

a part of sociology was the position taken by the English Positivists.

However, considering her close association with Charles Booth,

her conclusions are, perhaps, less surprising. Booth had been influenced

by Auguste Comte and had been associated wi th Dr. Bridges, Prof. Beesly

and the Frederic Harrisons. He had been particularly impressed with

the criticism of orthodox political economists made by the English

Positivists and he "delighted in upsetting generally accepted views,

whether the free-trade orthodoxy of Manchester capitalism, at that

time in the ascendant, or the out and dried creed of the :Marxian

~. Webb, Diary 18, July 1886, PP.
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Socialists."l Booth's objections to the methods of the political

economists and his insistence on the necessity of empirical

observation were stated clearly in his Condition and Occ rpa tions

of the People of the Tower Hamlets.

The ~ priori reasoning of political economy, orthodox
and unorthodox alike, fails from want of reality. At
its base are a series of assumptions very imperfectly
connected with the observed facts of life. We need to
begin with a true picture of the modem industrial
organism •••2

Booth's conclusions were remarkably similar to Beatrice's.

Considering Beatrice's close association with Booth and her acknow-

ledgment of him as an intellectual advisor, it may safely be affirmed

that she had been influenced by the criticisrns of 'abstract economics'

made by the followers of Comte.

From Booth, whom Beatrice judged to be "the boldest pioneer

and achiever of the greatest results, in the methodology of the

social sciences of the nineteenth century,1I3 she also learned many

of the techniques of social investigation. Although, in her study

of Cornte's doctrines she had been neither an apt nor enthusiastic

pupil, she proved both quick and eager in learning positivist methods

of social study.

In 1887, she joined Booth as an apprentice researcher on his

great survey of The Life and People of London. In that classic and

---------------------------------------------------------------------

lB. Webb, ~ Apprenticeship, p. 230.
2C. Booth, Condition and Occupations of the People

Hamlets 1886-87, quoted in ~ Apprenticeship. -
3B• Webb, ~ Apprenticeship, p. 254.

of the Tower
Po 2330
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monumental survey, Booth carried on the tradition initiated by the

Positivists of empirical studies of social conditions. Dooth's

method of statistical verification of data obtained by observation,

his attempt to eliminate bias from his investigation and his effort

to render his studies scientific were in accord with Positivist
teaching.

Beatrice came to criticize Booth for his "static method" with

"limits to its power of discovery." 'l'hestatic method could not

discover what had happened in the past, or what was likely to happen

in the future.

And even when repeated, these statements of contemp-
oraneous facts, however analogous to one another and
photographic they may be, do not reveal the actual
pTocesses of birth, growth, decay and death of social
insti tutions existing at the time of each successive
generation. I

Beatrice recognized what Booth lacked was a theoretical frame-

work. She was convinced the historical method was imperative.

Only by watching the processes of growth and decay
during a period of time, can we understand even the
.contemporary facts of whatever may be their stage of
development; and only by such a comprehension of the
past and present processes can we get an insight into
the means of change.2

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1B. Webb, ~ Apprenticeship,
2Ibid., p. 253.
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These criticisms of Booth evidence an earlier debt to Spencer.

But despite her commitment to the Spencerian theoretical framework and

her consequent criticism of Booth, she vas indebted to Booth for

teaching her the techniques of wholesale interviewing, personal

observation and verification of data.

The importance of the Positivists in turning Beatrice away

from abstract economics to more concrete, empirical studies has been

noted. In addition they suggested to Beatrice various new and fruitful

areas of inquiry.

Always looking for encouragement and recognition, Beatrice found

Frederic Harrison "eager to appreciate new ideas and encourage

unrecognized intellectuals. ,,1 It was he who first explained to

Beatrice lithe economic validity of trade unionism and factory

legisla tion. ,,2 As a young man Harrison had planned a study of working

class and labour institutions and he and Beesly had written articles

on trade unionism and industrial relations. Harrison's early

instruction was reinforced by Beatrice's own study of the Co-operative

Movement which led her to the conclusion that

consumers' co-operation, unless tempered by the inter-
vention of the political state through Facto~ Acts,
and by due participation in the management of each

.enterprise by powerful trade unions, might become an
efficient coadjutor of the co-existing capitalist
employers in the exploitation of the worker.3

1B. Webb. ~ Apprenticeship,
2Ibid•
3Ibid• p. 385.

p. 160.
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As early as 1889 Beatrice determined to make the British trade

Union Movement the subject of her next investigation.

Beatrice's projected study of trade unionism became the first

investigation of the partnership of Webb and co. Thus they strength-

ened and extended the pioneering work of the English Positivists.

Having considered the individual intellectual biographies of

four Fabians for whomsubstantial evidence of early association

with Positivism exists, SOmegeneral points can be made.

All four of the Fabians considered Positivism after a consider-

ation of other contemporary systems, particularly those of Spencer

and Mill. In each case, with the possible exception of Olivier, the

consideration of Positivist ideas was preceeded by a period of

exci tement for scientific ideas, particularly those of the biological

sciences. However, it is important to note that the consideration

of Marxist ideas coincided with the period of closest association

with Positivism.

Each came to Positivism after a conscious rejection of orthodox

religion. The crisis of faith was most pronounced for Annie Besant

and Beatrice Webb. Although each was attracted by the moral attitudes

of Positivism, none, with the possible exception of Olivier, accepted

Positivist religious forms.

In each case Posi tivisrn was a youthful interest and the period

of involvement was relatively short.l Fiar Sidney Webb and Olivier

between three to four years (1882-1886); for Annie Besant probably no

---------------------------------------------------------------------
IThey all first read Comtewhen they were in their twenties.

Annie Besant in 1874, age 27; Sydney Olivier read Comte while at
Oxford but undertook' serious study in 1882, age 23; Sidney lebb in
1882, age 23; Beatrice Webb in 1879, age 21.
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more than two years (1874-5); for Beatrice, although she had an

early introduction to Positivist ideas her act:ive association

lasted for four to five years (1886-1890).

In each case no one became a 'complete' Positivist, nor a
declared Positivist.

Familiarity with Positivist ideas seems in the main to have

resulted from contact with avante garde middle class debating

societies, and frequenting intellectual circles. The discussion of

Positivist principles seems to have been directed to other middle

class professionals like themselves.

Two of them seriously considered the Positivist method of

social reconstruction. This consideration was the most complete

in the case of Sidney Vebb.

In at least one case, close association with Positivist circles

led to an active involvement with the techniques and concerns of

social investigation which opened an avenue for important future

Fabian interests.

Finally, there was a tendency during the period of close

positivist involvement for Socialist and Positivist principles to be

regarded as confluent.

Arising out of the foregoing general points, it will be

convenient at this point to discuss them at some length in the

context of their intellectual and social background.

New discoveries in science and scholarship precipitated an

acute crise de conscience for mid-Victorian believers, particularly

for Evangelicals. The findings of biological science and the higher

criticism of the Bible gave rise to serious doubts about the validity



of orthodox faith.l 'I'h e abandon.unerrtof traditional Christian

positions left an acute need for reassurance that all was, or at

least ulti tely would be, well with the human situation. It is

clear that for many of the early Fabians the loss of orthod ox

religious faith created a need for a surrogate to supply a sense

of purpose to life. Beatrice's Webb's emotional and intellectual

tonnent arising out of a loss of orthodox faith is well known from

the account in ~ Apprenticeship, She was forever caught in the

conflict between the Ego that Affirmed the "validity of religious

mysticism" and the Ego that denied it.2 The need to find an

adequate substitute for the consolation, sense of certainty and

meaningfulness of existence which traditional belief had provided

are expressed in the well kno~ introduction to ~ Apprenticeship.

"Can there," Beatrice asked

be a science of social organisation in the sense in
which we have a science of mechanics or a science of
chemistry, enabling us to forecast what will happen,
and perhaps to alter the event by taIdng appropriate
action or persuading others to take it? And secondly,
assuming that there be, or will be, such a science of
society, is man's capacity for scientific discovery
the only faculty required for the reorganisation of
society according to an ideal? Or do we need religion
as well as science, emotional faith as well as
intellectual curiosity?3

The moral malaise brought on by the collapse of Christian

belief, and the search for something that would take its place was

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IDarvnn at first could not be treated otherwise than as an
unambiguous alternative to the Biblical account of creation. The
higher criticism of the BOble with its close scnltiny of texts combined
with a naturalistic turn of mind tended to discredit belief in miracles
as the basis of religious authority.

2E. ebb, ~Apprenticeship, p. 122.
3B, Webb, Introduction to My Apprenticeship (London, 1926).
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not peculiar to Beatrice. Graham Wallas had early abandoned

orthodox faith, yet much of his life was spent in a search for

something to fill the void that was left. A fn_end re-called after

Wallas' death: "You felt that, while he was young, he had lost

something that mattered, and had spent his life trying to find a
working substitute. ,,1

As with Beatrice and Wallas, Olivier abandoned orthodox

belief, transferring the impulse to self-subordinating service

that had been nurtured in his Evangelical home from God to rea.nk.i.nd ,

Clarke too had been troubled by his loss of faith and sought a

substitute to supply a sense of purpose to his actions. He wrote

to a friend saying, "I want to know what to believe and what to do

and until I get these fundamental bases of spiritual activity, I

shall be powerless for good. I shall drift as I have drifted,

hither and thither. ,,2 Annie Be sant t s self-confessed life long

inspiration was a religious passion to sacrifice and service.

Even ebb, less given to philosophising or soul-searching than the

other Fabians, had confessed himself 'unsettled' on ethical questions.

The 1800 IS VJereyears of unusual intellectual and moral ferment,

and the economic depression meant that it was not only religious but

economic certainties which were under attack. Whatever the economic

and social basis for the depression and whatever the economic and

---------------------------------------------------------------------

ISir Michael Sadler, The Times, Aug. 13, 1932. See also
M.J. Wiener, Between Two ~orrds ( xford, 1971).

2Letter June 12, 1882 Davidson Papers. See Peter Weiler,
"William Clarke: The Making and Unmaking of a Fabian Socialist",
Journal of British Studies, Vol. XIV, No. I, Nov. 1974, pp. 77-108.
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social consequences, there is ample evidence to support the view

tha.tthe last quarter of the nineteenth century was marked by

uncertainty as to Britain's economic position, particularly in its

international dimension. The certainties of the world's workshops

golden age gave way to a period characterised by doubt and uneasiness

and even gloom. The changed per-ception of Britain's economic

position gave rise to preoccupations not only with the problems of

structuring future growth, but with the problems of past industrial

development, particularly with its social consequences.

The response of the middle class intelligensia was, as the

periodicals and books devoted to the great debate on poverty and

progress show, dominated by these twin preoccupations. The changed

economic circumstances gave rise to a renewed concern with the

condi tion of England, a concern which a plethora of surveys am

reports did their best to feed. The picture which emerged from this

renewed concern was one of social inequality and injustice, and out

of it developed a new consciousness of social distress, and accompanying

it a characteristic intellectual's sense of guilt. The social surveys

developed within the middle class intelligentsia what Beatrice ebb

termed a 'class consciousness of sin.'

The consciousness of sin was a collective or class
consciousness; a growing uneasiness, amounting to a
conviction, that the industrial organisation, which
had yielded rent, interest and profits on a stupendous
scale, had failed to provide a decent livelihood and
tolerable conditions for a majority of the inhabitants
of Great Bri tain.l

---------------------------------------------------------------------

~. Webb, ~ Apprenticeship, p, 193.
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This class consciousness of sin arose out of an awareness that

the commercial and industrial middle class had failed to discharge

its moral duty; and the new call to duty which heralded the emerging

professional middle class involved a new oral imperative of secular

Evangelism. Beatrice 'lebbsuggested that If during the middle

decades of the nineteenth century •.• in England, the .impuLse to

self-subordinating service was transferred, consciously and overtly,
1from God to man."

This secular Evangelism which arose out of the decline of mid-

Victorian certainties provided the conditions for the success of

grand reforming philosophies. For a short period, from about 1862

to 1886, some of the leading Fabians were heavily influenced by one

such philosophy, Positivism.
Royden Harrison has already pointed out that "Positivism (with

a small 'pt) was the most distinctive intellectual tendency in
2England between 1860 and 1880." The Fa.bians grew up in the shadow

of the great philosophies of history which had been formulated earlier

in the nineteenth century. Ambitious and aspiring intellectuals, they

moved in circles where the works of Spencer, Mill, and Comte were

enthroned. 'lhenPositivist influence was at its peak in England:

All the young men (of the eighties) who were interested
in progressive thought studied the works of Comte and
learned from them the idea of a complete reconstruction

---------------------------------------------------------------------

~. l: ebb, M;r Apprenticeship,
2R• "Harrison, Before the Socialists,

p. 158.

p. 251.
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of th e social sys tern. Posi ti vi sm wa.s then a growing
creed, and it was the rise of English Socialism that
put a sudden end to its expansio;'.l

It is not surprising then , that in this radical intellectual

middle class milieu, the early Fabians would be confronted by the

problems of the Positivist philosophy.

The Fabians, Margaret Olivier informs us , turned to Comte

2because "the Positivist solution seemed to be a hopeful solution."

Positivism was appropriate to the social and intellectual climate

which surrounded the Fabians. It presented a comprehensive view

of the universe, offering consolation to those who had abandoned

traditional Christian belief. It offered a prospect of social

amelioration and attracted those who shared Comte ' s belief that the

old organisation of society was obsolete and that a new one was

required. Finally, Positivist pretentions to a reforming and

scient·fic analysis of history won admiration from a generation

intoxicated with the methods and achievements of science.

Posi tivism t s claims that it would resolve the conflict between

science and religion; poverty and progress; capital and labour, and

its great synthesis, which provided a basis for religious feeling

and moral effort and a method of social reconstruction \rithin a

scientific framework had a wider appeal than Marxism or Oxford

Idealism.

It is important to the understanding of the early Fabians

reception of Marxist ideas to remember that it coincided with their

1Edward Pease, "Recent English Socialism", in T. Kirkup, History
of Socialism, 5th ed. rev. by E. Pease (London, 1913), p. 375.

~JI. Olivier, 2.:2.. Cit. p. 60.
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'positivist' period. Their initial rejection of Marxism, which was

never subs tan tially reversed, must be understood against 'thi s

period in their intellectual development when they were heavily

influenced by positive ideas. The cOincidence was perhaps crucial.l

Much of the Fabian discussion and debate on Marx revolved

2around the labour theory of value. Shaw has Left a memorable

description of the 'economic tea-parties' where there were "impassioned

disputes as to whethe'r the value of Mrs. Wilson's vases was fixed by

the labour soci a.lIy necessary to produce them. 1,3 Webb, Olivier and

ultimately Shaw4 regarded the labour theory of va.lue as one of the

weakest features of the Marxian system. They preferred to follow

Marshall and the American economist F.A. Walker in extend ine the

Ricardian law of rent. With the exception of Clarke, the Fabians

agreed with Webb that despite claims to scientific status, Marxian

Socialists were not 'scientific investigators'. They had discovered

"no new scientific truth either in Economics or in Ethics.1I5

---------------------------------------------------------------------

~. Pease says, til find that my copy of the French edition of
nas Kapital is dated 8 Oct. 1883; but I do not think that any of the
original Fabians had read the book or had assimilated the ideas at
the time the society was founded." 9.£. Cit. pp. 24-5. However, the
leaders of the society and more importantly the converts of the 1800's
began a study of Marx early in 1885 when they met as a reading circle
at the house of Mrs. Charlotte filson. This was after their study of
Gomte.

2G•B. Shaw, Bernard Shaw and Earl Marx - A Symposium 1884-1889
(N.Y., 1930) and "Bluffing the Labour Theory of Value," TO-Da;yVol. II,
No. 66, May 1889. Webb's most thorough criticism of Marx is "Rent,
Interest and Wages: Being a Criticism of Karl Marx and a Statemen t of
Economic theory" 1886, PP VII, 4.

3Shaw, "B'Luf'f'i.ng the Theory of Value!!

4Shaw had originally supported the labour the cry of value but he
came to accept the Jevonian theory of value.

SS. Webb, "On Economic Meth od" c. 1885 PP, VI p. 25.
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The criticism was twofold. Firstly, that Socialists, properly

so called, were "exponents of a new experiment in the great Art of

Living".l And secondly, that Marx's economic methodology was out-

2
dated. Webb understood Marx to have ignored contemporary develop-

ments in his theoretical system.3 He had examined only the acquisitive

motives for human behaviour and had overlooked the possibility of the

condition of Britain, as revealed in the surveys, being remedied by

non-economic motives. Olivier made a similar point when he criticised

the Marxism of the SDF. "It is useless to expect the abatement even

of economic evils, by any ••. revolution other than a revolution in

economic motive.,,4 For the Fabians, Marx's materialism and emphasis

on class conflict seemed misplaced, and the importance of non-economic

motives, or the necessity to revolutionise the economic motive was

urged.

The Social and ethical ideals which the Fabians valued in

Posi, tivism seemed to be lacking in Marx. They saw Marxism as purely

destructive Socialism. As Wallas put it: "The Marxists have a

formula for revolution, but no formula for afterwards.lf5 In much

the same vein, Olivier argued, that Capital and the other works of

Marx that were accessible to English readers were "merely anti-

capitalist polemics." "They did not" he declared "teach socialism.,,6

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IS. Webb, "On Economic Method" c. 1885 PP, VI p. 25.
2Ibid•

3S• 1ebb, "On Economic Method" and "Rent, Interest and Wages."

4S• Olivier, "Perverse

5Quoted by H.G. Wells,
Sept., 1932.

6S• Olivier, "Perverse

Socialism" , pp, 113-114.

Literary Guide and Rationalist Review,

Socialism".
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The criticism was not that Marx failed to provide a blue print for

the future society, but rather that he had failed to provide a

systematic basis for social feeling and moral effort, which was, as

the Fabians saw it the sine ~ qua of a Socia.list SOCiety.

The Fabians criticism of Marx reflected the influence of

Positivist teachings and suggests that they rejected Marx precisely

because he appeared to underrate the social and moral values to

which Comte attached such importance. It was Comte's demand for a

systematic cultivation of social sentiments and for disinterested

social dedication that found widespread endorsement. The Religion

of Humanity reasserted many traditional Christian values in a

secularised form, displaced religiosity could find an outlet in

Positivism's social ideals. The Evangelically inspired impulse to

self-subordinating service found new expression in the creed of
altruism.

But if the Fabians adopted Positivism rather than Marxism

because of its moral and ethical appeal which relied upon the growth

of social feeling and sense of social responsibility, they were not

attracted to the ethical idealism of T.H. Green.

The reaSOn for this is to be found, perhaps, in the :E'abiancast

of mind; in their mistrust and dislike of metaphysics and in their

admiration for science and scientific method. Any reference to

metaphysics is characterised by impatience and annoyance. Indeed,

their lack of sympathy with Marx was undoubtedly coloured by this
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general distaste.l In the face of such strong prejudice, the neo-

Hegelians of Oxford had little chance of success.

Most of Sidney ~[ebb 's colleagues would have agreed that German

metaphysians were Ifbewildering.,,2 Their preference was for rationalism,

empiricism and common sense. It was a preference which made them

resistant to the teachings of the Oxford Idealists School, despite

a social gospel akin to Positivism.3

In contrast, Positivism not only asserted the primacy of ethical

and social values, but asserted them within the frame-work of a

scientific model. Within the climate of 'advanced' opinion, the

---------------------------------------------------------------------

\Vebb remarked that Marx had "no special means of discovering the
truth, but only a Teutonic capacity for over-subtle analysis." "Rent,
Wages and Interest" p. 9. Similarly, Shaw said that Marxist
dialectics were "pseudo-Hegelian jargon that only philosophers could
understand." "Early Days" in M. Cole (ed) The Webbs and Their Work
(London, 1949), p. 8. The absence in Marx'S-Writings of any direct
approach to simple scientific laws of Society, accessible to lay
scientists such as the Fabians, out of which the reconstruction of
Society could be positivistically fashioned, perhaps underlies much
of the Fabian distaste for the complexity of Marx's approach. (For
a detailed contrast between the 'scientific' approach of COJ'T]teand that
of Marx, see P. Thomas "Marx and Science." Political Studies, XXIV,
No.l, 1976, pp. 7-11.)

2S. Webb, part of a lecture? Workingmen's College? c. 1883,
PP VI, 9.

3wallas and Olivier were at Oxford when the works of Kant Hegel
and Green were rising in importance. However, their tutor Thomas Case
was an outspoken empiricist and defender of the English tradi t:i. on of
Locke and Mill. When Wallas came down from Oxford in 1881 IIHewas a
partisan of scientific method, a rationalist agnostic, an opponent of
all metaphysics." Weiner, p. 13. Nearly fifty years later
Wallas remarked, that the infroduction of Hegeliaxl philosophy at Oxford
had given rise to the saying, "All bad German philosophies when they
die, go to Oxford. II "Philosophy" wri tten for Reform Clnb Banquet May 16,
1928, p. 31, G. Wallas Papers, box 12. Beatrice apparently tried to
read Green but failed. See E.J. Hobsbawm, Fabianism and the Fabians
1884-1914,'PhD Dissertation, Kings College, Cambridge;-I950, Chapter 3,
n.21. W. Clarke, who shared with Ritchie the task of lecturing on
social problems to the London Ethical Society appears to be the only
major Fabian to have taken much interest in the teaching inspired by
Green.
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Fabians shared wi th Comte a view of the scientific method as the only

source of knowledge, and a belief that only a scientific analysis of

history would provide a method for social amelioration and reconstr-

uction. While the Fabians' admiration for science, and their exalta-

tion of the scientific method, did not directly stem from Comte,

theirs was a commonconcern with his.l

One of the initial appeals of Positivism involved its ethical

character as a secular religion. Comte claimed that with the triumph

of sociology the conflicts between science and religion would be

reconciled. As men came to understand the human providence that was

at work within history, their religious feelings would be redirected

from God to humanity. But the scientific synthesis of the Cours was

only the preamble to the regeneration and redemption of humanity.

Science and philosophy were not to be cultivated for their own sakes

but in the service of man. It was through the Religion of Humanity,

which Comte formalized into a church with saints, catechism and

elaborate rituals that man himself would be redeemed.

While the altruistic creed of the Religion of Humanity provided

an attractive outlet for a secular evangelical impulse to self-

subordinating service, few of the Fabians could accept the fabricated

li turgi_cal and devotional forms of the Positivi st Church. As Pease

remarked: "Few could long endur-e the absurdities of a made-up theology

lposi tivism as a tendency of mind which incorporates a respect
for scientific truth was commonto Spencer and Mill. Beatrice had
been influenced by Spencer before coming to Comte. Both Webb and Wallas
were heavily indebted to Spencer and Mill, prior to their reading of
Comte. Annie Besant also owed a debt to Spencer.
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and a make-believe religion." 1 Rejecting Comte' s bizarre religious

foruls,it was as professionals that they responded to the call to

duty, it was as members of an emerging professional middle class that

they accepted, in the moral vacuum left by the collapse of orthodox

certainties, the positivist pronouncements of the professionals duty.

The sense that society was disordered and adrift, that its

organisation was obsolete and that a new one was required, had been

a powerful motivation for Comte' s work. It became his preoccupation

and major aim to replace disorder with order and bring about the total

reconstruction of society. Comte's aim of reorganising society

attracted support from young intellectuals who , against the uncertain-

ties of Britain's international economic position, had begun to doubt

its capacity for further automatic advance, as well as its ability to

cope with the type of attendant social problems which the social

investigations of the time revealed. Some of the Fabians professed

to find in the Positivist method of social reconstruction a 'hopeful

solution' to these problems. As professionals, they were prepared to

endorse the Posi tivist call for the systematic cultivation of social

sympathies, and the reorganisation of social institutions on an

altruistic basis. If they were unable to accept Comte's specific

conclusi oris, or his method of effecting them, they accepted the basic

proposition that conclusions should and could be arrived at.

Accepting Comte's purpose, if not his entire scheme, of social

reconstruction, the Fabians approved Comte's a.ttempt to fashion a

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IE. Pease, HistoEY of the Fabian Society, p. 18.
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'scientific' method for accomplishing that purpose. Comte t s two

central propositions, upon which the va.Li.d'i ty of his system rested,

were the law of the three stagesnd the classification of the

sciences. According to the law of the three stages, the humanmind

develops throngh theological interpretations of the world, to

metaphysical abstract ones, until it finally arrives at positive or

scientific understanding. However, tbe hum n mind did not

simul taneously progress through the three stages with respect to

all knowledge. It progressed through a definite order of the

sciences. Biology having reached the final stage, it was the turn

of sociology leaving only the task of 'constituting' it along Positivst

lines. Al though the Fabians did not agree with the manner in which

sociology was to be constituted, they were convinced of the necessity

of a scientific sociology and applauded Comt.e' s attempt to create one.

Posi tivism had another important bearing on this ambitious

rising intelligentsia. The Posi tivists, to some degree, anti ci pa ted

the Fabian experience as intellectuals in politics.

An 'intellegentsia', as derivative from the Russian, refers to

those who aspire to independent thought and whose concerns and

1sympathies identify them with the people. But the Russian intelli-

gentsia were also a distinct social formation, arising out of the

meeting of a cultured nobility with men of commonbirth. The intelli-

gentsia developed independently and in advance of the middle class.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IFor the following argument I am greatly indebted to R. Harrison,
"Intellectuals in 19th century Pol i t'i ca'", Government and Opposition,
Vol. I, No.3, pp. 563-567. A Review of J. Hamburger, "Intellectuals
in PoU tics": John Stllart Mill and the Philosophic Radicals.
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In England intellectuals did not emerge as a distinct social

stratum until the latter half of the nineteenth century. Thus, the

Utilitarians, who as intellectuals in politics were the pre~ursors

of the Positivists and the Fabians, did not see themselves as being

distinct from the middle class. Thile they aspired to independent

thought and presented themselves as spokesmen of the people, they

did not identify themselves as a distinct social formation. Comte

was one of the first to identify intellectuals as a distinct social

grouping and to discuss their relationship with the proletariat.

In a word it is among the Working Classes that the new
philosophers will find their most energetic allies.
They are the two extreme terms in the social series as
finally constituted; and it is only through their
combined action that social regeneration can become a
practical possibility. Notwithstanding their difference
of position, a difference which indeed is more apparent
than real, there are strong affinities between them,
both morally and intellectually. Both have the same
sense of the real, the same preference for the useful,
and the same tendency to subordinate special points to
general principles. Morally they resemble each other
in generosity of feeling, in wise unconcern for material
prospects, and in indifference to wordly grandeur. This
at least will be the case as soon as philosophers in the
true sense of that word have mixed sufficiently with the
nobler elements of the working classes to raise their
own character to its proper level. ViThenthe sympathies
which uni te them upon these essential points have had
time to show themselves, it will be fel t that the philo-
sopher is, under certain aspects, a member of the working
class f'ulLy trained; while the working man is in many
respects a philosopher without training. Both too will
look with similar feelings upon the intermediate or
capitalist class. As that class is necessarily the
possessor of material power, the pecuniar.r existence of
both will as a rule be dependent upon it.

"These affinities (between the philosopher and the proletariat)",

lA. Comte, General View of Positivi&~, trans J.H. Bridges,
(London, 1880), pp. 94-5-. - -
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Comte argued, II follow as a natural result from their respective

position and functions. ,,1 A view with which the English followers

of Comte concurred in their instinctive reactions to the working

class.

It is this stony impenetrability to ideas, of which
the British middle class have made a sort of gospel,
and in which the aristocratic class (who ought to
know better) please to encourage them, that so revolts
a man of any cultivation and grain of imagination.
Where is such a one to be found, not absolutely
absorbed in politics or business, who is not visibly
mocking at the whole apparatus (Parliament, Bible,
Free Trade) in his heart? A lively writer of this
class has opportunely transplanted the German name
Philistine. This happily describes that insurrection
of the brain against the official and mercantile
thrall which has driven those who believe in the 2
force of ideas into closer sympathy with the people.

In their view of the relationship between the intellectual and

the working class, the Positivists largely anticipated the Fabians.

This emergence of a distinct intellectual class which Positivists

saw as characteristic of future development s was, in fact, borne out

in the Fabian experience.

Fabianism emerged in Britain when intellectuals began to appear

as a distinct social formation. Shaw and Webb called this new

stratum the nouvelle couche sociale, the 'intellectual proletariat',

---------------------------------------------------------------------

lA. Cornte, General View of Positivism, trans J.H. Bridges,
(London, 1880), pp. 94-5-. - -

~. Harrison, Order and Progress (1875), p. 186.
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the 'literary proletariat', the 'blackcoated' or 'professional

proletariat.' These were the men of the lesser professions,

journalists, wri ters, civil servants, teachers and artists,l who

with all the professionals sense of duty answered the positivist

call to duty. In the main they occupied the then fairly uncommon

posi tion of the salaried middle class. With the growth of a gTeat

many new professional openings in journalism and authorship, teaching

and public service, these professionals were coming to hold a more

stable position wi thin the social system. By origin they came from

the well-ts.ho middle class and were the products of the greater

public schools and the older universities, but with the growth in

secondary education, they were increasingly recruited from below.

The Fabians were intellectualsnot onl;vin the sense that ~hey

aspired to independent thought and had sympathies which identified

them with the people, but also in the sense that they saw themselves

as a contingent of the nouvelle couche sociale, a class distinct

from the older commercial and industrial middle class.

The development of Fabianism must be seen in the tradi tion

of intellectuals in politics, in the tradition of the intellectual

ginger groups which did sO much to determine the shape of social

thought and legislation in nineteenth century England. They were

not as Hobsbawm asserts llanomalies".2 Nor were they "accidental"

parts of the Socialist and labour movements.3 And while it remains

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IGeorge Gissing desc~ibed this new class as a flclass of young
men distinctive of our time - well educated, fairly bred, but without
money. II (Quoted in H. Ausubel, In Hard Times; Reformers Among the Late
Victorians (N.Y., 1960), p. 96). But with the exceptions like William
Clarke and Shaw (in the early years) the disappointment and financial
insecurity of Grub Street was not the mark of the nouvelle couche
sociale.

~.J. Hobsbawm, "The Fabians ReconsLde redv in Labouring Men
(London, 1965), p. 256.

3Ibid., p. 266.
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true that "I'hemiddle class socta.Li sm of the Fabians reflect •••

(their) unwi l1ingness or ••• inabi li ty .•• to find a firm place in

the middle and upper class structure of late Victorian Bri tain"I

this reflected a consciousness of themselves as intellectuals

emerging from a tradition to form a new and distinct class with a

special role to play in creating and leading a Socialist Commonwealth.

If the Fabians had a strong sense of 'bourgeois' virtue; if

their attitudes to the working class was coloured by middle class

cOnles::ension;if they were unconcerned with creating a mass working

class movement; if the rewards to the professional trained expert

were great, it was in part due to their view of themselves as a.

contingent of the nouvelle couche sociale, who would be the directors

and servants of the new democracy, responding to an informed sense of

a professionals social duty.

The Fabians, like the Positivists before them, envisaged an

alliance of the intellectual and the proletariat. They would fonn

wi th the working class a "union of culture and labour .11
2 While their

attitude toward the working class at times revealed a middle class

disdain, the Fabians respected the organisational capacity of the

working class and recognised its privations. They had the intellectuals

sense of guilt in regard to the working class, which re-affinned

their sense of duty.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IE.J. Hobsbawm, "The Fabians Re cone'idered" in Labouring Men
(London, 1965), p. 268.

~. Clarke, "The Fabians Society" New England Magazine, p. 99.
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The Fabians were enthusiastic about the prospect for democracy .

'I'heylooked to the enfranchisement of the working class to force,

democractically and gradually, socialist meaSUTes. But there was

always a tension between their belief in democracy and theiT belief

in the need for expert capable government. They saw social and

poli tical progress as an intellectually demanding task. What demo-

cracy needed was an elite possessing expertise and scientific knowledge

of society and an enlightened civic sense. Socialism was to be won

not by a class conscious prolitariat but by a corpus of trained

experts capable of directing and serving a working class electorate.

The importance of the Positivist to the Fabian experience is

that the Positivists to some extent anticipated the Eab i.ansin their

attitudes and relationship with the working class. Intellectuals,

conscious of themselves as such, they thought of themselves as being

distinct from the traditional middle class. It was not that the

Fabians failed to fit into the traditional Victorian class structure,

rather that they saw themselves as beini5 outside it. This sense of

being outside the classes gave them the abstential character which is

the hallmark of the intellectual in poli tics.

Both the Positivists and Fabians at 'tirnes.,interested themselves

in an independent party of labour, but the leaders eschewed parlia-

mentary careers. l'ifhatthey sought was power without office. Jealous

of their intellectual independence, their effectiveness was in their

research and propaga.nda. They sought to influence politics, popular-

ising their principles tbTOUgh literature and journalism, winning

the confidence of powerful groups through permeation and promoting

legislation through their membership of committees and commissions.
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Thus if Fabianism conferred an exalted role upon the intellectual

in achieving Socialism, and if it saw intellectuals as among the

beneficiaries of Socialism , it was due to the Fabiams' sense of

themselves as a contingent of the nouvelle .£ouche social~. It was

in this context that they emerged as the successors to the Positi-

vists as intellectuals in politics.
None of the leading Fabians became complete Positivists, although

some approached it more closely than others. However, the unwillingness

to become full fledged disciples or converts to the Positivist Church

was neither a barrier to Positivist influence nor a deterrent to

conscious borrowing. Most of them adopted the Littreist via media.

They simply selected out what they found to be true or useful and

ignored the rest. Thus the Fabians could accept Positivist ethics

and social values, finding in them a convenient expression for their

displaced religiosity and moralism, without enrolling themselves as

members in an instituted church.

If the Fabians were not Positivists in the sense that they were

adherents to a school, or members of a Church, they were positivists

in the sense of a tendency of mind that respected the scientific

method and theories of emlution and progress. They were also posi-

tivists in the sense that 'they made the service of man' the leading

doctrine of their lives.
That is not to say that all those who believed in the spirit of

free inquiry arid the methods of empirical science, or those who held

a humanitarian outlook, owed a direct debt to Comte. In many cases

such beliefs and outlooks were simply conclusions shared with Comte;

conclusions that had been arrived at by other roads than Comt.e, But
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even when Comte's Positive Philosophy had not been an original inspi-

r'ation, his ideas were welcomed, serving to strengthen earlier

attitudes.

Comte's scientific approach and his belief in the self-less

service to humanity excited widespread interest and won general

approval among the Fabians. On its ethical side Fabianism reflected

an early involvement wi th Positivism. Many of the social aims and

values of Positivism found a new home in Fabianism. Most of the

Fabians were prepared to embellish their early Socialist pronounce-

ments with Posi tivist morali ty.

However, there is a danger of over emphasising the early ethical-

religious preoccupations of the Fabians. Recent scholars have attempted

to revise Fabian history, suggesting that in the early years the

Society was more concerned with philosophy and ethics than it has

previously thought to have been. An attempt has been made to redress

the balance against the older view of Fabianism as narrow and

pragmatic, concerned with scientific order and efficiency. Such work,

which has been facilitated by access to manuscript collections, is

important. But as in any revision of history there is the hidden

danger, that in attempting to re-balance the scales, too much weight

is put in the other side and the scales tip too heavily the other way.

Many of the Fabians saw Socialism as a call to personal duty and

service. For some, Socialism itself was a kind of religious activity.

But this does not mean that Fabianism was a brand of ethical Socialism.

There was a relationship between the Victorian loss of faith and the

Fabian's Positivist period. The social morality of Evangelicalism

and Positivism were closely akin and tended to reinforce one another.

Positivism was in many ways a secular transposition of the beliefs
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and emotional dynamic of Evangelicalism. But it must be remembered

tha t precisely because of the close connection between Evangelicalism

and Positivist morality, the language of Posi tivism was familiar and

easy rhetori c. Nor can the audience to whomthe Fabians spoke be

ignored. Primarily the Fabian message was directed to the middle
/

class intellectual, men and women like themselves who had abandoned

orthodox faith but who had reforming zeal with consciences to be

aroused. The Fabians could employ Positivist moraLity to enlist

essentially religious emotion in the cause of social reform.

Finally, the historian must remember to separate the personal

preoccupations and forces that energjze, motivate and sustain

individuals, from the work and aims of the Society. That individuals

were ethically or religiously inspired must not be allowed to obscure

the fact tha t the essence of Fabianism was institutional.

Herein resides the importance of Posi tivism to Fabianism. The

Fabian Society emerged out of a long '''clarifying experience" during

which all that was "superfluous and non-essential" was thrown aside.
l

Initially, attracted to Positivism as a secular religion, sympathetic

to its aims and social ideals, they soon found it wanting. Positivism's

remedy for social evils basically relied on the growth of social feeling

and a sense of responsibility to society. Comte insisted that it was

impossible to effect any permarient change in social institutions with-

out a previous reorganisation of life and opinion. Social problems

---------------------------------------------------------------------

~. Bland, "The Fa.ith I Hold,lI p. 228.
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were to be solved not through structural or poli tical reform, but

through spiritual regeneration. But the appeal for men to change

their hearts and minds rests on certain sssumptions about man's

nature. These assumptions the Fabians were increasingly unwilling

to admit. Webb, who had been an outspoken advocate of the Positivist

method of social reconstruction, had by 1888 discounted the possi-

bility of a "general recrudescence of a Christlike unselfishness"

as a remedy for "festering evils of social ulceration." The workers

would be released from" 'the great social evil of the non-labouring

class' where monopolies caused the 'taxation of the industrious for

the support of indolence, if not plunder' U by their political power. I

Thus the Fabians after an early involvement with Posi ti vi sm, came to

reject the appeal to moral force. Their appeal was not to man's

moral sensibility but to his commonsense. They counted not on

moral regeneration of man but on the recognition of the rationality

and necessity of Socialism. They anticipated the erosion of capital-

ism under the advance of collectivism, not as a result of moral

trans formation but as a sensible recognition of the facts of the

world.

Along with the increasing unwillingness to admit of the possi-

bili ty of the kind of moral and spiritual change envisaged by Comte,

was the recognition that Positivist remedies were limited. Relying

on social and moral, rather than political solutions, it could not

provide a coherent body of principles on which to build a party

platform or to draft legislation. Indeed, it was a problem that

the English Posi ti vists had themselves encountered. When the Fabians

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1S.Webb, "The Progress of Socialism!', The Hampstead SocietJr, for

the Study of Socialism Tract No. 1 (London, 1888).
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encountered the problem they put aside the Large r dream of social

reg-enera tion and the building of a new moral world and turning to

political and economic solutions, concentrated on the immediate

possi bili ties for reform within the existing system.

The events of the late eighties highlighted the deficiencies

of Positivism and helped to complete the conversion of those F'abdane

who still had Positivist sympathies to Socialism. The unemployed

agitation of the spring of 1886, caused the Fabians to seriously

consider Socialist political mothod s . While the Society as a whole

took no active part, a few individual Fabians were participants.

Bland, summingup their reactions for an article in thp Practical

Socialist, argued that the hope of political revolution or even

great reform arising out of the 'increasing misery' of the working

class and a revolt of the unemployed was futile. What was needed

Bland continued, was a party which would press for Socialist measures.

Socialists, he said, should devote themselves to the task of thinking

out a programme for constructive legislation. I In 1886, the protracted

struggle with the Anarchis ts came to a head in a public debate, the

result of which Fabian leaders claimed was to convince tbem of "the

advisabili ty of setting to work by ordina.£Y. poli tical methods and

having done with vague exhortations to Emancipate the VJorkers.,,2

This acceptance of 'ordinary political methods' was partly promoted

by, and in turn strengthened by, the Societies I attempt to permeate

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IE. Bland, "The Socialist Party in Relation to PoEtics,"
Practical Socialist, Oct. 1886.

2G.B. Shaw, Fabian Tract ~o. 41; E. Pease, Eisto~ of the Fabian
Society, p. 67, (emphasis mine).
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the Liberal and Radical Associations and the Radical Clubs. In 1885

and 1886 wi th the political annihilation of D'iLke and the 'defection'

of Chamberlain witb the Liberal Unionists, Radicalism lost its

leaders and an opportunity was created for the Fabians to attempt to

marshall 'adicals behind a Socialist-inspired leadership. The failure

of the Liberals in London in the elections of 1885 and 1886, encouraged

them to think that the tactics of permeation might induce Radicals to

accept Socialist ideas and an advanced programme of social reform.

The Fabians won their first electoral victory in 1888 when three

mcmbe rs of the society were elected to the London School Board. Then

the London County council was established in the same year they were

immediately enthusiastic for its Socialist possibilities.

The Fabian rejection of the Positivist method of social reconstru-

ction was in itself a measure of its importance to their Sooi aList

doctrine, and the ultimate importance to Fabianism of the Positivist

scheme was not that the Fabians embraced it for a time, but that they

eventually came to realise that the moral appeal was not enough; that

what was required was political and structural reforo.

Comte's doctrine had been a powerful intellectual influence for

the Fabians. Their early involvement with his teachings had been an

important part of their long 'clarifying experience.' But of equal

importance was their early association with leading English Positivists.

The Positivists directed Beatrice Potter along the path of social

investigation, teaching her both how and what to study.

Via Booth, Beatrice was influenced by the criticism of abstract

economics made by the followers of Auguste Comte. Beatrice in turn

exercised an important influence over Sidney.
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At the time Sidney made Beatrice's acquaintance, he himself was

on the way-to abandoning abstract economics in favour of more concrete

studies. As Beatrice noted, Sidney's contribution to Fabian Essays

had shown his 'historic sense'. His abili ty- and interest in collecting

factual informa t.icn was evident in lI}'acts for Socialists", "Fac t s for

Londoners." and "The London P'rograrnme'"; However, Beatrice's interests

were more academic and defined and the first problems the partnership

of Webb investigated were those already begun or projected by Beatrice.

The methods and techniques of social investigation that Beatrice

had learned from the Posi tivists, were to be carried over into their

monumental works in historical sociology. Indeed, when the Webbs,

in the preface to Industrial Democracy-wrote, "Sociology, like all

other sciences can advance only upon the basis of a precise observa-

tion of actual facts", they were merely rei tera ting a conclusion that

Beatrice had arrived at ten years previously.l

While Beatrice did not interest the whole of the Society in the

positivist methods of social study, she did alert them to the import-

ance of particular movements. Frederic Harri son had first explained

to Beatrice the economic validity of factory legislation and trade

unionism. Harrison's early instruction was reinforced by Beatrice's

own study of the Co-operative l'lovement.

Beatrice's 'life-history' of the British Co-operative Movement

had made a remarkable impression on Sidney. The occasion of their

first meeting, was Beatrice's search for a 'guide' to assist her

with the historical background to her projected study of trade union-

ism. The meeting was important not only as a presage of their future

comradeship in work, but because Sidney's acquaintanceship with

Beatrice signalled a change in Fabian atti tudes toward the Co-operative

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IS. and B. 'Tebb, Industrial Democracy (London, 1897) p sv .
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and Labour Movements. The Fabian Essays which had been published in

1589 had almost completely ignored trade unionism and co-operation.

That the first edition had short comings on these subjects Has to be

acknowledged by Sidney in the preface to a later edition. Indeed,

Beatrice explained that, despite her absorption in political and

economic problems, she had "failed to become known to ny of the

Fabian essayists •.• until Jan. 18901 because she lIwasseeking enlight-

ermerrt, not from socialist lecturers and theoretical pamph l.et s, but

from an objective study of the Co-operative l!Iovementand of trade-
., ,,1unlonlsm •••

There were of course other influences making for a change in

the Fabian attitude. The Dock Strike of 1889 and the emergence of

the New Unionism, not only a.Itered the orientation of the labour

movement itself, but caused Socialists to reconsider the significance

of trade unionism, both within the labour movement and in political

and economic life generall But undoubtedly, Beatrice's investi-

gations, both accomplished and planned, which' owed so much to the

English Positivists, were to a considerable extent responsible for

bringing to the attention of the Fabian Society the importance of the

co-operative and trade union movements.

Finally, the importance of the Positivist experience to the

Fabian experience, was that the Positivist served to some extent as

a model for the intellectual in politics. The ,Vebbs, in their history

of Trade Unionism had stated that it would be difficult to exaggerate

the zeal, devotion and service rendered by the Positivist in the

labour laws agitation. It was this same zeal, devotion and service

that the Fabians hoped to duplicate.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

~. Webb, ~Apprenticeship, p , 400.
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If the Fabians lacked the humility of the Positivists in

relation to the Labour Movement, it was perhaps due to their

recognition that the alliance between the intellectual and the

pr~l~tarian was cemented by a new class interest rather than

'moral and intellectual' affinities. The alliance was not

between philosophers as 'members of the working class fUlly trained'

and the working man as a 'philosopher without training' but
between the wage earner and the professional proletariate. The

Fabians allied themselves with the working class not to triumph

over the Philistines but to triumph over the landlord and capitalist.

The task of the professional proletariate was not to ally himself

with the working class in cultivating men's moral sensibilities

and social sympathies but to serve and direct the working class

in the intellectually demanding task of achieving Socialism.



TEE FABIAl'if REACTION TO l'fAP-X

The principal general achievement claimed on behalf of the

Fabians by the secretary of the Society, E.R. Pease, was that they

were able to flbreak the spell of Marxism in England."l It is a

claim which A.M. McBriar rightly dismisses as "extravagant, for

2Marxism had cast no spell over England." Nevertheless, the Fabians

were proud of their economic the or,y, which they regarded not only

as superior to Marx's but as a major contribution to Socialist

thought.

By the early eighties the Democratic Federation3 was receiving

much publicity, and Marx was being read and discussed in Radical and

Socialist circles. The Fabians could not long have avoided confront-

ing Marx whether first hand or as relayed, however Imperf'ec t Iy ,

through Hyndman and the Social Democratic Federation. Indeed, of

those who would become the leading Fabians, the majority had some

4early associations with the Democratic Federation, which by 1883 had

adopted a Marxist programme.

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1E.R. Pease, History of the Fabian Society (London, 1926), p. 236.

2A•M• McBriar, Fabian Socialism and English Politics (Cambridge,
1966), pp. 347-8. E.J. Hobsbawm, writing from a different standpoint,
agrees with this conclusion. See, "The Fabians Reconsidered" Labouring
Men (London, 1965), p. 251.

3In August 1884, it changed its name to the Social Democra.tic
Federation.

4In the early eighties there was considerable overlap and inter-
change between the Fabians and the Democratic Federation. .:.Hubert
Bland was a member of the Federation. Bernard Shaw, Graham Wallas and
Annie Besant spoke for it. Olivier and yrebb were listed in Justice
(19 Jan. 1884) as among -those who have taken an interest in the work
(of the SDF or were known to be in sympathy wi th its aim". Conversely,
Joynes and Champion appear in the early Fabian lists of members.
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Bernard Shaw had begun his journey to Socialism as a. land

nationalizer. He read Progress and Poverty and in a flush of

enthusiasm joined the Georgian Land lleform Union. For nearly a

year he worked with J.L. Joynes and H.H. Champion on its journal,

the Christian Socialist. Shaw's acquaintances encouraged him to

attend the meetings of the SDF, where early in 1883, he first heard

Hyndman speak. Shaw's initial response was to declare his contempt

for the Federation and "accuse them of drawing a red herring across

1the track indicated by Mr. Henry George." Hyndman immediately

denounced Shaw as a novice who had no right to venture an opinion

on economic subjects until he had mastered Marx. Shaw took up the

French translation of the first volume of Capi tal and emerged from

the experience "a furious Socialist. ,,2

One doubts whether Shaw's conversion to Marxism was quite so

cataclysmic as his own a.ccount suggests, for his commandof French

was limited. This, combined with the curious habit of reading it

alongside the score of VTagner's Tristan and Isolde, makes it seem

doubtful that he read Capital wi th any degree of thoroughness.

Indeed, his indebtedness to Capital appeared limited to the elabor-

ation, in the first chapter, of the principle that commodities

naturally exchange in exa.ct proportion to the quanti ties of socially

necessary labour time embodied in them.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IG.B. Shaw, tiThe "NewPolitics; From Lassalle to the Fabians",
Fabian Society lecture, Dec. 20, 1889, in L. Crompton (ed), The Road
to Equali~: Ten Unpublished Lectures ar0 Essays Sl Bernard Shaw
TBoston, 1971;:-p. 84.

2Ibid• Shaw says 111 was recommended to read Capital by our
friend Mr. Robert Banner." Banner is another example of the kind of
interchange that took place between socialist groups. Originally a
member of the SDF, he joined the Fabian Society in the early nineties.
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It was 8. discussion of the labour theory of value, which Shaw,

at first, defended, but which Webb and Olivier regarded as the most

vulnerable feature of \farxian analysis, that stimulated criticism

of Marx and initiated the working out of the distinctively Fabi.an

economic position.

In the winter of 1884-5, a groUl) of Fabians established an

informal reading circlel and invited other Radicals and Socialists to

join them to study and discuss the first volume of Capital. 2 'l'he

group which called itself the Hampstead Historic Club congregated

at the house of Mrs. Charlotte Wilson. Amongst the group were the

future Fabian luminaries, Shaw, Webb,3 V!allas, and Olivier,4 the

economists F.Y. Edgeworth and Phillip \'Ticksteed, and the Marxist

partisans Belfort Bax and H.M. Hyndman.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IThe Hampstead Historic Club opened in the autumn of 1884 and
was voluntarily broken up in the summer of 1889. It originated,
according to Shaw, out of a growing sense of intellectual inadequacy
among some Fabians. "The mischief was not that our generalizations
were unsound but that we had no detailed knowledge of the content of
them. We had borrowed them ready made as articles of fai th and when
opponents like Charles Bradlaugh asked us for details we sneered at
the demand without being in the least able to comply with it." G.B. Shaw,
"The Fabian Society: Its Early History," Tract No. 41, 1892, p. 16.

20nly the fi rst volume of Capital was read and di scussed at the
Club. In 1885, Shaw with Webb's help began the second volume. However,
Shaw never got very far. "I have begun to teach German to G.B. Shaw,
the embryo novelist. He knows 'and' and 'the' only. We began Marx,
Kapital, Volume two - not the easiest of books - (and) read two pages
in two hours, accompanying each word wi th a philogical dictiona:ry."
PP, pt. 2, Webb to S. Olivier 7 July, 1885. Webb most certainly read
volume two. In "Rent, Interest and Wages: Being a Criticism of Karl
Marx and a Statement of Economic Theory" 1886, PP. VII, 4, both volumes
are noted. Volume three was not published until 1894 and there is no
evidence that any of the Fabians read it.

3Shaw had earlier induced Webb to read Capital. Shaw claimed
that Webb read the first volume in an hour. With more credibi Li,ty
Shaw said Webb's cormnent upon reading Capital was "Scotland stands
where it did." Shaw, "Early Days," M. Cole Ced.), The Webbs and Their
Work, (London, 1949), p. 6. - -
---- 40livier had already read Hyndman's Historical Basis of Socialism.
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Both Shaw and Wallas have left descriptions of 'Mrs. 'Nilson's

economic tea parties' where Ca-pital was read aloud from the French

but f'ound ourselves from the beginning criticizing him

translation. VIallas reported that "'Ne expected to agree with Marx,

,,1... The

first chapters of Capital - on which they concentrated their attention -

were "of extraordinary efficacy in setting us by the ea.rs" so that

the company usua l.l fell to disput .ti on before the reader for the

evening "had gone far enough to feel seriously fatigued.tt2

The controversy revolved around Ma.rx+s labour theory of value.

Shaw recounted,

the impassioned disputes as to whether the value of
Mrs. Wilson's vases was fixed by the labour socially
necessarJ to produce them, by the cost of production
on the margin of cultivation, or by the ' final utility'
of the existing stock of vases •.. F.Y. Edgeworth as a
Jevonian, and Sidney Webb as a Stuart Millite, fougbt
the Marxian value theory tooth and nail; whilst Belfort
Bax and I, in a spirit of tra.nscendent Marxism, held
the fort recklessly, and laughed a.t Mill and Jevons.
The rest kept an open mind and skirmished on either
side as they felt moved.3

The controversy, Wa.llas said, finally,

led us to abandon 'abstract labour' as the basis of value,
and to adopt Jevons ' conception of value as fixed by the
point where 'marginal effort' coincided with 'marginal
utili ty. ,4

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1 .
G. Wallas, Men and Ideas (London, 1940), p. 103.

2G•B• Shaw, "Bluffing the Value Theory", To-Day May 1889. This
and other important Shaw articles on Marxism from the 1800's were
republished in R.W. Ellis (ed.), Bernard Shaw and Karl Marx: Symposium,
1884-1889 eN.Y., 1930) -- -- -- --

3Shaw, "Bluffing the Value Theory". -

4G• Walla~, I en and Ideas, p. 104.
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For Shaw this debate, which was contirmed at the Hampstead

Historic Club, begsn earlier in a journalistic encounter with the

Rev. P.H. Wicksteed, a Unitarian minister and exponent of the

1marginal utility theory of Stanley Jevons. In 1884, Wicks teed

had contributed an article to the socialist journal To-Day, in which

2
he had cri tici zed Marx's labour theory of value. He argued that

Marx had fallen into error when he made abstract human labour the

sole determinant of value. Wicksteed contended that for goods to

have equal value in exchange they must have the power of sa.tisfying

human desires, i.e. abstract utility. It was not Wicksteed maintained,

upon the amount of labour, but upon abstract utility "that exchange

value is always immediately dependent.u3 In accordance with Jevonian

theory, he suggested by the 'law of indifference,' "the abstract

utili ty of the last available increment of any commodity determines

the ratio of exchange of the whole of it. ,,4 Thus Wicksteed claimed:

a theory of value which is equally applicable to things
that can, and things that cannot, be multiplied by
labour, which is equally applicable to market and normal
values, which moves with perfect ease amongst the
bourgeois categories •.• and fits all the complicated
phenomena of our commercial societies.5

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Istanley Jevons had originally worked out the marginal utility

theory of value ("Notice of a General Mathematical 'Pheory of Political
Economy," 1862; Theory of Poh tical Economy, 1871). The marginal
utility principle was a'l s'o formulated in Vienna by Carl Henger (g_rund-
satze der Volkswirtschaftslehre, 1871).

2p. Ticksteed, "'Das Kapital' - A Criticism," To-Day, Oct. 1884.

3Ibid.
4-Ibid.
5p•H• Wicksteed, "Das Kapital - A Criticism,l' To-Day, Oct., 1884.

Reprinted in Ellis.
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Shaw was drawn into controversy with ;"lcksteed, writing a reply

in the Jan. 1885 edition of To-Day, which was as much an attack on

the Jevonian theory (which Vlicksteed put forward) as a defence of

1Marx's labour theory of value. In the course of the next two years,

however, Shaw's attitude towards the Jevonian theory underwent a

marked change. In the intervening period Shaw attended an economic

discussion g-roup tutored by Wicksteed. 2 Subsequent to these discussions

Shaw declared his adherence to the Jevonian theory of value. His

conversion WqS without reservation. "The Marxian steel," he said,

"was always snapping in my hand. The Jevonian steel held and kept

its edge, and fitted itself to every emergency.,,3 Thus two years

after his public debate with Wicksteed in a r-evi ew of Capital for the

National Reformer, Shaw criticized Mane from a Jevonian point of view.
4

Because of the fact that the economic essay in Fabie..n Essays

(wri tten by Shaw) embodied the Jevonian the ory, it is gerie ra.Hy assumed

that the Fabians accepted the Jevonian theory of value.5 While the

evidence adduced has in the main been taken from Shaw, there is other

evidence to support the broad generalization that the Fabians accepted

the Jevonian theory of value.

---------------------------------------------------------------------
IG.B. Shaw, "The Jevonian Criticism of Marx: A Commenton the

Rev. P.H. Wicksteed's Article," To-Day, Jan., 1885. Reprinted in Ellis •

. 2The group, which later became the Royal Economic Society, met at
the house of the Stockbroker Beeton. Wallas was also a member of the
circle.

3A. Henderson, Bernard Shaw, Playboy and Prophet (N.Y., 1932), p , 225.

4G•B• Shaw, "Karl Marx and Das Kapi t.aL;" The National Reformer,
7, 14, 21, Aug., 1887. Reprinted in Ellis,·

5See Shaw's essay "Economi.c, II Fabian Essays, Shaw said:
"the abstract economics of the Fabian Essays are, as regards value, the
economics of Jevons." Appendix to Pease, QE. Cit., p. 276.
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Annie Besarrt wa,s the f'rir st to adopt the new doctrine. In her

pamphlet 1~odern Socialism, which appeared in 1886, she declared,

"Marx's 'value' is a metaphysical abstraction corresponding to nothing

existing at the present time, however true it would be under ideal

condi ti ona ," V/hat detennined value, Besan t insisted, was "relative

uti li ty . 1,1

GrahamWallas was also impressed by the Jevonian theory of value.

Hovever, 1311as' retrospective claim that the discussions at the

Hampstead Historic Club led him to abandon Marx's theory for Jevons'

appears to be exaggerated, his adberence to Jevons never being as

whole hearted as Shaw's.2 Shaw's comment that 17alla8' contribution

to the value debt was a suggestion that Marx and Jevons were both

right, is a more accurate assessment of Vlallas' posit.ion.3

In March 1889, Vallas wrote an article !IAnEconomic Eireniconll

which was at once a review of Wicksteed's An Alphabe-t of Economic

Science and a statement of his own opinions on the points at issue.

Marx's conception of value and Jevons' were, 'Wallas argued, not

necessarily inconsistent.

It seems to me ••• that Marx's essential proposition
is in no way inconsistent with that of Jevons and
Mr. Wicksteed. Marx, I repeat, states that the ratio
of exchange between commodities varies with (or in
Mr. Wicksteed's language 'is a function of') the amount

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1A. Besan t , Modern Socialism (London, 1886), p. 20.

2For Wallas' claim see G. ~Tallas, Men and Ideas, ' p. 104.

3For Shaw's comment on Wallas see "Bluffing the Value Theory, U

To-Day, May, 1889. Reprinted in Ellis, 2£. Cit. In the article Shaw
gives a description of the early debates, both those conducted in To-Day
and those at the Hampstead Historic.
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of labour necessary, on the average to produce either
of them ..• W;cksteed states tha t it is also a function
of the amount of each commodity already possessed by
the parties to the exchange. Each, grants, I conceive,
the truth 01 the otl1er's proposition but attaches more
importance to his own.l

~.rallas pointed out that the 'ratio of exchange' had both a demand and

supply side to it and that Marx, assuming demand had emphasized the

supply side, while Jevons and Wicksteed, assuming supply, had fixed

their attention on the demand side. He suggested that the ambiguous

term 'value' might be replaced by economists, as "plenty of terms

exist for the various meanings which have been attached to 'value'

such as 'rates of exchange', "norma.I rates of exchange', 'total utility',

2'final utility' ••. ' labour cost', and 'normal labour cost. It. Although

Wallas was convinced that "the great 'value' controversy can really be

resolved into the fact that Marx and Jevons are using the same word

in different senses, and expound different but quite consistent laws",

he did suggest that because of its clarity the Jevonian theory might

3prove more useful.

Sidney flebb was also deeply involved in the value controversy and

appears to have been influenced by the new doctrine. At the Hampstead

Historic Club ebb upheld Mill's theory of value fighting "the Marxian

IG. Wallas, "An EconomicEa rerri con", To-Day March 18[19.
2G. fallas, "An Economic E'i.reni.con'",

3Ibid• Wallas said that Jevons had an advantage over Marx in
using mathematics rather than Hegelian dialectics. He also said that
Jevons' law of the ratio of exchange was Ilincomparably better than
] arx ' s , since it is absolutely true without the use of qualifying words
like 'average', 'socially necessary', etc."
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theory tooth and nail."l However, in his essays on economics that

were written between 1886 (a year after the debates at the Hampstead

Historic Club bega.n), and 1899, there is evidence to support the view

that Webb changed from Mill's theory of value to Jevons,.2

In January 1886, Webb delivered a lecture on "The Distribution

of Weal th" in which he set forth a simple cost of production theory

of value. 3 Later that year Yfebbwrote a long essay entitled "Rent ,

Interest and Wages: Being a criticism of Karl Marx and a Statement

of Economic Theory. ,A In this essay Webb not only criticized the

Marxian theory of value but also expounded the marginal utility theory

of value. He argued:

He (man) is ••• moved to perform them (efforts and
sacrifices) by his desire for the product, which is
therefore always a 'commodity', that is something or
service possessing 'utility' for him. Cow~odities may
vary in utility, not only according to the kind of
want which they sa.tisfy, but also according to the
degree to which that want has already been satisfied,

----------~----------------------------------------------------------
lG.B. Shaw, "Bluffing the Value Theory". Mill's theor,y

of value was a cost of production theory.

2See Webb "Rent, Interest and Wages: Being a Criticism of Karl Marx
and a Statement of Economic Theory" 1886, PP VII, 4; "The Factors of
National Wealth" c. early 1889, pp VI, 39; "On the Relation Between Wages
and the Remainder of the Economic Product" a paper read to the British
Association meeting Newcastle 16 Sept. 1889, pp VI, 41. McBriar states
that Webb's "writings do not appear to touch on the most fundamental
aspects of the value question, and what he has to say in them would not
be inconsistent wi th a mere restatement of the Millite value theory in
the light of margina list refinements." p.34. Unfortunately,
lkBriar did not have access to the Passfield Papers. Webb's unpublished
papers reveal that he was more involved in the value controversy than
McBriar realized.

3Leaflet announcing series of lectures by S. \'7ebb on "The Distri-
bution of Wealth" Jan. 1886, pp VI, 27. Notebook for lecture on 1'The
Distribution of Wealth" pp VI, 23b.

4S. Webb, "Rent, Interest and WagesN.
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further supplies possessing less and less utility.l

"This "Law of diminishing returns of utility from commodities 111 which

Jevons had stated "fully and explicitly", was ,Webbdeclared, lithe

fundamental basis of di fferentiation in weal th-production.,,2

Y!illiam Clarke was an exception to the general rule in being

unimpressed by Jevonian doctrine. 3 While Clarke was a member of the

Fabian dominated Hampstead Historic Club, there is no evidence to

suggest that he took an active part in the debates that were conducted

there. But whatever his position at the Hampstead Historic Club,

it is clear that by the mid-eigbties Clarke accepted more of the

Marxian economic analysis than did any other Fabi.ari, In 1887, by

which time most of the Fabians had accepted the Jevonian theory,

Clarke remained an adherent of MarxI s labour theory of value. Writing

to a friend Clarke said: "I do not intend to subscribe to the whole

of Marx, but I do contend that this general analysis of value and his

explana tion of the economic development are true in general. ,,4 There

is no evidence that Clarke, so long as he remained a Socialist, ever

retreated from that position.5

1S. Webb, "Rent, Interest and Wages", p.23. Webb noted
later, "It should be further added that the utility of the commodity
produced in no sense depends upon the amount of labour involved in its
production." p. 24.

2Ibid., pp. 26, 24.

3The best and most recent study of Clarke is Peter Yeiler, "The
Making and Unmaking of a Fabian Socialist," Journal of British Studies,
Vol. XIV, No.l Nov., 1974, pp. 77-108. --

4Clarke to Salter, Dec. 1, 1887, Lloyd Papers, quoted in leiler

5Clarke resigned from the Fabian Society in June, 1897. The
following year he wrote to H.D. Lloyd, "I never was a Socialist in the
sense of Marx, and I am not at all a Socialist now." March 28, 1898,
Lloyd Papers, quoted in eiler.
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However, the real importance of the value controversy was its

bearing on the theory of surplus value. V.ricksteedclaimed, that his

criticism of the labour theory of value had undermililedthe very found-

ation of the Marxian theoretical structure. His first notice for

To-D_5Y had, in fact, ended with an attack on Marx's theory of value.

If, '.¥icksteedhad argued , it could be shown that the value of labour-

force is not determined by the amount of labour required to produce

it, then,

Marx has thus failed to indicate any imminent law of
capitalist production by which a man who purchases
labour-force at its value will extract from its consump-
tion a surplus-value.l

7icksteed reiterated this point in his second article.

Only a single word in conclusion, on the importance
of this controversy. It is not a mere question of
abstract reasoning (although, if it were, that could
hardly be urged in its disparagemen t by an admirer of
Marx). It affects the whole system of economics, and
more particularly Marx's economics. In admitted contra-
diction to apparent facts, and without (at present) any
attempt to remove the apparent contradiction, Marx by
sheer logic attempts to force us into the admission
that 'profits", 'interest', and 'rent' must have their
origin in the 'surplus value' that results from purchasing
'labour-force' at its value and selling wares at their
value. The key-stone of the arch is the theory of value
adopted by Marx, and I have tried to show that it is not
sound •.•2

Ip. icksteed, '"Das'Kapital'- A Criticism,tI
2p .H. Wicksteed, "The Jevonian Criticism of Marx, A Rejoinder",

To-day April, 1885.
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As A.M. McBriar has po'int.ed out ""Nicksteed 's criticism raised

the question of whether the theory of surplus value was necessarily

dependent upon the labour theory of value".l For Socialists like

Shaw, who had begun with a sympathy for Marx, thi s was a se ri ous

problem. If they wished to show that capitalism was a system of

exploi tation they were bound to hold some theory of surplus value.

llThenWicksteed attacked the most important and influential socialist

theory of capitalist exploitation they were confronted with major

intellectual difficulties.

Those like Webb, who had been hostile to Marx from the outset

and whose commit ment to Socialism was not yet firm, were in similar

difficulties. Although they might not be Socialists, they were

vigorous critics of the existing capitalist system. They wished to

demonstrate that wealth was inequitably distributed and that many

incomes existed that were not rightly earned.

---------------------------------------------------------------------
lA.M. McBriar, Op. Cit. p, 31. NIcBriar continued, " ••• as Socialists,

all the Fabian leaders wished to preserve some kind of theory of
(surplus value', for they realised that Socialists are bound to attempt
to show that even the ideal capitalist society is unjust as part of
their argument that the remedy for the ills of existing society lies in
moving away from it rather than towards it." p. 33 VI.Wolfe maintains
that McBriar •• , however, misses the point ••• in suggesting that vfebb' s
theory of rent was intended to show that 'even an ideal capitalist
society is unjust'. That was more nearly the argument of Shaw and the
SDF, whereas Webb's intention was to show how capitalism could be made
ideally just through I socialistic' reforms and the concurrent growth of
'social feeling. 'II From Radicalism to Socialism (NewHaven and London,
1975), p , 203, n. 50-:-The difficul tyis that McBriar and Wolfe are
referring to two different period s in the development of Webb's thought.
McBriar was refeTring to the period 1886-88, the height of the discussion
of the question of surplus value, when Webb cast aside his earlier
Pos.itivism for Socialism. VEriting wi thout the benefit of the Passfield
Papers, McBriar concentrated on Webb's article of 1888, which indeed is
the most systematic exposition of Pabian thought on the subject of rent.
The fact of the matter is that when Webbbegan to develop the theory of
rent in 1884 it was in terms of equality of income distribution. He
advocated the Positivist scheme for making capitalism more just and
equal. However, between 1886-88 after Webb had declared himself a
Socialist the theory of rent is more fully developed into a theory of
surplus value in the manner McBriar describes. See below pp. 123 ff.
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The two groups were in almost identical positions. The solution

was found in elaborating an entirely distinct notion of capitalist

exploi ta tion, a radical theory of rent.

The Fabians argued as some modern theorists have that the labour

theoI'Y of value was not necessary to demonstI'ate the existence of

surplus value and that adherence to a labour theory of value was not

a necessary condition for a coherent theory of exploitation.l Property

incomes can be seen as a fact of any capitalist economy. However, it

is possible to explain them in different ways. The explanation adopted

by the Fabians, which was the one favoured by the neo-classical

economists, was in tenns of the productive contribution of non-l bour

factors of production, par-t.icuLar Ly land, capital and ability. When

the Fabi ns developed their theo~J of rent it appeared as an alter-

2native explanation of surplus value.

The Fabian theory of rent was considered by its originators to

be a fundamental contribution to Socialist thought. In the 1920

edition of Fabian Essays [ebb stated:

It is perhaps significant that the part of the book
which comes most triumphantly through the ordeal of
such an examina tion (i. e. the light of thirty years
experience) is, throughout, the economic analysis •••

IFor a modern argument on these lines see M.C. Howard and J.E. King,
The Political Economy of Marx (Thetford, Norfolk, 1975), pp. 160-66.

;he fullest discussions of the Fabian theory of rent are McBriar,
2.£. Cit. pp. 36-40, and, more recently, D.M. Ricci, "Fabian Socialis]T1,:
The Theory of Rent as Exploi ta t.i.on'", Journal of British Studies 9 NovQ,
1969, pp. 105-121Q --
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Tested by a whole generation of further experience
and criticism, I conclude· that,in 1889, we knew
our Political Economy, and that our Political Economy
was sound.l

Both Wallas and Shaw referred, in later years, to the importance of

the theory of rent, 2 while the VTebb's called it tithe very corner-

stone of collective acti vi ty. ,,3

The publications which put forward the theory of rent date from

1888.4 However, there is evidence that the theory was formulated

before this time. The theory was di scussed both in the Hampstead

circle and the Society itself in 1886. Webb, who is generally

credi ted with working out the theory and "put tinG it into strict

6academic form" was beginning to develop the theory of economic rent

as early as 1884.

In the early ei ghties, Vlebbhad begun a study of 'abstract

economics'. He was familiar with Mill, Cairnes and l1icardo. He

was impressed by Mill's notion of 'unearned increment', by Cairnes

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Ipreface to 1920 edition of Fabian Essays.
2See Wallas, Men and Ideas, p. 104; Shaw, Everybody's

Political What's What (London, 1944) p. 22.
3S• and B. Webb, History of Trade Unionism (London, 1920) p. 162.

4The principle one is Webb's article "The Rate of Interest and the
Laws of Distribution" Quarterly Journal of Economics Jan. 1888. Also
see Olivier's Capital and Land Tract No.7, 1888. Facts for Socialists
Tract No.5, 1887 gives indication that the theory has been formulated
but does not elaborate it.

~Vallas said the theory was worked out at the Hampstead Historic.
Men and Ideas, p. 104. Olivier led a discussion on the
subject at a meeting of the Society 19 Nov; , 1886. Practical Socialist
Vol. 1, No. 12, Dec. 1886.

6shaw, Appendix to Pease, Q,E. Cit., p. 276.
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denunciation of the idle consumers of rent and interest and by the

Ricardian law of differential rent, particularly as elaborated by
Marshall and Walker. I

The lectures which 'lebbdelivered in 1884-5 indicated his

interest in economics and his preoccupation with the problems of

poverty and inequality in relation to income distribution.2 The

explanation of how the distribution of wealth was actually effected

lay, rifebbargued, in the "opera tion of those economic laws which

involve the existence of monopoly values for scarce and desirable

things, resulting in rent, interest and the exceptional wages of
special ability.p3

Webb argued that society, rather than any individual, was the

appropriate beneficia~ of rent on land, interest on capital and the

remuneration to exceptional skill or ability. His objective was to

reduce the amount of rent, interest and wages of superintendence

that was received by the upper and middle classes and "devote it to

purposes of public utility.fA In 1884-5 febb thought that this could

be achieved by a process of voluntary moralization. However, the

implica tions of his argument were more far reaching than he recognised.

---------------------------------------------------------------------
IThe German socialist economist Johann Karl Rodbertus who died in

1875, had also extended Ricardo's concept of rent. There are certain
similarities between the extension of the rent concept by Rodbertus
and the Fabian extension of it. Although Edward Conne r t s The Social
Philosophy of Rodbertus did not appear until 1899, 'lebbwa;--?amiliar
with him in 1884 ("On Economic Method" ) Ivebb's comment on
Rodbertus was critical, and it would seem that Webb was familiar with
him only as a 'name'. There are no other references to Rodbertus in
Fabian writings.

2See "The Way Out" PP VI, 19 and "The Economic Function of the
Middle Class" PP VI, 20.

3S• Webb, "The VayOut"
4Ibid•
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Ths seeds of the theory of rent which began to germinate in
1884 came to ::their _.full development between 1886-88. The first
outline of the theory was put forward in January 1886.1 Two years

2later, in January 1888, it appeared in its. final form.

Undoubtedly the debates at the Hampstead Historic induced Webb

to elaborate his earlier ideas and to attempt to create a new theory

of surplus value by an extension of the Ricardian theory of rent.

Wallas said that the Ricardian law of rent had been a focal point

of their disagreement with Marx.

Instead of takirg surplus value in the lump, we
divided it into three 'rents' of land, eapital
and ability, and faced the fact that, if he
worked with the worst land, tools and brains
'in cultiva~ion', the worst-paid labourer
might be p:rwducing no more wealth than he
consumed. 3

Certainly Wicksteed's attack on Marx was an important factor

in the development of Fabian economic theory. There is every indi-

cation that the Fabians were acutely aware of the issues raised by

his criticism. In the sense that Wicksteed stimulated the discussion

of value and surplus value, it can be said that he made the Fabians

aware of the need for a theory- of exploitation which did not rely

on a labour theory- of value. However, there remained with the
Fabians a broad agreement with Marx that surplus value was the

1 S. Webb, "Rent, Interest and V,ages".
2 .

S. Webb, "The Rate of Interest and the Laws of Distribution",
Quarterly Journal of Economics, Jan. 1888.

3 G. Wallas, Men ~ Ideas, p. 104.
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basis of capitalist exploitation.l

The Fabians differed fundamentally from Marx in designating

the law of diminishing marginal utility as the origin of a

distributive theory of exploitation based upon rent. This

substitution led them to the conclusion that Marx (along with

other economists)2 had failed to grasp the opportunity afforded

by the Ricardian Theory of Rent to scientifically analyse the

distribution of the wealth produced in society) Thus Webb

criticised Harx's approach as a "quite orthodox" one involving

only a change in nomenclature:

Both in the theory of value and in the theory
of exploitation the attitude of Marx leads
him into error by drawing too exclusive
attention to a part only of the phenomena.
For instance the Ricardian Law of Rent is
an admitted cornerstone of Economic Science.
By claiming rent, interest and profits
together in one mass as 'exploitation' Marx
misses the whole series of important in-
ferencesofrom this Law. 4

-------------------------------------------------------------------
_~.:--,1 Thus ~ ebb wrote: "The conception of 'surplus value' is the
main: result of the labour of Karl Marx in Economics. Its value lies
not so much in any newness of doctrine as in inducing clearness of
apprehension of the source and destination of this surplus value."
"Rent, Interest and Wages'!, - . p. 56. Webb also attacked
economists, such as Marshall('antiquated') and Sidgwick(a 'hide-
bound pedant') who ignored this contribution.

2 See S. Webb, "Wages and the Remainder of the Economic
Product," in E$says in the Economics of Socialism and Capitalism,
ed. R.L. Smyth and T. Wilson (London, 1964), pp. 65-69; also
see S. ,:ebb,"The Rate of Interest and the Laws of Distribution,"
in which he stated, "The laws of distribution must all be given
in similar terms, so as theoretically to account for the whole of
the annual product, and to account for it with scientific exactness."

p. 190.
3 The insistance upon the scientific analysis of incomes

was, of course, the product of Webb's adherence to abstract
economics (cf. Webb's fulminations against the 'practical man'
school of economics in' ages and the Remainder of the Economic
Product," pp 6-8.

4 S. Webb, "Rent, Interest and Wages", pp. 12-13.
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For Vebb a scientific classification of the distribution of the

production of wealth necessarily involved a recognition that the

first calIon wealth created in society was to replenish and

restore the existing capital stock. Webb regarded "the turning

of income into capital by abstinence and saving is a necessary
1

social function," and to the extent that saving involved effort

and self-denial accepted that it needed to be rewarded., (Howev'e:F,

it was pointed out, that since saving by the wealthy did not

involve the same amount of sacrifice as saving by the poor, the

question of reward was one of degree, which raised the questions

of whether savin~should be inherited, and whether the community

as a whole could not undertake the socially necessary task of

saving).

It was to the balance of the wealth created in society, and

which was distributed as income, that Fabians were concerned to

apply a scientific analysis. For Webb ,

economists have been singularly bacl~ard in
continuing the scientific analysis and
classification of the wealth product. Having
stumbled accidentally on economic rent as a
scientific category, luckily finding a
kingdom while seeking merely to follow the
tracks of their fathers' asses ••• 2

"Scientific income classification" involved a recognition that the

law of rent applied to all incomes above the datum line of economic

1 S. Webb, "Rent, Interest and llragesll, . pp. 12-13;
also see S. Webb, ',ages and the Remainder of the -Economic Product",

p. 68."UH1~§~ a certain definite portion of the product
is produced in such form and dealt with in such a manner as to
serve future rather than present utility, the future productivity
will be thereby lessened, and by this mark(along with others) we
can define off what is merely reproduced capital from the rest
of the pr-oduct ," p, 6l.

2 S.,Webb, "Wages and the Remainder of the Economic Product,"
p. 66.
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wages, and that as an economic phenomena IIrent is a genus of which

land rent is only one species."l The Fabians saw the attributes of

land and capital as being inextricably bound together:l

The queer artificial distinction still made
between land and capital is merely an illogical
physiocratic survival, and economic rent, a.s
~hately acutely observed two generations ago,
is a genus of which land rent is only one
species. The only real distinction, as Sir
Henr.y Maine pointedly observed, is between
movables and immovables, or as the economist
has better put it, between ca~ital highly
specialized and immobile, and capital less
specialized and mobile. 2

'~hether the capital was personal (as with ability) or impersonal,

whether mObile or immobile, in aggregate rent arose out of the

difference in effectiveness between the worst in use and the whole

i.e. out of the difference in yields between those operating at the

margin and those operating above it. That Marx had called surplus

value was in terms of the Fabian scientific analysis merely examples

of economic rents which arose out of the differential advantages

which land, capital, or ability had over the poorest examples in

use. In this light, the creation of wealth was distributed as

'economic wages' and sprplus value i.e. as economic wages, plus the

economic rent of land, economic rent of ability, and economic rent

on capital(or economic interest).

1 S. Webb, "The- ifficulties of Individualism," Fabian Tract
no. 69, r- 9.

2 Thus in Fabian Tract Jo. 7, "Capital and Land", which was
designed to show that the landlords and the capitalists were "in
One Boat", it was stressed' "hen we consider what is usually called
capital, we are as much at a loss to distinguish from it land as
we are to find land which does not parta.ke of the attributes of
capital •••if instruments of production must be classified, the
best division of them is into immovables and movab Ies ;" p. 6.

3 S. Webb, II ages and the Remainder of the Economic Product, t!

p. 700
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Economic wages were the return to the least skilled labourer
working at the margin of production, with a minimum of capital and

skill. Because of the pressure of population, the effect of the

law of diminishing marginal utility, meant that labour, as a

commodity, was priced according to its return at the margin of

production. As an abstract economic class wages tended to a

norm~l level of that of the worst labourer operating at the

margin of production (although this minimum subsistence level

was conditioned by an historically defined 'standard of comfort).

All incomes a~ove this economic datum line were forms of rent.

Diagrammatica.lly Webb illustrated it thus:

Wealth

Product

Economic Rent
of Land

Economic Rent
of Ability

Economic Interes~
on Capital

Economic
Wages

Surplus
Value

Economic
Wages

1

Unless legal and moral restraints were imposed upon the labour

market, Webb concluded that "the competitive remuneration of

those human beings who contribute service cannot permanently

exceed what they would produce with instruments all merely

I Tabular Summary of the Distribution of the Wealth Product
in S.Webb, "Rent, Interest and ages", p. 88.
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of marginal effectiveness. Abstracting scarce "personal capital,"

the ordinary labourer cannot permanently obtain, in a system of

competitive wage, more than his potential individual product at the

very margin of utilization of land, capital and skill." 1

Webb's insistence upon the scientific classification of
abstract economic categories as it was applied to the concept of

economic wages, led during this period to a restrictive view of the
eff t f t d ' t' 't 2 fec 0 ra e Ull10n ac ~v~ y. Two years a ter the unpublished article

on "Rent, Interest and V ages" was written, Webb was drawn into a

public debate with F.A. Walker who was (along with Wicksteed and

H. George) a leading exponent of the 'residual claimant' theory

of wages Ca theory of distribution which refuted the Ricardian

wages fund doctrine) •

.ebb had not been the first theorist to extend the Ricardian

law of differential rent to other factors of production, and his
-------------------------------------------------------------------

IS. -\[ebb,I'Wages and the Remainder of the Economic Product",
p, 72. See also S. iVebb, "The Difficulties of Lnddv idua.Lasm''
pp. 8-10; "Rent, Interest and Wagesn, p. 46 and

"The National Dividend and Its Distribution" in Problems of Modern
Indust;y (London, 1898) for a discussion of the'standard of comfort'
and its effect on the margin of cultivation.

2 The Fabian theory of rent was not initially an argument for
Socialism. Rents, the theory maintained, ought not to be privately
enjoyed since they rightfully belonged to the community. As Webb
saw it in 1884 when he was working out the theory, the income which
the capitalist or landlord received in excess of productive effort
or services rendered could be returned to the community either by
a moralized capitalist system or by a socialist system. However,
once ebb had abandoned his early Positivism, the theory of rent
became the rationale of Socialism, and the transfer of rent and
interest to public purposes would be brought about by government
action. See also Shaw's attitude to the scope of trade union activity
in "Transition to Social Democracy", p. 49.
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immediate predecessors in this regard had been Alfred Marshall
and F.A. Valker: During the course of the public exchange with

Walker Webb not only expounded the most systematic statement of

the Fabian theory of rent, but set out the implications of abstract

economics for the Fabian attitude to wages.

In April 1887, Walker published an article in the (uarterly

Journal of Economics in which he attempted to explain the cause

1 In his first important paper on the theory of rent Webb gave
credi t to Marshall and Walker for extending the Ricardian law of
differential rent to ability. See "Rent, Interest and Wages",
The phrase 'rent of r are natural abilities' was derived from
Alfred and Mary Marshall, The Economics of Industry (London, 1879),
p. 144, where it formed part of an analysis of 'the earnings of
management'. However, Marshall's Princi pIes was not published
until after the Fabians had formulated their theory. It has been
suggested that W~rshall was influenced by the Fabians. See P.W.
Fox and H ..S. Gordon, "The Early Fabians--Economists and Reformers",
Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science, Vol. XVII,
August 1951, p. 312. Webb, hi'iii"Se1f,complained that "Marsha.ll has
cut the ground from under my feet, ~d said much that I meant to
say •••Now N.arshall has incorporated much of what I have been thinking."
letter::to Beatrice Potter 23 August 1890, PP. Webb criticised
Marshall's Principles, saying it hardly contained anything new,
and remarked "I think •••that he has failed to rid himself quite
of the erroneous old notion that Land differs from other forms
of capital and the faulty contrast between Increasing and
Decreasing Return is a co~o118ry. He has taken from me what he
calls '~asi-Rent', but not my further point of both Land and
Capi tal being equally under both Increasing and Decreasing Return."
letter to Beatrice Potter 13 August 1890, PP. G.D.H. Cole, noting
that Marshall "did not like being told" that he had been influenced
by the Fabians, says that the Fabians influenced Marshall's notion
of quasi-rent. See Cole's notes on Fox and Gordon, QE. Cit.
McBriar dismisses the idea of Fabian influence on Marshall as
"unproven and unlikely", despite the fact that Marshall was well
known for disclaiming the influence of any contemporary marginalist.
"Marshall's views were usually known long be fore he pub Li,shed them,
and it is probable that the Fabians were aware of them." 2.£. Cit.
pp. 39-40, n , 2. Walker'S major works were Political Economy (N.Y.,
1893; no English edition) and ~ Brief Text Book of Political EconoIlljY
(London, 1885). He subsequently elaborated his version of the rent
theory in "The Source of Business Profits", Gtuarterly Journal of
Economics, April 1887.
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of high profits.l The question of high business profits was a

particular problem for capitalist economists, for according to the

accepted economic m?del, profits, under perfect competition, would

tend to fall to equilibrium level. However, as Walker and others

observed, the developments in capitalist economies had proved
otherwise.

Walker argued that business profits were a kind of 'rent'--

a differential return that originated in the superior skill of

particular employers. Even under conditions of perfect competition
employers with exceptional ability would produce a profit greater

than the normal interest rate on capital. Unusually high profits

represented a surplus which was created by the employer. "This

surplus" Valker argued,

in the case of any empl~er, represents that
which he is able to produce over and above
what an employer of the lowest industrial
grade can produce with equal amounts of labour
and capital. In other words this surplus is
of his own creation, produced by that business
abili ty which raises him above and distinguishes
him from empl~ers of what may be called the no
profit class. 2

Thus high business profits were a differential return arising

from an employer's superior ability.
Like superior land, superior ability, when applied to a

fixed amount of capital and labour, had the capacity to produce

a differential return. Walker therefore used the phrase 'rent

of ability.' However, rent as Walker used the term did not entail

1 F.A. Walker, "Phe Source of Business Profits".
2 Ibid., pp. 274-5.
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~y ethical condemnation but simply described the income from a

differential advantage. Rents of ability were not exploi tative

for they represented a special productive contribution. Walker
stated at the end of his article,

if this be correct we see how mistaken is that
opinion of the wages class, which regards the
successful employer of labour--men who realize
large fortunes in manufactures or trade--as
having in some way injured or robbed them •••l

•
Walker's article provoked a response from {ebb in the

January issue of the same journal. Webb began by recapitulating

the arguments of his unpublished essay of 1886. All incomes

were proportionate to an 'economic wage' and any income above

this was, Webb argued, the result of productive povrer not shared

by others. l1A:n;ylarger product (than economic wages)" he wrote,

"obtained elsewhere by an equivalent amount of labour must be the

result of the employment of more advantageous land, or more
effective labour, or of capi tal.·,,2Monopolies of productive

power prevented equality of return to equivalent toil and

resulted in a differential return.

The crux of the debate was whether superior ability was

sufficiently productive to produce high business profits. While

agreeing that superior ability resulted in a differential return,

Webb rejected Walker's contention that business profits could be

accounted for by the relative ability of employers. Webb argued

that there was a differential return beyond that on land and

1 FaA ..VValker, "The Source of Business Profits", p.279.
2 S. Webb, "Phs Rate of Interest and the Laws of Distribution",

~uarterly Journal ~ Economics, Jan. 1888.
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ability. ".••there is still variation in the product of equal

labour under different circumstances, even after allowing for

economic rent of 'land' and 'ability' .,,1 The variation, {ebb

argued, came from the use of capital and resulted in 'economic

interest'. Profits resulted from the use of capital not from the

relative ability of one employer as compared with another, "Economic

interest •••not 'rent of ability' is the keystone of the arch.,,2

Walker thus regarded economic wages as a residuum--his

distribution theory maintained that it was the other shares in

the distribution of the wealth product which were determined

independently, so as to leave the share of economic wages as a

residual claimant. In this regard, Walker, along with Sidgwick

and Henry George, was a prominent huntsman in the then popular

chase to kill off the wage-fund theory.
The debate over the Ricardian wage-fund theory had been

considerably invigorated by J.S, Mill's celebrated 'recantation'
3in 1869 of his former support for the wage-fund theory, and this

debate as to whether the share of the national wealth to be paid

out as wages was fixed in advanced was carried over into the 1880's

and 1890's. During the period of his attachment to abstract

economics Webb (and less clearly Shaw) came down on the side of the
t.

opponents of what Webb termed the 'illimi tabili ty of wages' schoo'l ,"

IS. Webb, "The Rate of Interest and the Laws of Distribution",
p. 201.

2
l!?i1..

3
Although Mill's abandonment of the wage-fund doctrine was by

no means as comprehensive as the popular excitement over his
'recantation' would suggest there is a curious discontinuity between
Webb's abstract economics and J~S. Mill in this regard. See P. Schwartz,
The New Political Economy ~ J~S. Mill (London, 1968), pp. 67-103.
For the best treatment of Mill's exchanges wi th Thornton and Fawcett
over the wages-fudd controversy; see also J. Schumpeter, History of
Economic ~alysis, pp. 667-671.
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Briefly the wages-fund theory was the demand side of the

Ricardian doctrine of wages (the supply side involving the theory

of population) according to which in the long nln and in the short

the amount of wealth product to be apportioned out as wages was fixed

or determined by the accumulation of capital. That is to say that

the amount of national wealth to be paid out as wages was a

determinate amount limited by the rate of accumulation of capital.

In the long run the supply of labour varied according to the

standard of living, increasing as it rose, and decreasing as it

fell; on the demand side the demand for l~bour varied according

to the rate of capital accumulation. At equilibrium, there was

a natural rate of wages thus determined at which the working class

was able to maintain the supply of labour demanded by the rate of

capital accumulation. In the short run, with the supply of labour

relati vely fixed, the total demand for labour was supposed to be

determined by the amount of wage capital accumulated in the previous

year which had been set aside for wage payment purposes. Thus the

Ricardian theory of distribution regarded the call upon the national
wealth product as a fixed and limited amount, and it was profits

which remained as a residual item.

As the debate with Walker indicated Webb, in the period prior

to his abandoment of abstract economics, whilst never embracing the

wages-fUnd theory of distribution as such, regarded the abstract
scientific category of economic wages as being rigidly determined.l

1 As Schumpeter correctly pointed out neither the wages-fund
theory nor that of its opponents logically supports the case for
or against trade unions. See J. Schumpeter, History of Economic
Analysis, - p. 670. Nevertheless the evidence of their
later views on the wages-fund controversy seems to indicate that
the Webbs did regard it as opposed to trade union activity. Industrial
Democracy> part III, chap. I in passim. This makes Webbs insistence
that the return to economic wages was fixed curious, pa.rticularly in
the light of I~ill's celebrated 'recantation'.
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(The very title of his address to the British Association for the

Advancement of Science in 1889 indicated his rejection of Walker's

residual claimant t.heory of wages. I) As has been seen, Webb regarded

the national wealth product, once the existing capital stock had

been replenished, as being distributed at equi:Pbrium2 as economic

w~ges,with the residual amount going to economic rent, and he

believed that without col Lectdve regulation of the market competition

tended to drive down the rate of eoonomic wages to the margin of

subsistence:

The competitive remuneration of those human
beings who contribute service cannot permanently
exceed what they would produce with instruments
all merely of marginal effectiveness. Abstracting
scarce '~ersonal capital', the ordinary labourer
cannot ppermanently obta i.n in a system of com-
petitive wage, more than his potential individual
product at the very margin of utilization of land,
capital and skill. 3

Thus any income above this datum line of economic wages was for

Webb that form of surplus value constituted by rent.

From this economic datum line the extra produce
known variously as rent, interest, wages of
superintendance or generally as profits, or
surplus value, must be computed. 4

_._----------_ .... -----------------------------------------------------
1 S. Webb, HWagesand the Remainder of the Economic Product".

2 This equilibrium point was acc.ording to the law of diminishing
marginal utility. See S. Yebb, "The Rate of Interest and the taws
of Distribution', . p. 194. It was in this regard that Webb
saw marginal utilfty analysis as the true theoretical basis of surplus
value, rather than Marx's notion of the labour theory of value. See
S. Webb, "Rent, Interest and Wages", pp. 13-15, 24-26.

3 S. Webb, "Wages and the Remainder of the Economic Product.",
, p, 72.

4 So Webb, "The Rate of Interest and the Laws of Distribution'l
p, 198.
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Thus for Webb this return to superior factors by its very nature

could never accrue to wa.ges.

The economic class wages can therefore never
include any part of the result of the existence
of immovable or movable capital or (scarce)
personal capital superior in effectiveness
to the ve~J worst in use. Its limits·as well
as theirs prevent it trenching on the other
income classes.l

Thus for so long as individualism went unchecked or uncontrolled

the working class (in the absence of a rent of ability, or a

raising of the margin of production to which their economic wages

tended) could not look for any improvement in their economic

circumstances, for the whole gain of any improvement, invention

or other economic advance would necessarily accrue, in a situation

of free competition, to rent.

The mere worker, qua worker, is necessarily
working, as far as its own remuneration is
ooncarned ,'on the very worst land in economic
use, with the very minimum a.dvantage of
industrial capital. Every development
towards a freer individualism must, indeed,
inevitably emphasise the power of the owner
of the superior instruments of wealth
production to obtain for himself all the
advantages of their superiority •••So long
as the instruments of production are in
unrestrained private ownership, so long
must the tribute of the workers to -llhhe
drones continue: so long will the toilers'
reward inevitably be reduced by their
exactions •••the whole equivalent of every
source of fertility or advantage of all

-------------------------------------------------------------------
IS. Webb, 'fI,Vagesand the Remainder of the Economic P:mduct11

,

p , 71.
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land over and above the worst in economic use
is under free competition necessarily abstracted
from the mere worker on it. 1

It was in this sense that the Fabian theory of rent became effective

2
as a thoroughgoing socialist argument, for unless the state

acted to regulate individualism and transfer rent, the forces of

competi tion, would, other things being equal, maintain economic

wages at the margin of subsistence, and allow landlords, capitalists

and possessors of superior ability to appropriate the whole of

any increa.sed return as economic rent. Thus Shaw saw in the

establishment of income tax, the Factory Acts, increased public

education, and municipal enterprise a progress towards Socialism

through the limitation of the ability of capitalists, landlords

and possessors of superior ability to solely appropriate the whole
3

of 'economic rent into their own hands. For Webb the inherent

Socialism of the Fabian theory of rent rested in this fact: that

only through Socialism could the working class hope to secure any

part of the surplus va.lue which had been expropriated from them

as rent.

unless he through the collective organisation of
the community can obtain more and more control
over the instruments of production, the ordinary

-------------------------------------------------------------------
1 S. Webb, liThe Difficulties of Individualism", ' p.8.

I t was in this sense that Webb asserted, II the power t'o exact the
surplus value from the workers will in fact always be in the hands
of any class which can exert authority over themH; and identified
landlords, capitalists and possessors of superior ability as the
three groups to whomsurplus value accrued. S. Webb, "Rent, Interest
and Wages", - p.56•

2cf. A.M. McBriar, Fabian Socialism and English FoU tics,
p. 42.

3 G.B. Shaw, "Transition to Social Democracy" ,- in passim.
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labourer has no pecuniar,y interest in any
industrial improvements except in so far
as they cause a raising of the "margin of
utilization. tI He enjoys merely the "mar-
ginal effectiveness" of the triumphs of
invention and the long result of time,
and only by more and more asserting his
collective ownership and control over
land and industrial capital can the ordinslY
worker come in any way to participate in ~
the economic advantages of the fertile
lands, rich mines, advantageous sites and
industrial inventions in which, affecting
as they do much more the total than the
marginal ef~ectiveness, he is at present
almost as little personally interested as
if they were in Jupiter or Saturn. This
is the lesson to be learnt from scientific
income classification •••to demand more
factory acts, the taxation of mining
royal ties and ground rents, increased
income taxes, municipalization of all
monopolies and land nationalization
itself. 1

As an abstract economist Webb elaborated a theory of distribution

in which economic wages as a scientific catego:ry were determined
2by natural laws. This t.he ory whilst never embracing the wages-fune.

doctrine as an alternative3, clearly rejected the point of view

advanced by Walker and the anti -wages-fund school that wages ,as a

residuum, were potentially illimitable. ~ebb thus attempted to

give to the laws of distribution what George had termed a 'common

centre'--this 'common centre' was the Fabian theory of rent, in the

sense that it excluded the possibility that as an abstract category

economic wages might be indeterminate.

-------------------------------------------------------------------
1 S. Webb, .rl'lagesand the :'emainder of the Economic Product",

p. 13.
2 Webb said, Ilthemost interesting problem in odern (fX)onomics

is the description and classification of that put of the product
of industry which remains to·ftiliecapitalist manufacturer after the
payment of wages and other outgoings •••the problem is to find the
na tural laws which express the division of the fruits of our labour
among the several classes of participators." S. \1[ebb,"Rent, Interest
and Wages",' - . p. 22.

3 Tote however that Webb described Bohm-Bawerk's Positive
Theog of Capital as Ha great book, which I think has convinced me.H
lett S!'dnay \vebb to Beatrice Potter 1891, PP.
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It is implied by the fact of classification th t
each of these categories is determinate and can
be marked off by its ovm essential economic
attributes. It follows that the class wages,
in the economic meaning of this term of class-
ification, is, like rent, rigidly fixed by the
data of each case: whatever the actual division
of the produce the Newcastle capitalist may
arrange wi th his own hand s• 1

In the last resort, although Ylebb saw that both the wages fund

theory ::rndthat of its opponents were flawed by the lack of a

scientific approach, and whilst the scientific approach was not

concerned with the actual day to day determination of wages but

vvith analytical truths, 2his "careful investigation shows indeed

that the category of wages, at any rate in the scientific analysis

is as rigidly determinate and limited as the others nor is this

resul t arrived at by any claptrap as to t he product of labour. ,,3

Thus '{ebbdetermined that "the reaction against t he Wages Fund
4

theory has in fact been carried too far," and as an abstract

economist he thereflre emphasised the necessity of collectivist

control over rent as the chief method of ameliorating the

economic condition of the working class, with ve~r little

emphasis on the scope for trade union activity. The subsequent

abando'runentof abstract economics in the mid-nineties involved not
only a change in this emphasis on trade union activity, but an

5abru t change in emphasis on the wages fund issue.

-------------------------------------------------------------------
IS. Webb, "lJages and the Remainder of the Economic Product",

p. 68.

~Vebb acknowledged that the wages-fund theory in the short run
could not adequately explain the determination of 'actual objective
wages', but at this.time t~is was not his objective.

3S• lYebb, ''\/agesand the Remainder of the Economic Product",
p. 69.

4Ibid., p. 68.
5cf. S. and B. Webb, Industrial Democracy, .

part III, chap ~I in passim. p. 646 and
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Thus the Fabian theory of distribution retained a theory of
exploitation based upon surplus value-- but upon a surplus

value originating in rent. Rent was thus exploitative in the

sense that the theory of rent described how the worker could

never under free competition and without superior ability reap

any more advantage from his labour than his economic wage--

everything else was expropriated from him as rent. As an

abstract category Webb regarded economic wages as tending to

subsistence in a competitive economy, other things being equal,

so that the chief hope for economic salvation of the working

class lay in the extension of collectivist control over the

competi tive market to secure for the working class some part

of the fruits of their labour which the operation of the law

of rent necessarily creamed off. (In this sense logic aRd right

were rolled into one.l}
It is worth stressing again that the Fabian theory of rent

was not initially an argument for Socialism. As Webb saw it in

1884 when he was working out the theory, the income which the

eapitalis t or landlord received in exces s,iof' productive effort

or serviees rendered could be returned to the community by a

moralized capitalist system. Largely as a result of the discussions

of Marx the theory of rent grew into a theory of capitalist

exploitation which became the economic rationale of the Fabians'

Socialism. The transfer of rents for public purposes would

be brought about by collectivist intervention. In this manner a

-------------------------------------------------------------------
1 cf. A.M. 'lcBriar,Fabian Socialism and English Politics,
p, 47.
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Socialist government, which represented the community as a whole,

would correct the inequali ties that arose from rent by extracting rent

and interest from individual ownership through severe progressive

taxation and the transfer of services to social control.

Before 1887 the character of Fabian economic thought was very

unsettled. The Fabians were feeling their way toward a new formulation

of a theory of exploitation. 'I'he vigorous controversy between the

adheren ts of Jevons and Marx and the new the ories of the Liberal

economists of the Ricardian tradition stimulated Fabian thinking and

were important factors in the development of a distinct non-Ma.rxi.an

notion of exploitation. However, there were other factors which had

an important bearing on the Fabian rejection of }1arx am the creation

of an alternative doctrine.

The Ricardian law of rent had been an effective weapon in the

hand s of the land na ti onali zers an d Henry Georgei te s , There was a

long tradition of hostility to land-lordism in England. Attacks on

land monopoly had been almost continuous from Thomas Spence, William

Ogilvie and Bronterre O'Brien to Herbert Spencer. Between 1860 and

1880 numerous land reform associations were founded, including the

Land and Labour League, the Land Tenure Reform Associ ation and the Land

f U· 1Re orm m.on , John Stuart Mill and John E. Cairnes had been active

in the Land Tenure Reform Association and in his early days Joseph

Chamberlain had made an issue of land reform. !ThenHenry George's

----------------------------------------------------------------------

lThe Land and Labour League and the Land Tenure Reform Association
agreed that the unearned increment from land values belonged properly
to society as a whole. The Land and Labour League advocated land
nationalization while the Land Tenure Reform Association proposed to
tax away the unearned increment. The Land Ref'orm Union was the
successor of the Land and Labour League.
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Progress and Poverty became popular in the early eighties the movement

against land-Iordism was given greater impetus.

Progress and Poverty with its explanation of poverty in the midst

of wealth and its land reform message evoked a stz-orrg response. The

book had an enormous circulation and Geor,~' s views enjoyed wide

popularity. Emile de Laveleye wrote in the Contempora5Y Review in

1883 that P~ogress and Poverty "is at this moment selling by the thousands

in alleys and back streets of England, and is being welcomed there as

a glorious gospel of social justice."l Indeed, George may be credited
2

with giving many of the early Fab'ian leaders the stimulus for reform.

The Fabians were acutely aware of the importance of George's ideas and

while theJrejected George's solution as limited and trivial,3 they

recognized the "irresistible force of its popularization of Ricardo's

law of Rent.',4 An extended version of the RLcardian law of rent might

be used with as much force against the capitalist as it had against the

land-lord. Thus while George was of little theoretical importance in

the development of the Fabian theory of rent, the popularity of his

ideas and his influence as a propagandist may have suggested to the

Fabians the practical value in using the Ricardian law of rent to show

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Icontemporary Review April 1883.
2The best example is, of course, Shaw, Olivier had corneunder the

influence of George and was active in the Land Reform Union. Webb
remarked, lILittle as Mr. Henry George intended it, there can be no
doubt that it was the enormous circulation of his Progress and Poverty,
which gave the touch which caused all the seething influenc es to crysta-
llize into a popular Socialist movement. The optimistic and confident
tone of the book and the irresistible force of its popularization of
Ricardo's Law of Rent, sounded the dominant 'note' of the English Social-
ist party of today. Adherents of Mr. George! s views gathered into
little propagandist societies and gradually developed in many cases into
complete socialists. II Socialism in England (London, 1893), p. 21.

3pease, 2£. Cit. p. 21.

4S• Vebb Socialism in Eng'land, p , 21.
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tha t the capita Jj st was in the same posi tion as the land -lord.

Radicals were already familiar with the doctrines of Ricardo, .lill

and George. The Fabian theory might have been expected to tap the

resources of the land nationalization movement and to have a broad

popular appeal among radical audiences. It might also have appeal

to the left wing of the Liberal Party which had fought an election

on Joseph Ch~berlain's 'unauthorized programme.'

Whether or not there was such an opportunist component which

contributed to the development of the Fabian theor,y of rent is

problematic. However it is clear that once the theory was formulated,

the Fabians did not fail to appreciate its Radical appeal. The same

year that \1 ebb produced his article on the theor T of rent, the Society

published a popular Tract, Capital and Land. The pamphlet, which was

written by Olivier, was addressed to a Radical audience familiar with

land nationalization and Georgeite propaganda. The major portion of

the pamphlet was devoted to proving that land-lords and capitalists

were really 'in one boat.,1

The following year, 1889, lebb contributed a series of articles

on "Henry George and Socialis~" to The Church Reformer.2 The articles,

written with full appreci.a.tdon for "I\~r.George's graphic demonstrations

of the effect of the Law of Rent",3 were addressed to George and the

English Land Restoration League and were concerned to illustrate the

1 7, Capital and Land 1888.Tract No.
2S. Webb, "Henry George and Socialism," The Church Refomer, Jan.

and March, 1889. pp VII, 10 and 11.

3S• Webb, "Henry George and Socialism, " Jan. 1889.
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similarity between th e positions of the Georgei tes and the. Socialists.

Despi te George's denunciations of Socialism and denials tha t he himself

was a Socialist, he had, Webbnoted, proposed that the government

should take control of capi tal improvements on land such as railways,

Icanals, docks, etc. "as well as absorb the whole rent of mere land."

"This," Webbmaintained, "almost reduces his theoretic differences

from Socialism to such a far distant point as the nationalization of

, circulating capital' , and leaves his whole practical influence

absolutely in line with English Socialist poli tics. ,,2

In an attempt to demonstrate that the ' quLbb'le ' between the Land

Nationalizers and the Socialists was a "mere question of a nomenclature

as to which ••• instruments of wealth production ought to be called

land and which capi talH, 3 'lebb argued,

••• all such of Mr. George's arguments as are founded
on the Law of Rent apply to the rent of this 'capital'
as well as to that of 'land'. The landless worker is
equally driven to the 'margin of cultivation', and
absolutely deprived of all the benefits of the culti-
vated England of to-day, whether that cnltivated England
be called land or capital ..• 4

The net return on all capital improvements on land was, Webb declared,

---------------------------------------------------------------------
IS. Webb, "Henry George and Socialism", The Church Reformer, Jan.

1889.
2Ibid.

3Ibid., March 1889
4Ibid•
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determined according to the Ricardian Law of Rent,
and the ownership, if not the industrial utilisation,
of them COl ld be nationali zed (or municipalised)
without economic danger, and vdth enormous social
advantage .1

He concluded that it was 'absurd' for the Land Nationalizers and

Socialists to argue for rtthe individual oMlership of those means of

production which yield a net economic rent is what they both want

gradually superseded by collective contro1.",2

If there were immediate practical advantages in developin an

economic theory which encompassed the land question and extended the

attack on rent, there were also important practical reasons for

repudiating Marx. Marx's theories had come to be associated in the

public mind with the romantic insurrectionary phrase-mongering of

the Social Democratic Federation. The Social Democratic Federation

had failed in its bid to win the London Radical Clubs and Marxism was

associa ted with that failure. Thus where Marx'i.emmight have proved

a hinderance to Fabian attempts to permeate the Radicals, an extended

theory of rent might be used to capitalize on familiar and accepted

ideas.

The Fabian theory of rent was also seen as a useful counter to

individualistic Anarchism. In the Impossibilities of Anarchism, first

produced in 1888, when the Anarchists were active in the Socialist

League, Shaw argued that the individualist Anarchist solution to the

problem of equality of distribution failed to circumvent the problem

1S. Webb, "Henry George and Socialismll
, The Church Reformer,

March 1889.
2Ibid•
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1of rent. Shaw began by stating the economic proposals of the

Individualist Anarchists:

Destroy the money monopoly, the tarriff monopoly, and
the patent monopoly. Enforce then only those land
titles which rest on personal occupancy or cuLtava t i.on;
and the 'social problem of how to secure to each worker
the product of his own labour will be solved simply by
everyone minding his own business.2

Against the Individualist Anarchist Shaw argued that even if

their recommendations were implemented differential returns would

automatically arise. The effect of making the occupier the owner

"would be, not to abolish his advantages over his le ss favourably

circumstanced competitors, but simply to au thori ze him to put it into

his own pocket instead of handing it over to the land -lord. ,,3 Any

form of private appropriation of land, even as limited by Individua-

list Anarchism to owner occupiers, would result in the "un jus t

distribution of a vast fund of social wealth called rent .11
4 The

only way to ensure just distribution was through a Socialist state.

Later Shaw carried the argument further, claiming that the theory

of rent was the only effective answer to this type of Anarchism. In

his Appendix to Pease's History, Shaw insisted that Hany attempt to

discard the old economic basis of the law of rent immediately produced

a recrudescence of Anarchism. ,,5

---------------------------------------------------------------------

lIt was revised and delivered as a lecture to the Fabian Society
in 1891 and published as a Tract by the Society in 1893. The tract
contains a criticism of both Individualist Anarchism and Communist
Anarchism.

2A paraphrase by Shaw of Benjamin R. Tucker. Tract 45, pp. 5-6.
3Tract 45, p. 8.
4Ibid., p. 23.

5Shaw, Appendix to Pease, QE. Cit., p. 282.
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There is no doubt that the Fab ians considered their t.heory of

rent a great contribution to Socialist thought. However, after

its final formulation, they found it necessary to expound it in

full in only a few of their publications. This generalized

concept of rent, as III. Dobb has pOinted out, amounted to "much

the same thing as lViarxmeant by surplus value: the product of
social labour which is appropriated by a propertied class by

virtue, not of any economic funotion they perform, but of their

special position in a societY, divided into propertied and
1propertyless."

However, the Fabian reaction to Marx cannot be examined

solely within the confines of the debate on theories of value

and surplus value. There were other areas in which their debts

to and departures from Marx were no less significant. If they

regarded their own theory of rent as explaining the phenomena

of :tsurplus value' more effectively a.nd realistically than

Marxian analysfs did, they nevertheless regarded Marx a.sa

powerful critic of capitalism. Thus, Webb, even while dis-

missing Marx's contri bution to 'pure economics', conceded "his

valuable services to economic history, and as a stirrer of men's
2

minds ."

~. Dobb , "Bernard Shaw and Economics", in On Economic 'l'heory
and Socialism (London, 1955), p. 206.
-- 2S. Webb, Socialism in England, . p. 85.
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Pease said that in so far as "Marx demonstrated the moral bankruptcy

of commercialism ... it is hardly possible to exaggerate the value

of ••• (his) service to humanity."l

But perhaps, Pease understates the deep impression that Marx's

moral passion and stinging indictment of bourgeois society made upon

the Fabians. Shaw in his cri tique of Marx's economic t.heory had pai d

tribute to Marx's "relentless Jeremiad against the bourgeoisie":

(Marx's) burning conviction that the old order is one
of fraud and murder; that its basis is nei ther king-
craft nor priestcraft but the divorce of the labourer
from the material without which his labour is barren.l

Shaw recommended Socialists to "read Jevons and the rest for your

economics" and "read Marx for the history of their working in the

past and the considerations of their application in the present and

never mind th e metaphysics." 2

VThat Asa Briggs called the 'power' of Clarke's Fabian essay sprang

from its Marxist stand which combined an impassioned moral critique

°th . 1 0 3Wl economlC ana YSlS. There is also a strong tone of moral indig-

nation in Shaw's essay on the "Economic Basis of Socialism" which

reflected his reading of Marx's discussion of the proletariate in

It was not only the moral passion of Marx's indictment of capital-

ism that impressed the Fabians, but also the documentation of that

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1
G.B. Shaw, "Karl Marx and Das Kapi tal," lTational Refonner, Aug.

1887.
2
G.B. Shaw, "Bluffing the Value Theory," TO-D5_Y,May, 1889.

3See G.B.S., Fabian Essays, with a new Introduction by A. Briggs
(London, 1962). And cf. W. Clarke, "Lnduet.r-i.a.L, H Fabian Essays.
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indictment. In his Fabian Essay, .'ebb referred the r'eade r to Marx's

Capi tal and Enge1.s' The Condition of the English "larking Class for

a description of the "inequities" which resulted from "freedom of

contract and complete laissez-faire. ,,1 In th is respect it is wortb

noting that ',\¥hat to Read: A List for Social Reformers" prepared by

GrahamWallas and published as a _abian tract in 1891, listed Marx as

suggested re ding for courses in economics and socialism.2 Capital

was also contained in the book boxes in circulation for the Fabian

correspondence courses.3

Shaw, who was IIimpre ssed with the literary power and over-

whelming documentation of Marx t s indictment of nineteenth century

Commercialism and the Capitalist System,,4was convinced that:

Das Kapi tal had changed the mind of Europe ••• by
the terrific battery of official facts dug out by
Marx in the British MuseumReading Roomfrom the
reports of factory inspectors.S

In fact, Shaw, who was not known for his modesty, claimed that it was

his perception of the importance of this aspect of Marx ' s writings

which was behind the writing of "Facts for Socialists." "I knew what

people needed," wrote Shaw, "and that Webb alone could do it. ,,6

IS. Webb, "Historic," Fabian Essays, p. 41 n 2.

2Fabian Tract No. 29.
3Economic Teaching and ~ Libra!y for Labour Clubs, Socialist

Socities, Trade Unions and Other Organizations, (London, Oct., 1898).
4G.B• Shaw, Appendix to Pease, QE. Cit., p. 275. Also see G.B. Shaw,

"The Transition to Social Democracy," Fabian Essays, Ope Cit., p. 179.
5G.B• Shaw, "Ear Iy Days, II in 11. Cole, ed , , The \' ebbs and Their "or k ,

pp. 7-8.
6~bi d., P• 7.
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Whether or not Marx's work inspired the Fabians in their deter-

mination to make facts available is problema ti c. Nevertheless, it

is clear that the Fabians were greatly impressed by the wealth of

historical rnatenal in volume one of Capital, particularly the

quota tions from contemporary blue-books and the reports of factory

inspectors on the wretched conditions of factory labour. One of the

most striking characteristics of Fabian publications was their

attention to factual detail. It is worth noting, that in respect

of the careful research and thorough documentation, Enged,e regarded

1Fabian propaganda as the best produced in England.

Whilst the Fabians' emphasis on facts in their propaganda may

indicate the direct and persuasive inflnence of Marx:, some Fabian

wri tings reveal a more general association with his ideas. A number

of elements in Fabian Essays appear to have been adopted from Marxi st

theory, although the conclusions drawn from them were not Marxist.

There are references to the narrowing numbers of the capitalist class

and to the tendency toward the immiseration of the working class.

Shaw noted the dehumanizing aspect of man's sale of himself as a

commodity, while Olivier noted the self-contradictory nature of

it 1· 2capl a asm, However, the most pronounced debt to Marx is to be

found in Clarke's essay on the "Industrial Basis of Soci.a.l.Lsm,"

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1Engels to Sorge, 18 Jan., 1893, Selected Correspondence of Marx

and Engles (National Book Agency, Calcutta), p. 444. Some of the more
popular propaganda works of the period such as Blatchford's Merrie
England relied on Fabian sources for factual material.

2G.B. Shaw, Fabian Essays, pp. 18-19, 121.
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Clarke, as previously noted, accepted more of the Marxian

analysis of economic development than any other Fabian. In 1887,

he thought that the internal contradictions of capitalism were

rapidly developing toward a revolutionary climax. In a letter to a

friend, Clarke wrote:

After all the great barrier to any peaceful solution
is the necessary evolution of capitalism itself. 'I'hat
evolution is practically independent of our volition,
unless we determine to change absolutely the form of
society. I mean that, gi.ven modern scc La.Lforces •••
certain results must follow, whether we like them or
not. These results are in the main (and allowing for
certain exceptions; (1) the massing of the idle capit-
alist class on the one side, (2) the massing of wage-
slaves on the other side, (:5) the displacement of
human labour by machinery and consequent increase in
the margin of unemployed labour (4) commercial crises
and disorganization of labour (5) the reducing of the
standard of wages to that on which cheaper labour cannot
subsist. While (6) all the time the work people are
becoming more discontented, better informed, and more
conscious of their power.l

Unlike other Fabians, Clarke was then deeply pessimistic about

the possibilities for peaceful change and pred i cted violent class

struggle. "My ownbelief," he said, is that we are in for a fierce,

bloody struggle ••• and possibly even absolute social anarchy (though

I hope not) •. .1fJ'hat I fear most is that there may be serious strife

before the workers are well prepared for it." 2

\Vhile Clarke did not advocate violence, he did, in 1887, regard

it as an historic possibi Li,ty. However, by the following year he

had modified his views sufficiently to conclude that "socialistic

IClarke to Salter, 3 Nov. , 1887, Lloyd Papers, Quoted in Weiler,
2.£. Cit.

2 to Sal tel',Clarke 3 Nov. , 1887, Lloyd Papers, Quoted in Wolfe,
2.£. Cit.
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legislation ••• prevents in England the wilder deveLopments of .revo.l.u-

tiona:ry socialism with which the world is familiar in France and

1
Germany.II 'I'here was no hint of violent change in the "Industrial

Basis of Social ism, tt whose analysis of monopoly capitalism was Clarke's

major contribution to Fabianism.

Clarke regarded the technologi cal upheaval of the industrial

revolution as the decisive force in modern history. It had, he said,

I!changed the whole basis of our industrial and therefore of our social

and political life.112 Howthe change in the 'condition of material

production' had effected a ' r-evoIu t-ion in ••• modern life' was the

subject of Clarke's contribution to Fabian Essays.

The essay owes much to Clarke's study of Marx. Indeed, when

Clarke first presented the essay as a lecture to the Society it

included a number of quotations from the CommunistManifesto.3

The essay combined a moral critique of capitalism with an economic

analysis showing how capitalism could be replaced by Socialism. Clarke's

moral argument condemned the oppressive and exploitative relationships

intrinsic to industrial capitalism. In a savage indictment he declared

that "unrestrained capitalism tends as surely to cruelty and oppression

as did feudalism or chattel slavery. 1A

~f. Clarke, uThe Influence of Socialism on English Politics,"
Political Science Quarterly, Dec. 1888.

2yr. Clarke, "In Paris at the Centennial of the French Revo'lut i on ,"
NewEngland Magazine, Sept., 1889, p. 100.

3See report in TO-DayVol. X, p. 186. The quotations were deleted
from the published edition.

4Clarke', "Lndustr-i.a.L;" Fabian Essays, , p. 78.
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The most interesting and original aspect of the essay Vias its

analysis of monopoly capita Lism, Clarke examined the evolution of

joint stock companies, rings and trusts and the ,,",rowingseparation

between ovmership and adminis tra ti on in large corporations and

suggested how Socialism could supplant capitalism. He explained this

development in dialectical fashion.

"It is", Clarke wrote:

a leading thought in modern philosophy that in its
process of development each institution tend s to
cancel itself. Its special function is born out
of social necessities; its progress is detemined
by attractions and repulsions which ari se in society,
producing a certain effect which tends to negate the
original function.l

The conditions of modern capitalism, Clarke argued, create huge

monopolies and "weLl defined aggregations of capital.,,2 The inevitable

result of the massing of capital into great combinations was the

differentiation of manager and capitalist. The capr ta l t s t had "abdi-

cated his position of overseer'! and had become "a mere rent or interest

receiver.,,3 The professional manager now performed the work of the

capitalist.

Not only had the joint stock company undermined the position of

the capitalist, but it had overturned the very principle upon which

capitalism was based. Capitalism, Clarke argued, rOse on the basis

of free competition. However, rings and trusts were crushing out the

---------------------------------------------------------------------

lClarke "Industrial" ' p. 83. It is interestin) to note
tha t Clarke call-ed Hegel "the greatest modern philosopher". '''I'he Limits
of Col LectLv'ism;" Contemporary Review, LXII, Feb., 1895, p , 267.

2Ibid• p. 67.

3Ibid. p. 84.
4Ibid. p. 89.
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small competitor replacing "competition by combination. 111 '-rhus we

see", Clarke said, IIthat capitalism has cancelled its original

principle - is itself negating its own existence.1I2

The giant combinations of monopoly capitalism, were Clarke

maintained, destroying

that very freedom which the modern democratic state
posits as its first principle ••• the development of
capi talism and that of democracy cannot proceed withaut
checks on parallel lines. Rather they are comparable
to two trains approaching each other from different
directions on the same line. Collision between the
opposing forces seems inevitable.3

Confronted with this problem, the State had three courses of

action open to it. It could prohibit and dissolve the great combin-

ations of capital; it could tax and control them; or it could absorb

and administer them. 'In either case," Clarke said, "the Socialist

theory is ipso facto admitted, for each is a confession that it is

well to exe rc i se a collective control over industrial capital. ,,4

As these combinations were "the ost ec nomi al and efficient methods

of organizing production and exchange" it was clear that their

destruction would be a "distinctly retrogressive policy. 11
5 Thus

---------------------------------------------------------------------
lClarke "Industrial" . p. 83. It is interesting to note

that Clarke called Hegel "the greatest modern philosopher". liThe
Limits of Collectivism," Contemporary Review, LXII, Feb., 1895, p. 89.

2Clarke, "Industrial", p. 87.
3Ibid., p , 98.
4Ibid., p. 99

5Ibid., pp. 98, 99.
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some form of social ownership or control was necessa'ry. Indeed the

very nature of capitalist economic development contained the solution

to the problem. The replacement of the capitalist entrepreneur by

the salaried manager demonstrated that large cor orations need not
be privately owned.

The answer of Socialism to the capitalist is that
society can do withou t him, just as society now
does without the slave-owner or feudal lord, both
of whom were formerly regarded as necessary to the
well-being and even the very existence of society.
In organizing its own business for itself, society
can employ, at whatever rate of remuneration may be
needed to call forth their powers, those capitalists
who are skilled organizers and administrators. But
those who are dividend-receivers will no longer be
permitted to levy a contribution on labour, but must
earn their living by useful industlJ as other and
better people have to do.l

In creating monopolies, capitalism had negated not only its own

principle of free competition but also its own classic defence, that

private ownership of wealth is necessary to maximize economic efficiency
and growth.

While Clarke Is essay drew heavily on his observations of the

American scene, he was indebted to Marx for the argument that under

capitalism the increasing concentration of ownership made production

SO centralized that it was no longer compatible with the legal insti-
tution of private property.

---------------------------------------------------------------------
~,!. Clarke, "Indust r-ia.L;" Fabian Essays, ' . p. 99.
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If the Fabians generally admired Marx's factual indictment of

capi talism and adopted some Marxist categorie , the bulk of Marxist

methodology and the doctrine of class conflict remained an anathema.

To some degree this critical attitude sprang from the Fabian cast of

mind: impatient with abstractions, critical of monistic explanations,

questioning of dogma and empirical in outlook. It was also in part

due to a misunderstanding of Marx as well as a confusion of IiI r-x'.s

thought with the doctrinaire pronouncements of the Social Democratic

Federation.

With the exception of Clarke and Bland, the Fabians characterized

the Marxist method as one of mystifying 'dialectics' and 'metaphysics'. I

Webb disparagingly observed that "we quickly discover that he (Marx)

has no special means of discovering truth, but only a Teutonic capacity

for over-subtle analysis.,,2 Similarly, Shaw dismissed Marxist

dialectics as 'pseudo-Hegelian jargon that only philosophers could

unders tand and nobody could read. fl3

The Fabian critique of the Marxist method in no way rested upon

a thorough-going examination of its philosophical basis, and their

characterization of 1arx's attempt to lay bare the hidden or underlying

reality connecting material phenomena as 'metaphysical' and 'abstract'

---------------------------------------------------------------------

ISee for example A. Besant, Modern Socialism, G.B. Shaw,
"Karl Marx .a.nd Das Kapi tal, l' G. Wallas, "An E-conomic Eirenicon,"

Clarke and Bland, who both held Hegel in high regard, presumably
would not have had these objections to Marx. For their attitudes toward
Hegel see W. Clarke, "The Limits of Collectivism," and H. Bland,
"Hegel's Theory of State," in Essays qy Hubert Blana,

2S. Webb, "Rent, Interest and Wages, If p, 4.
3G•B• Shaw, "Early Days," pp. 7-8.
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clearly arose out of a Large Iy unquestioning acceptance of the legi-

timacy of the positive method of science. Reality for the Fabians

was directly observable in the world of empirical phenomena. The

scientific truth which arose out of and which VJaS tested by the appli-

cation of analytical methods to empirically derived facts '.'las the sole

source of knowledge. The Fabians saw science as a source of lmowledge

independent of empirical phenomena and socially defined values and

thus regarded Marx's attempt to connect phenomena through their

'inner meanings' as unscientific and therefore illegitimate. Their

own concern was with observable, tangible institutions and it is

clear that they regarded this world of 'external' phenomena as the

1
sole object of legitimate study.

Superimposed upon this generally expressed impatience wi th Marx 1 s

style and method of dialectical inquiry, there was a pronounced tendency

---------------------------------------------------------------------
IThe most coherent examination of Marxist methodology is to be

found in the \7ebbS" The Methods of Social Study (one of their later
works ) in which < is made plain their attachment to a method involving
a study of the world of 'external' phenomena, rather than to one which
attempted to penetrate and examine the underlying reality which explained
that world. In an extended footnote on the materialist conception of
history, the Webbs argued that liarx had imposed a transcendental pa.t te rn
on social facts; the materialist conception of history "waa not a purely
objective analysis of the phenomena of the external worldll but went
beyond the world of external appearances to the If 'idea.' underlying and
condi tioning the whole evolutionary process." They accepted the
materialist conception of history "merely as one hypothesis among many
••• which appears to describe some of the pheno neria iof social evolution
••• but not o+hers ," As an hypothesis, it might be "use fu), as an
instrument of Lnvestd gat i on'' but it acquired scientific ve.lue "only in
so far as it is verified by objective observation of the facts." The
Yethods of Social Study (Cambridge, 1975), p. 14. :B'ora detailed C'O'nsi-
deration of scientism and Marxism see P.Thomas, "Marx. and Science ,!I
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to regard Marxi sn as a rigid dogma. This attitude was undoubtedly

due in large measure to a confusion between Marx's ideas and the

bitter sectarianism of the Social Democratic Federation. Pease, in

an account of the Fabian a tti tude toward Marx, referred contemptuously

to Marxism as "orthodoxy" with "Da s Kapital, Vo1. I,ll as "its Bible.IIl

"'I'he Fabians," Pease wrote, "z-e fused to regard as articles of faith

either the economic and historic analyses which Marx made use of or

the politica.l evolution which he predicted.,,2

Many of the Fabians found Marx's materialism and emphasis on

class-struggle offensive to their moral sensibilities. Wallas regarded

Marxism as "des t.ruc td ve" and "negativist.,,3 Olivier, who had been

deeply influenced by Positivism and who tended to see Socialism in

terms of social co-opera ti on and brotherhood, argued that:

it is ridiculous to rely upon a wone of the nature of
i[arx's Capital (for spreading Socialist principles). I
am not acquainted with any of the Socialist writings of
Marx. Capital, as far as it goes, and the other frag-
ments of his writings which are accessible to English
readers are, in their practical applica ti on, merely 4
anti-capitalist polemics. They do not teach Socialism.

He accused the Social Democratic Federation of making "disgraceful

---------------------------------------------------------------------

236.

IE. Pease, The History 0 f the Fabian Society, pp. 237,

2Ibid., p. 237. My emphasis.

3Quoted by H.G. Wells, in IJiterary Guide and Rationalist Review,
Sept., 1932.

48• Olivier, "Peverse Socialism," To-D~, August, 1886.
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1
appeals to the stomach." The rhetoric of class war, he argued,

a.ppealed to wrath, jealous;)r and greed. "You cannot," Olivier declared,

"make the Revolution with men whomyou win by such means. ,,2

~Tallas suggested that the Fabians also regaTded Marx as a crude

and rigid determinist who seemed to deny the necessi~ for self-

disciplined and dedicated work. He recalled,

'Ie never believed in an inevitable, automatic and
'scientific' process by which a social revolution
would come of itself. That theory is apt to present
itself to the young reformer as a reason why he
should trust to his own automatic impulses, should
read and think such eloquences as comes from the
exaI tation of the moment, and should attend committees
as long as they interest him. During ten years of
constant intimacy we learnt ••• that one could only
get things done in politics by a steady and severe
effort of will.3

If the Fabians misunderstood Marx, thirucing that he treated the

advent of social r-evoLut i.on as a fatalistic necessity rather than as

a task requiring I steady effort of will, I they also failed to see the

complexity of historical materialism. They thought it a monocausal

interpreta tion and unacceptable upon that account. They believed that

Marx sought to reduce all historical causes to economic motivation.

Wallas, recalling the debates at the Hampstead Historic Club, said

that the Fabians;interest in history "made us from the first reject

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Olivier, "Peverse Socialism ~" -

Olivier, "A Champion of the Peverse."

Wallas, Men and Ideas, p. 105.
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the Marxist f economic in terpreta ti on of history' - the narrow and

mechanical reference of all human acti ons and motives. ,,1

\Thilst these predilections and misunderstandings were important

to the shaping of the general Fabian attitude towards Marxism, the

sharp difference as to the mechanism of social chan§8 proceeded from

a fundamentally different assumption about the nature of society, and

clearly arose out of the Fabian attachment to the positive method of

social science. For Marx the driving force of social change and social

progress was the antagonistic social relationships which arose out of

what Lichtheim called "the primary datum" of the real life process to

produce and reproduce the conditions of material existence.2 The

Fabians acknowledged the predisposition of capitalist society to

class conflict, but did not see class conflict as a primary dynamic

of social change. For the Fabians social relationships arose out of

insti tutional rather than productive processes, and for this reason

there stood between Marx and the Fabians an unbridgeable gulf of a

fundamental difference in outlook.

From their evolutionary studies the Fabians had evinced a belief

tha t the organic development of their .,primary data of social insti-

tutions was toward collectivism. Thus Sidney Webb stressed that,

lithe essential contribution of the century to sociology has been the

supersession of the Individual by the Communityas the starting point

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1G. TaHas, IvIenand Ideas, . p. 105. Webb had made a

similar cri ti cism of Marxian econumics, "i t ignored all the present
facts of society, starting from premises of assured primordial and
necessary elements in human nature only." "On Economic Method ,"

2G. Lichtheim, FromMarx to Hege~ (London, 1971), p. 72.
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of social investi tion. Socialism is the product of this develop-

ment, arising w i th it f'r on the contempora.ry industria.l evolution. ,,1

The connecting characteristic between the primary data was an organic

trend toward collectivism rather than class conflict; and these

organic changes which Webb detected within social institutions evoked

a vision of the struggle for socialism in which the battle lines were

drawn not primarily as between proletarians and bourgeoisie but as

between the forces of collectivism and the forces of individualism.

The political conflicts of the near future will
necessarily take place between the party representing
property and economic privilege on the one hand, and
the party of the wage-earners on the other. The
fundamental principle of the one will be Individualism;
that of the other will be Collectivism. To the former
must naturally belong not only the mass of the propertied
class, capitalists as well as landlords, but also all
those who fear that, in the aim at greater social
comfort, there is danger of im~airing the free play of
mind and individual initiative upon which social
progress ul timately depends. On the other side will
be found those who see in well-organized social
arrangements the only chance of securing that very
individual developmen t and free ini tia ti ve to more
than a small fraction of the community.2

The organic context of the struggle was thus located within each

individual social institution, with collectivist forces cutting across

class lines such that, "the gradual growth of Socialism is now seen to

IS. Webb, Socialism in England, -

2Ibid., pp. xxi.

, pp. 9-10.
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be by vertical instead of horizontal expansion."l

The theory of consciousness, which was tangential to the view

of class conflict in both Marxist and Fabian theory, also marked a

distinctive difference between the Fabian and the Marxist approach.

For Marx capitalism was the subordination of the pr-o'l.etard an class to

the bourgeoisie, and bourgeois ideology served only to secure Labour's

continued exploitation by Capital through the mystification of this

fact. Marx believed that in the real life process of working class

struggle the working class could come to reject bour-geoi s reality

a.nd develop a consciousness of the true direction of their own

interests. Only the working class could bring about Socialism, and

to this extent Socialism as an idea became a revolutionaryfoJ7Ce as it

was adopted by the masses. Vhile the Fabians accepted that class

conflict provided fruitful ground for cocialist propaganda, their

rejection of the notion of the dynamic role of class conflict, (which

involved a denial that the working class alone was the midwife of

Socialism) implied a rejection of the notion that class struggle in

itself transformed Socialism from a social idea into a social force.

Not only was the day to day economic struggle of the working class

not an end in itself, but also it was not 'constructive.' In Bland's

" h d b h 2
words, The revolt of the empty stomac en s in the aker's s Op.11

With the evolving tendency to collecti vi sm enlisting volunteers

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IS. Webb, Socialism in England, p. 7.
2R. Bland, liThe Socialist Party in Relation to Politics."
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across the line which divided the classes, the Fabians saw the role of

Socialist ideas as providing a practical means whereby the obstacles

to the collectivist trend could be removed. If for Marx Socialist

ideas were to be a hammer in the hands of proletarians, they were for

the Fabians to be tools in the hands of technicians.

"The Fabian Society," said [ebb, "investigates the particular

evils of society and seeks a remedy for each in accordance with the

principles of Socialism."l This compartmentalization was a feature
2of their institutional outlook, and their particularizing approach

stood in stark distinction to a critique which simultaneously incorpo-

rated the multifarious defects of capitalist society. Thus wh i Lst the

Fabians accepted class conflict as a social fact, their analytical

ap roach inclined them to see it as a manifestation of a particular

social problem and to relate it to particular institutional defects

which impeded the progress of collectivist solutions. As putative

scientists the Webbs in particular were suspicious of an approach which

did not appear to proceed from the particular to the general.3

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IS. Webb, "The Fabian Society: Its Objects and Methods."
2cf. S. Webb, "The Difficulties of Individualism," Fabian Tract

No. 69-.- '~Vehave learnt to think of social institutions and economic
relations as much the subjects of constant change and evolution as any
biological organism •.• 1, hatever we may think of the existing social
order, one thing is certain - namely that it will undergo modification
In the present phase of actue social compunction, the maladjustments
which occa.sion these modifications appear to us in the guise of 'social
problems. '"

3See S. and B. Webb, 'I'he Methods of Social Study, 1J• 39.
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The Fabians studied Marx when they were still under the

influence of Comte and the Positivists, and before many of them

had declared themselves for Socialism. They emerged from that

study of :Marx possessed with what they had hitherto lacked, a

cogent theory of capitalist exploitation, the quaesitum of any
socialist theory. Al though approving of Marx's factual indictment

of capitalism the Fabians rejamtErlthe MaEist methodology; but the

,study of Marx led the Fabians to a theory of economic exploi tation

based upon surplus value. The Fabians (correctly) maintained that

surplus value did not depend on the labour theory of value, and

substituted marginalist value theory in support of a theory of

economic exploitation based upon rent. Webb's attachment to

abstract economics led him to a distributive theory which
regarded economic wages not only as a datum line to-which all

incomes not able to command rent in one form or other tended;"-

but as an amount which was fixed or determined. Not until Webb

had abandoned abstract economics in the mid 189 's did he emphasise

the scope for trade union acttvity in respect of income distribution.

Prior to his aband onmen t of abstract economics ebb's emphasis

was upon the role of collective regulation as the principle means

of ensuring that the working class enjoyed some of the fruits of

the surplus value their labour had helped to create. Without

collectivist intervention Webb noted that "the earth may be the
1Lord's, but the fullness thereof will be the landlords."

Shaw attributed the Fabians' shift a.way from "oId abstract

deductive economics" to "modern historical economics" to a series

of lectures on the Chartist Movement which Graham Wallas gave to

-------------------------------------------------------------------
IS. Webb, 'vlages and the Remainder of the Economic Product",

p. 73.
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the Society in 1888.1 However, the lectures do not appear to

contain the methodological inovation Shaw claimed for them.

he cloudburst of industrial unrest and the emergence 0 the

'l~ewUnionism' (whose outlook was concentrated on Lmmed Late 'bread

".d utter' issues as a stable and recognized power together with
the increase in real living standards especially in the two booms

of the early 1890's confronted the Fabians with the necessity to

rethink their attitudes toward trade unions. In this respect, the

entry of Beatrice Webb, whose interest in tra.de unionism was

already established, was a considerable stimulus.

Beatrice had undertaken her mvn independent study of economic
2

theory. Her studyi.brought her to the conclusion that both classical

and Marxian economics were fundamentally incorrect and unrealistic
in their approach to the study of social facts.

Political Economy, as professed and taught,
deals with only one of the many social
institutions engaged in or concerned with
wealth production; and it is misleading to
ignore those other social institutions by

which wealth has been, and is now being
produced among hundreds of millions of
people unacquainted with the 'big business'
or profit-making capitalism, for which
Ricardo sought to formulate the 'laws'
that his suc~essors have been, during
the past century, so diligently refining
and elaborating. 3

lG.B. Shaw, Appendix to Pease, 2£. Cit., p. 277.
2During this ~ime Beatrice wrote two essays on economic theory,

"The History of English Economfc s't , and "The Economic Theory of Karl
Marx." For the background to these pa.pers see p. 77 above.

3 13. '. ebb, ~ Apprenticeship (second edition), p. 374. Beatrice's
frontal attack on abstract deductive economics and her determination
to subordinate political economy to a branch of sociolorzy indicated
acoonsiderable Positivist influence. See above pp. 77-79.
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\ hat was needed, Beatrice advised, was a study of social

institutions as they actually exist ••• whatever may be the assumed

object or purpose with which these institutions are established

or maintained .'11 Such a "change of the definition of the sphere

of ••• Economics" would, she claimed, have important advantages.

I t would "involve the abandonment of the abstract, or purely

deductive method.,,2 What would be described and analyzed were

social institutions and "not any assumed 'laws', unchanging and

ubiquitous, comparable with the laws of gravity, any failure of

correspondence with the facts being disnissed as friction.,,3

Another advantage would be that social institutions would "have

to be studied, not in any assumed perfect developffient, but in all

the changing phases of growing social tissue, from embryo to corpse,

in health and perversion, in short, as the birth, growth, disease

and death of actual social relationships.,,4

\:ihen Beatrice married Sidney Webb, the first problems the

partnership investigated were the ones already begun or projected

by Beatrice. Her study of classical and Ma.rxt.an economics and

her subsequent critique of Political Economy and formulation of the

functions and methods of social science were important factors in

turning the Society away from the old abstra.ct economics to modern

historical concrete economics. As Shaw said,

-------------------------------------------------------------------
1B. lJebb, ~ Apprenticeship,

2Ibid., pp. 374-375.
3Ibid., p. 375.
4Ibid., pp. 375-376.

p. 374.
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A comparison of ~y exposition of the law of
rent in my first Fabian Essay and in my
Impossi ilities of Anarchism with the ''{ebbIS
great Histories. of Trade Unionism and of
Industrial Democracy will illustrate the
difference between the two schools. 1

la.B. Shaw, Appendix to Pease, QE. Cit., p. 277.



Jam STUART :MILLAND FABIANISM

Many scholars and historians have held that John Stuart Mill had

a c.rucLa.Iinfluence on Fabian thought. This view has been fostered

by the interpretation of Mill's thought on state intervention which

gained such wide currency in A.V. Dicey's 1905 ~ect~~s Upon the

Relation Between Law and Public Opinion i!!_England in the Nineteenth
century. Dicey wrote:

The changes or fluctuations in Mill's own convictions
bearing as they do in many points upon legislative
opinions, are at once the sign and were in England,
to a great extent, the cause, of the transition from
the individualism of 1830-1865 to the collectivism of
1900. His teaching specially affected the men who
were just entering on public life towards 187. It
prepared them at any rate to accept, if not to welcome
the collectivism which from time onwards has gained
increasing strength.l

Some few years later Sir Ernest Barker wrote that "It is Mill who

serves, in the recent years between 1848 and 1880 as the bridge from

laissez-faire to the idea of social readjustment by the State, and from

political Radicalism to economic Socialism." Barker identified Mill as

the "chief influence" on Fabianism, supplying the economic doctrine and

serving as an inspiration from which "Fabianism began after 1884 to

supply a new philosophy in place of Benthami te Individualisrn.,,2

---------------------------------------------------------------------

lA.V. Dicey, Lectures Upon the R.elation Between Law and Opinion
in England in the Nineteenth century (London, 1905), p. 430.

2Sir Ernest Barker, Political Thought in England from Herbert
Spencer to the Present Day (London, 1915), p:- 215. -
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The idea that Mill was a forma ti ve influence on Fabian thought

has been strengthened by Fabians themselves. Their writings are

filled with references to John Stuart Mill and examples of their

efforts to co-opt ~!Iill for Socialism are numerous. Added to this

general, but quite obvious, admiration for Mill was Bernard Shaw's

claim that Sidney Webb, the leading spirit of the Fabian Society, was

a disciple of Mill who followed him in converting to Socialism.l

Thus it has become the conventional view that the Fabians, and

Webb in particular, were the inheritors of the tradition of Mill.

G. Lichtheim stated with reference to the Fabdane that "most of them

were the intellectual heirs of Bentham and Mill.u2 While AdamB. Ulam

in the Philosophica~ Foundations of English Soci~lism wrote: liThe

Fabians took themselves to be the continuers of the tradition of John

Stuart Mill and Jeremy Bentham. Some of their plans for reform bear

a direct relationship to Mill's ideas during his last socialist phase.n3

Mary Hamil ton, a biographer of the VTebbs, concluded of that,
famous partnership:

Their basis was the work of the Utilitarians, and above
all, of John Stuart Millo.. They have gone far beyond
Mill, without ever wholly dispossessing themselves of
his potent influence.4

----------------------------------------------------------------_----
1
See George Bernard Shaw, IfBluffing the Value Theory," To-Day,

May, 1889 and what Shaw had to say in Margaret Cole, The Webbs and
Their Work (London, 1949), pp. 4, 6.

2
George Lichtheim, ! Short History of Socialism (London, 1970),

p. 186.
3AdamB. Ulam, Philosophical Foundations of English Socialism

(cambridge, Mass, 1951), p. 73.
4Mary Hamilton, Sidney and Beatrice Webb (London, 1932), p , 166.
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Joseph Clayton in The Rise and Decline of Socialism wrote of liTebb's

relati onship to Mill:

Sidney Webb, from the start the master-mind in the
Fabian Society, meant by Socialism something quite
different from the Socialism of Viilliam Morris and
H.M. Hyndman. John Stuart IvTill, and not Karl Marx,
was . ebb's teacher and example ••• In economics
Webb all along rejected Marx and the IVlarxian the ory
of value and claimed that the orthodox economists
were sufficient to bring mankind to Socialism.l

M. Beer, in A History of British Socialism also noted Webb's debt to

Mill.

Webb stands on the shoulders of J. S. Mill. He is the
direct mental descendant of the last great Utilitarian.
He has taken up the work of socialism where mill left
it - namely, half-way between individualism and social
retorm, and has carried ita good distance further. 2

This uncritical acceptance of Dicey's interpretation of Mill, and

of Shaw's repeated assertion that I.Vebbfollowed Mill's conversion to

Socialism invites examination.

Dicey's Law and Opinion is at once an outstanding and misleading

work, both scholarly and politically partisan. As H. Parris has noted,

"Dicey's purpose was not only to descri be the consequences of radical

Liberalism, but also, as a whiggish exponent of the true Liberal faith,

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1
Joseph Clayton, The Rise and Decline of Socialism (London, 1926),

p. 43.
~. Beer, ~ History of British Socialism (London, 1948), p. 28.
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1
to denounce them." Dicey, who was a firm advocate of the virtues

of economic freedom, helped to perpetuate the myth that the period

between 1830 and 1870 was an era of Benthami te individualism during

which time the sphere of state activity in Great Britain was properly

restricted, if not actually receding. Addi tionally he represented

Mill as a transitional figure between radical liberalism and collect-

ivism, whose aoci a.L, philosophic and economic unorthodoxy ushered in

an era of collectivist interventionism. The myth about nineteenth

century government , which Dicey did so much to encourage, has since

2been exploded. His picture of lUll as the man whose ideas were

chiefly responsible for opening the flood gates to collectivism

stands in need of re-examination.

If Dicey's view of Mill needs to be re-examined, so too does

Shaw's assertion tha.t Sidney Webb followed Mill's conversion to

Socialism. Historians of socialism have been singularly uncritical

in their acceptance of Shaw's characterisation of Webb, which owes its

plausibili ty to ebb's evidently sincere admiration for Mill. However ,

there were greater differences between Mill and Webb than Shaw

suggested. If the role of John Stuart Mill in the f'ormat ion of Fabian

~enry Parris, "The Nineteenth-Century Revolution in Governmerrt s
A Reappraisal Reappraised!l, The Historical Journal, III, I (1960),
pp. 17-37. p. 18.

2See Henry Parris, QE.. Cit. and Jenifer Hart, If]hneteenth-Century
Social Reform: A Tory Interpretation of History", Past and Present,
No. 31 (July 1965) pp. 39-61. For a more extreme corrective to Dicey
see J .13. Brebner, "Ladsse s Faire and State Intervention in 19th Century
Britain", Journal of Economic History, Supplement VIII (1948), pp. 59-73;
also see L. Robbins, The Theory of Economic Policy in En~ish Classical
Political Economy (London, 1952).
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thought is to be properly understood such differences should not be

obscured.

There are many difficulties which obstruct the generally received

view of the Fabian debt to John Stuart Mill. 'I'h e first of these

difficulties revolves around Mill's position on state intervention and

the nature of his socialist beliefs. Most modern authorities are

agreed that Mill advocated free enterprise as the general rule in

economic affairs, while accepting that there were many situations

where the state should intervene.l Mill was equivocal about proposing

a general rule from which pra cti cal poli tica 1, social and economic

policy conclusions would be drawn, but his tentative was that: IILaissez-

faire, in short, should be the general practice: every departure from

it, unless required by some great good, is a certain evil. ,,2 Another

statement of Mill's position is to be found in Auguste Comte and

Positivism:

Believing with M. Comte that there are no absolute
truths in the political art, nor indeed in a.ny art
whatever, we agree with him that the laissez-faire
doctrine, stated without large qualifications, is
both impractical and unscientific; but it does not
follow tha.t those who assert it are not, nineteen
times out of twenty, pr0ctica11y nearer the truth
than those who deny it.)

ISee L. Robbins. The ~~ of Economic Policy in the English
Classical Economists, . ,_.. ; P. Schwartz, The NewPolitical Econ~
of J.S. Mill (London 1968); J. Robson, The Improvement of Mankind
(London 1968).
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While Mill's adherence was to the least governance theory, he did

not preclude positive and beneficial aspects of government activity.

Indeed, Mill listed the places and circumstances in which government

interference was beneficial,l and recognized that the growing network

of social interactions increasingly necessitated an expanding sphere

of legitimate government activity. In "Centralization" Mill conceded

that there must be new laws to deal with new situations, and that as

society progressed new legisla tion was required to protect both

individuals and the public from injury.2 However, Mill argued that

the necessity for justification always lay on the side of interference

and insisted that every act of government intervention should be

specifically justified by its expedience in promoting social welfare.

It is in this light that Mill's posthumous acknowledgment that he was

a 'qualified socialist' needs to be examined.

In 1826 Mill experienced what he called a crisis in his mental

history. In part this crisis was due to a recogni tion of the inade-

quacy of his Benthamite beliefs. He felt that his education had failed

to instil in him the feelings of social sympathy. Thus, MiLl, wrote,

"the whole founda ti on on which my life was constructed fell down." 3

On the vacant lot Mill erected a modified structure of beliefs.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

lSee J.S. Mill, Principles of Political Economy, book 5, Chap. ll,
sections 9-16, in Collected Works (Toronto, 1965).

2See J.S. lVIill, "Centralization", Edinburgh Review, CXV,April,
1861, pp. 323-58.

3J .S. Mill, Autobiography, ed , Jack Stillinger (London, 1971),
p, 81.
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I never, indeed, wavered in the conviction that
happiness is the test of all rules of conduct, and
the end of life. But I now thought that this end
was only to be attained by not making it the direct
end. Those only are happy (1 thought) who have
their minds fixed on some object other than their
own happiness; on the happiness of others, on the
improvement of mankind, even on some art or pursuit'l
followed not as a means, but as itself an ideal end.

It was this which lay at the heart of Mill's socialist sympathies and

opened his mind to the "influences of continental thought" which

came "streaming in" on him, both from the COleridgians and from the

Saint-Simonians. Under these influences Mill's social and political

thinking was redirected, and he came to accept, "That all questions

of political institutions are relative, not absolute, and that

different stages of human progress not only will have, but ought to

have different institutions.ff2 Thus he became convinced that the

role of government in promoting progress changed with time and place

and circumstance.

The degree in which political authority can justify
and expediently interfere, either to control indi-
viduals and vOluntary associations, to supersede them
by doing their work for them, to guide and assist, or
to invoke and draw forth their agency, varies not
only with the wants of every country and age, and the
kind of ca.pab i Ldties of every people, but with the 3
special requirements of every kind of work to be done.

pp.
lJ .S. Mill,
85-6.
2Ibid• ,
3J.s. Mill,

Autobiography, ed. Jack Stillinger (London, 1971),

p , 97.
IICentra.lization, II p. 323.
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Mill was also impressed by the Saint-Simonians' criticisms of

laissez-faire, which were responsible for convincing him that "the

old political economy, which assumes private property and inheritance

as indefeasible facts, and freedom of production and exchange as the

dernier mot of social improvement" was of "limited and temporary
1

value." Mill found the aim of the Saint-Simonians both "desirab Ie

and rational" and, while he "neither believed in the practicability,

nor in the beneficial operation of their social mach ineryv , he felt

that "the proclamation of such an ideal human society could not but

tend to give a beneficial direction to the efforts of others to bring

society, as at present constituted, nearer to some ideal standard.,,2

Thus by the late twenties and early thirties Mill had come to

accept both the possibility and the desirability of Socialism as the

final goal in human progress. 3 However, Mill was never fully convinced

that any of the socialist proposals put forward in his time would work

well in practice, and this was the essence of his analysis of Social-

ism, both in the Principles of Political Economyand in the posthumous

"Chapters on Socialism." Even in the third edition of the Principles,

(in which "most of what had been wri tten on the subject in the first

edition was cancelled, and replaced by arguments and reflections of a

---------------------------------------------------------------------
IJ.3. Mill, Autobiography,

2Ibid• pp. 100-10I.

3There has been considerable argument about the influence of
Harriet Taylor. Whilst she no doubt encouraged IHll's socialist
sympathies, these sympathies were too long standing to have been due
solely to her influence. Concerning the importance of Harriet Taylor
to Mill's thought see F. Hayek, John Stuart Mill and Harriet (aYlor
(London, 1951). Michael Packe , The Life of John S'tUart Mill London,
1954). For a challenge to this view see J. Stillinger's, Early Draft
of Mill's Autobiography (Urbana, 1961); H.O. Pappe, John Stuart Mill
and the Harriet Taylor Myth (London, 1960); F. Mineka, "The Autobiography
and the Lady," University of Toronto Quarterly, 32, 1963, pp. 301-306;
also see J. Robson, The Improvement of Mankind,

r- 100.
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decidedly socialistic tendencY",)l there was never an unqualified
acceptance of any socialist schemes.

Mill looked to a society in which there would be social harmony,

in which demomlising master and servant relationships and conflict

between the propertied classes and the propertyless would have been

eliminated. Such, in its outlines, were the reasons that Mill placed

himself and his wife under the "general designation of Socialists.":

••. our ideal of ultimate improvement went far beyond
Democracy, and would class us decidedly under the
general designation of Socialists. While we repudi-
ated with the greatest energy that tyranny of society
over the individual which most Socialistic systems are
supposed to involve, we yet looked forward to a time
when society will no longer be divided into the idle
and the industrious; when the rule that they who do
not work shall not eat, will be applied not to paupers
only, but impartially to all; when the division of the
produce of labour, instead of depending, as in so
great a degree it now does, on the accident of birth,
will be made by concert, on an acknowledged principle
of justice; and when it will no longer either be, or
be thought to be, impossible for human beings to exert
themselves to be exclusively their own, but to be
shared with the society they belong to. The social
problem of the future we considered to be, how to
unite the greatest individual liberty of action, with
a common ownership in the raw material of the globe,
and an equal participation of all in the benefits of
combined labour. We had not the presumption to
suppose that we could already forsee, by what precise
form of institutions these objects could most effect-
ually be attained, or at how near or how distant a
period they would become practicable. 2

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IJ.S. Mill, Eaery Draft of John Stuart Mill's Autobiography,
ed. J. Stillinger,Urbans, 1961T;-P. 174. In the final version, the
phrase: "which represent a more advanced opi.rrion" is substituted for
the last six words. J.S. Mill, Autobiography, p. 14-0.

2JoS. Mill, Autobiography, p. 138.
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"'Thile liEll had strong socialist sympathies, any attempt to

imply centralized collectivism Lrrt o his ideas would be mistaken.

As the posthumous "Chapters on SocLa.li sm'' made clear, Hill relJudiated

state socialism and the idea of efficiency and order through centrali-

zation.
l

His approval of socialist schemes extended to those that

depended on voluntary organization in small associations or comrmni-

ties.

Encouraged by the unofficial co-operative experti.nents carried out

in the earl" days of the Second French Republic, Mill began to look

to the improvement of mankind along co-operative lines. In the third

edi tion of the Principles he inserted in the chapter "On The Probable

Futuri ty of the Labouz-i.ngClasses" a new section on co-operation.

The form of association ••. which, if mankind continue
to improve, must be expected in the end to predominate,
is not that which can exist between a capitalist as
chief, and workpeople without a voice in the manage-
ment, but the association of the labourers themselves
on terms of equality, collectively owning the capital
with which they car2~ on their operations, and working
under managers elected and removable by themselves.2

"In that chapter," as Lord Robbins said,

it is clear that Mill's utopia is not nearly so much
in the duo-decimo editions of the new Jerusalem •••
but in the development of workmen's co-operatives •••

---------------------------------------------------------------------

ISee especially his claim that the "idea of conducting the whole
indust~ of the count~ ••. from a single centre is so obviously
chimerical that nobody ventures to propose (how) ••• it should be done."
J.S. Mill, "Chapters on Socialism" Fortnightly Review Vol. XXV(n.s.),
1879. Reprinted, Essays on Economics and Society ed. J.M. Robson
(Toronto, 1967) p. 748p

2J•S• Mill, Principles, p. 133.
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In the last analysis, that is to say, Mill's
socia lism proves to be much more like non-revolutionary
syndicalism than anything which would be called
socialism at the present day.l

Mill's sympathy with socialism understood as a kind of non-

revolutionary syndicalism, stood in marked contrast to the Fabians

antipathy for co-operative production under workers' control. From

t,he late 188)' s Webb opposed the idea of co-operative production a.s

2a "seductive means of escape." v1hile he conceded that it "might

.. improve the relations between the capitalist and the labourer,,,3

and "affords a va.luable moral training ground,,,4 he insisted that:

No amount of progress in mere voLunta.ry co-operation
can get rid of the economic tribute to the present
possessors of the means of production - lan~ and5industrial capital - or their heirs and aaea gns .

Bea.trice Potter Webb's early study of the h.isto ry of the self-

governing workshop deepened the Fabians' prejudice against the idea

of workers' control in industry. From her study of the Co-opera.tive

Movement Beatrice concluded that the control of industry by the workers

could not succeed. Self-governing worl~shops could provide neither the

---------------------------------------------------------------------
ILord Robbins, Introduction to Essays on Economics and Society,

p. xl.

2S. V ebb, Socialism in EnB:land, _ .. . p. 91. Also see The
Progress of Socialism, The Hampstead Society for the Study of Socialism
Tract No. 1 (London, 18(38); "The Economic Limits of Co-operation," The
Co-operative News, Jan. 12, 1889, PP VI, 36.

3S• Webb, Socialism in England, ' p. 93.

4Ib id ., p. 92.
SS. Webb, "The Economic Limits of Co-operation," see also

Socialism in England, pp. 91-93.
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managerial ability, nor the knowledge of the market, nor the workshop

discipline necessary for efficient production. Either the self-

governing workshop failed, or it ceased to be self-governing. I

In their tracts, articles and books in the middle and late

nineties, the Fabians insisted on the need for commun.i,ty control,

as opposed to control by particular groups of workers over their own

industry.2 The idea. of co-opera ti ve production under workers' control

Webb called "Trade Sectionalism." He described it as an "insidious

form of Spurious Collectivism ••• which makes, consciously or uncon-

sciously, the trade and not the community the unit of administration.1I3

The self-governing workshop wa s , 'T;'ebbinsisted, "diametrically opposed

to the Socialist ideal. n

The associa.ted craftsmen produce entirely with a view
to their own profit. The community obtains no more
control over their industry than over an individual
employer.4

If one of the difficulties of the received view of the Fabian debt

to Mill is the opposition between Mill's view of socialism as non-

revolutionary syndicalism and the Fabian's repudiation of workers'

control, another is their conflicting views on liberty. Against Mill's

negative commonsense concept of liberty the Fabians held a rational,

Platonic view.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

~. Potter, The Co-operative Movement in Great Britain (London,
1891), Chap. v ; -

2See W. Clarke, "Limits of Collectivism," Contemuorary Review,
Feb. 1893; Tracts 51 and 70; s. and B. Webb, History of Trade Unionism
(London, 1894), pp. lL~5-8.

3S• Webb, "Socialism: True and False", Fabian Tract No. 51, p , 12.

4Ibid., p. 15.
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John Stuart Mill's essay On Liber~ has tradi tionally been

regarded as a defence of individual liberty and a classic exposition
1of the nega tive concept of freedom. liThe object of this Essay"

Mill wrote,

is to assert one very simple principle ••. that the
sole end for which mankind are warranted, individually
or collectively, in interfering with the liberty of
action of any of their number is self-protection 0',
to prevent harm to others. His own good, either
physical or moral, is not 8, sufficient warrant •••
the only part of conduct of anyone, for which he is
amenable to society is that which concerns others. In
the part which merely concen1S himself, his independence
is, of right absolute.2

gave
In the final chapter, where Mill/examples for the practical appli-

cation of the principle of liberty, he restated that principle:

The two maxims which together form the entire
doctrine of this Essay .•• are, first, that the
individual is not accountable to society for his
actions, in so far as they concern the interests of
no person but himse If ••• Secondly , that for such
actions as are prejudicial to the interests of others,
the individual is accountable, and may be subjected
either to social or legal punishment, if society is
of opinion that the one or the other is requisite for
its protection.3

---------------------------------------------------------------------
luntil quite recently neither critics nor admirers have doubted

that On Liberty is a defence of individual liberty. This traditional
viewpoint was questioned by the publication of Maurice Cowling's Mill
and Liberalism (Cambridge, 1963) in which it was stated that On Liberty
was "designed to detract from hooan freedom, not to maximize it.1I
Cowling maintains that the individuality that Mill asserts is a highly
selective one. "On Liberty does not offer safeguards for individuality,
it is designed to-Propagate the individuality of the elevated by
protecting them against the medi ocrity of opinion as a whole." However,
Cowling's argument contains many flaws and is on the whole unconvincing.
For critical appraisals of Cowling see John Re s , "Was Mill for Liberty?l1,
PoU tical Studies Vol. XIV, Feb. 1966 and C.L. Ten "Mill and Liberty",
Journal of the History of Ideas, Vol. XXX, 1969. The traditional view
of On Liberty as an expression of the case for liberty and individual
freedom is, I think, fundamentally correct.

2J.S. Mill, On Liberty, (Oxford, 1946), p. 803 -Ibid., p. 84.
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Liberty, was for Mill, the absence of external coercion, and

an individual was said to be free to t he degree to which no other

individual or the state prevented or interfered with his activity.

Liberty in this sense was simply the area within which an individual

could act unhindered by other individuals or the state.

This meaning of liberty was very much in the empiricist tradition.

The degree of freedom could only be determined by observing an

individual's relation to other individuals and the state. It was

their actions which were f~ee, or not free; and the determination of

freedom of actions was by observing rela tions with the external world.

Thus freedom was an empirical question.

Sidney' ebb's concept of liberty, which stood in ma.rked contrast

to Mill's, was given fullest expression in a lecture entitled "Rome:

A Sermon in sociology."l The lecture consisted of an outline of the

essential characteristics of the last period of the Roman state, and

the important ideas and lessons that Socialists could 'derive from it.

Webbdescribed Rome's great contribution to the Socialist ideal

thus:

To secure the ultimate welfare of the City, the Roman
gave up his personal freedom, his individual independ-
ence, his health, and where necessary, even his sacred
family isolation. In every age the individual is
ruthlessly sacrificed to the mass, and the whole gener-
ation to the commonweal. The question is not whether
such and such institutions promote freedom or happiness,

IS. Webb, "Rome: A Sermon in Sociology", ur Corner, Vol. XII,
July 1, 1888, pp. 53-60; Aug. 1, 1888, pp. 79-89. Also see "Hi.st.o r-ic'! ,
Fabian Essays, ' Socialism in England; -"Considerations on
Ana.r-ch i.sm" pp VI, 180
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but whether they benefit the Republic ••• The supreme
devotion has been a bet_iconlight to all the successive
ages, and is beyond all question our most important
heritage from Rome.l

In Rome,

the might of the State as a whole, so long as public
opinion supported it, was cramped by no regard for
individual rights and fettered by no restrictive laws
for the sake of personal liberty. For them the indi-
vidual existed but as the member of the communi~J, and
as such, without rights opposed to those of the community.
The very notion of individual claims against state
welfare was utterly foreign to the Roman mind. 2

The essence of liberty for the Roman was, Webb asserted, "freedom to

choose your laws and your law givers - not inconsistent wi th the

most rigid subjection to them when once chosen. Liberty, in the
sense of freedom from the law or restraint was to him immoral licen-

tiousness, displeasing to the Gods and injurious to the State.,,3

It was this concept of liberty Webb declared, that was Rome's great

contribution to the world. "The special lesson which Rome bears to

the world is the necessity to that higher type of universal reign of

law in society ... Freedom is choice of, not absence, of rule.4

Thus in contradistinction to Mill, freedom for Webb was the

choice of rule rather than its absence. Fullest freedom was found

in the rational acceptance of laws and regulations that were for the

public good.

--------------------------~------------------------------------------

July
1S. Webb, 'IRome:
1, 1888, p, 60.

2Ibid., p. 84.
3Ibid.,p.~e8~~:.,-- .- .. ~"..._-

4Ibid., p. 89.

A Sermon in Sociology", Our Corner, Vol XII,
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Webb explained that men could achieve this state of freedom only

when they had liberated themselves from slavery to their own nature.

Thus he identified two 'selves'; a higher self identified with

reason, and a lower self which pursued immediate pleasure. Only

when the higher self dominated were men liberated from savagery.

"This sacrifice of present momentary enjoyment, II Webb wrote, "to

future and more permanent pleasures, distinguishes them at once from

sava.ges and from the finished product of an individualistic civili-

zation. ,,1 The higher self, must, ·Webb argued, be rigidly disciplined.

The perfectly free man is he whose impulses issue into
action untrammeled by rules, even ~lles of thought •.•
But the perfectly socialized man puts constraint upon
himself in every direction; a free mind is what he never
enjoys; the more permanent element of the Ego stands
ever ready as a watchful ~lardian, remorselessly checking
and strangling those monstrous births and strange abor-
tions which all minds bear, but only foolish or bad
minds bring to light.2

Thus liberty was to be found in the conquering of impulse and the

conforming to a higher ideal character judged to be of the higher

value.
This higher self transcended the Lnd.iv i dusI , and was part of the

social whole. The individual became coextensive with the race; with

all generations past and future. Not only must there be subordination

of "the momentary impulse to the permanent will, the present to the

future" but also litheindividual to the mass, the generation to the raceo,,3

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IS. Webb, "Rome: A Sermon in Sociology",
2IOid., p. 83.
3Ibid., p. 89.

p. 82.
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If the higher self was identified wi th the social whole then "self-
1devotion and subordination to the race" achieved not only the

2"higher end of the Commonweal" but also the freedom of the individual.

Webb's views invite comparison with those of the Oxford Idealist

.and sometime Fabian D.G. Ritchie. Ritchie's discussion of the obli-
gations of the citizen to the state was very similar tOWebb's.3

Indeed, the arguments of Ritchie's DaTIvinism and Politics had won

him a footnote in Webb's contribution to Fabian Essavs.4

It is probable, however, that the similarity in views was a

matter of form rather than substance. Ritchie's doctrine derived

from an amalgam of Regel and Darwin. Ritchie read into Dan~in's

theory of evolution a scientific confirmation of Hegel's theory of

history, and saw in Regel's philosophy a guide for drawing correct

political conclusions from Darwin's discoveries~ Webb, however, as

a comment on the "bewildering German metaphysicians" suggests, was

out of sympathy with Regel.6 That Webb, the great literary opportunist,

did not, with the exception of one reference to Ritchie (he was a

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IS. Vrebb, "Rome: A Sermon in Sociology", p. 79.
2~., p , 88.
3D•G• Ritchie, Darwinism and Politics (London, 1889) and The

Principles of State Interference (London, 1891). Ritchie's Darwinism
and Politics, published six months before Fabian Essays, was originally
presented as lecturesto the Fabian Society in the summer of 1888. For
the most recent study of the influences of the Oxford Idealists on
Fabian thought see, Wolfe, From Radicalism to Socialism, .. While
V\ olfe correctly traces idealist influences to Ritchie rather than the
older generation of T.R. Green, he tends to over estimate the extent of
+hat influence.

4S• '!lebb,"Historic I Fabian Essays, p. 57.
5For a recent commentary on Ritchie see S.R. Letwin, The Pursuit

of Certain!y (Cambridge, 1965), pp. 340-41.
6S. Vebb, part of a lecture London Workingmen's College, c. 1883,

PP, VI, 9, p. 10.
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fellow Fabian) appeal to the authority of the Idealists, perhaps

suggests that he regarded Idealism as uncongenial to the English

mind. In fact, Webb had arrived at conclusions similar to Ritchie's

without an appeal to Hegel.

Ritchie's synthesis of evolutionary organicism and politics

served to reinforce rather than to inspire Webb's beliefs. Indeed,

it was the attempt to draw proper political lessons from l~ological

principles that lay at the core of both Webb's and Ritchie's doctrines.

This was the burden of their attack on Mill's negative concept of

freedom.

In one of Webb's earliest lectures, "The NewLearning of the

Nineteenth century", he noted that John Stuart J\Iill knew very little

about natural science and about "biology in particular still less."

Mill's "psychology, his Ethics, and above all his Metaphysics ... 11

Webb argued, "want correcting by later ideas." The most important of

these ideas was "Evolution, including •.• so many great laws of

Biology, and in particular the idea of heredity .1,1 Thus with the aid

of Spencer and Darwin, Webb detennined to correct Mill.

The importance of the "great strides" which biology had made

toward a theory of heredity, Webb argued in his lecture "He red.i ty as

a Factor in Psychology and Ethics", was "not so much in the facts

which science inductively demonstrates, as in the theories in which

the facts are summedup, and in the new light thrown upon other facts

by the deductive application of the theories.,,2 It was evident, Webb

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1S. Webb, "The NewLearning of the Nineteenth Century",

pp. 11-12.

2S. Vi ebb, "He.redi ty as a Factor in Psychology and Ethics", Lecture
to the Zetetical Society, :March 22, 1882, PP, VI, 5, p. 2.
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continued, that the recognition of the imuortance of the laws of

heredi ty would profoundly influence sociological thinking.

To refer only to that question which at present blocks
the way at the threshold of the science ••• I mean
that of the Proper Sphere of Governnent. A closer
examination of the problem aided by Heredity I think
will necessitate a complete change of front of both
the contending parties. It has hitherto been admitted,
almost as a self-evident axiom, that the question was
to be decided by what I may call the immediate inci-
dence of an action. Nearly every thinker on the
subject has been willing to concede that with actions
which affected only 'th e individual actor, pur eIy self-
regarding actions, Government has no business. In
applying this axiom to practical politics, almost
everybody has considered only the imr.1ediate consequences
of the action, and following the lead of Humbolt and
Johr rill, advanced Li.be ra Ls have generally gone to
such an extreme of liberty as has unfortunately caused
them to be separa ted by a great gulf from the prElctical
poli ticians who have to work the goverrlment machine,
and on whomthey might have bad an important influence
for good.l

However, ~febb argued, if the universality of heredity was accepted

then "there is no such thing as a purely self-regarding action and the

fundamental axiom and world moving lever of the philosophical radicals

becomes a mere scholastic fulmination of no immediate practical

application.,,2

The lessons 1 ebb drew from the theory of heredity were reinforced

by his organic conception of society. 111ile must" "[ebb said, "abandon

the self-conceit of imagining that we are independent units the

obstinate 'will to live' an individual life •.• is the survival of

the brute in man.,,3 Individuals were not independent beings, but parts

of an organic whole. Thus,

-------------------------------------------------------~-------------

pp.
IS. vrebb, Heredity as a Factor in Psychology and Ethics",
24-25.
2Ibid., p. 26.

3S• 'vebb, "Rome: A Sermon in Sociology", , pp. 88, 89.
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There are no purely self-regarding acts. Every
act, even the seemingly most "morally indifferent",
affects the universe for eood or for evil, ever-
Last i.ng'ly , irreparably. Every act is, consequently,
a matter of social concern.l

"'The amount of individual liberty to do other than the right course,

even in the so called most 'self regarding' acts, is, If VTebbdeclared,'

!la measure of society's ignorance." Freedom Vebb argued, was found in

the rational acceptance of laws, through an .nternalization of the

"social instinct embodied in the law.1f2 Freedom, sO far from being

incompatible with authority, was virtually identical with it.

Bernard Shaw developed a similar critique of Mill's negative

concept of liberty. In an unpublished paper, which in a diary note

of Oct. 1887, was referred to as "The NewRadicalism", Shaw referred

to the outdated principles of lai~-faire and individual liberty

with their associated ideas of self-regarding actions.

Occasionally Mr. Leonard Courtney, or some obscurer
politician who in a bygone paroxysm of self-culture
has read Mill's Essay on Liberty, rises to protest
that "self-regarding actions" should not be interfered
with, and is greeted with a cheer from some belated
amateur of Manchester economics, who was taught in his
youth to believe that government must not meddle with
industry, and who fears that the world has been going
mad ever since. But "self-regarding actions!' and the
notion that two such vital organs as the industrial
and governmental can act independent ly in the body
poli tic, have gone the way of other superstitions. 3

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IS. Webb, "Considerations on Anarchism," pp VI, 18.

2Ibid.

3G.B. Shaw,
The Road to

"The NewRadicalism" (1887), reprinted in L. Crompton,
Equali ty (Boston, 1971), p, 3).ed. ,
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The following year, Shaw wrote another paper, under the ti t l e

of "Socialism and Property", in which he discussed the notion that

individuals have an absolute freedom of action in so far as their

actions affect only themselves. This concept of freedom, Shaw

argued, was a "barren one."

It passed for something when men believed that there
were certain actions, called "self-regarding,'! which
affected only the person performing them. But the
minute division of labor in modern communities with
the consequent interdependence of the individuals
forming it; the extension of sanitary science and of
the knowledge of heredi ty; the pressure upon space in
modern cities and the complexity of the organization
needed to subsist their huge populations, have swept
away the "self-regarding action" into the limbo of
decaying superstitions. There is no conceivable
human action of which it can now be confidently
affirmed that it will affect no one except the agent,
or that the agent's freedom to do it will "infrj.nge
not the equal freedom of any other man." Consequently
"freedom" in this sense may be dismissed as a mere
dialectical figment, of which the very expositions -
Stuart Mill's Essay on Liberty and Mr. Spencer's
Social Statics, for example - are now patent reductions
to absurdity. Theoretically, since there are no
indifferent actions, there is for every man a rigid
line of conduct from which he cannot swerve one hair's
breadth in the minutest detail without injury to the
community; nd if the community could ascertain that
line it would be justified in compelling him to keep
to that line, to the entire abolition of his "freedom."
Conscientious educated men seek the guidance of that
line throughout their lives, and never for a moment
think of themselves as free agents.l

lG.B. Shaw, "Socialism and Property" (1888), reprinted as "Freedom
and the State" in Crompton, The Road to Equalit;y:, pp. 38-390 Compare
the last two sentences with Webb's statement, '~e may believe that in
any given circumstances, one course, if we only knew which, would
produce more social happiness than any other course: would be, in fact,
more scientifically correct; in short, the only Right course. i! "Consi-
dera.tions on Anarchism. II
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Ritchie also censured Mill for thinking of liberty in the

negative sense of 'bej_ng left to oneself'. In 'rhe Principles of

state Interference Hitchie argued that Mill's ' individual' was too

abstract. The individual, Ritchie maintained, found his true self

"riot in distinction and separation from others, but in community

with them."

Wemay very well doubt whether any acts, nay, even
thoughts, of the individual can, in the strictest
sense, be merely self-regarding and so a matter of
indifference to other individuals. The more we
learn of human society, the more we di scover that
there are no absolute divisions, but that eve ry atom
influences and is influenced by every other. It may
be very inexpedient to meddle with particular acts,
or it may be practically impossible to do so; but we
can lay down no hard and fast line separating self-
regarding acts from acts which affect others.l

Inviolable frontiers of individual freedom which the state

should never cross could only be establisbed, as John stuart Mill saw,

for actions wh.i.chwere completely se;lf-regarding. The Fabians main-

tained that such actions were not only impossible to find but were

irrelevant to the condition of freedom. ttTbe state has as its end,

the realisation of the best life of the individual." 2 The state was

a social whole of which the individual was a part. All that was best

in man was created by the state: "the state is not a mere mems to

individual welfare as an end; in a way, the state is an end in itself.1I3

---------------------------------------------------------------------

ID.G. Ritchie, The Principles of state Interference, pp. 96-98.
2Ibid., p. 102.

3Ibid.
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The individual must be prepared "to take wi, th understanding, with

sympa+hy and humbleness his or her place in the great ore;anism of

a state where each shares with full consciousness the commonpurpose

and where each attains the commonend. ,,1 In yielding to the whole,

the individual realized his highest capacities, for "the perfect and

fi tting development of each j_ndividual" consisted in filling" in the

best possible way, of his humble function in the great social

machine.,,2

Despite these discontinuities between J.S. Mill and the Fabaans ,

Shaw was alone in seeing them as significant. Thus in response to

Sir Ernest Barker's contention that llJlill had served as a bridge from

political radicalism to economic socialism, Shaw wrote:

Far from being the economic apostle of Socialism,
Mill, in the days when the Fabian Society took the
field, was regarded as the standard authority for
solving the social problem by a combination of
peasant proprietorship with neo-Malthusianism.
The Dialectical Society, which was a centre of the
most advanced thought in London until the Fabian
Society supplanted it, was founded to advocate the
principles of Mill's Essay on Liberty, which was
much more the Bible of English Individualism than
Das Kapital ever was of English Socialism.l

However, Shaw was an exception to the general rule among the major

Fabians in being so unimpressed by Mill.

Sidney Webb's admiration for John Stuart Mill is well known.

ebb's father was an active metropolitan Radical who had worked for

Mill's election in the Parliamentary campaign of 1864.3 No doubt

-------------------------------------------------------------_-------

IG. Wallas, "Education!!, lecture, 1886, :Vallas Papers.

2G•B• Shaw, Appendix to Pease, The History of the Fabian Society,
p. 273.

3B• ebb, Our partnershi , p , 3; also see M. Hamilton
Sidney and Beatrice Webb London, 1932), pp. 1, 20.
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much of the father's enthusiasm for Mill was transmitted to the

young Webb, and his inheri ted intellectual tastes and interests

were encouraged by the Radical middle-class debating societies that

he frequented in the ea rLy eighties. In a lecture to the Zetetical

Society, the earliest record of Webb's opinions, he described Mill

as "the latest philosopher of the pre-scientific age" who was a

continuing inspira.tion to Radicals through his "uniformly progressive

opinions.i,l He continued to hold Mill in high esteem and insisted

that the Principles of PoU tical Economymarked a turning point in

2the history of economic thought. The references to John Stuart

Mill in Webb's writings are plentiful. Of the Fabians, it was Webb

who most often claimed Mill for socialism.

GrahamWallas and Sidney Olivier came under the influence of

Mill while they were students at Oxford. Their tutor Thomas Case

had been an outspoken empiricist, who had rejected the Idealism that

was making inroads elsewhere in the University, and kept Mill's

Logic as the basis of his teaching.3 Wallas had been particularly

impressed by Mill's statement in the Logic that "tbe backward state

of the Moral Sciences can only be remedied by applying to them the

methods of Physical SCience".4 Olivier's enthusiasm for Mill, nearly

rivalled that of lebb. fallas reported him as saying when at Oxf'crd

that "After all, nobody is any good unless he has been t.hrough Mill.,,5

Indeed, Olivier claimed that there was no intelligent or well read

---------------------------------------------------------------------
IS. Webb, "The NewLearning of the Nineteenth Century", pp. 2, 10.

2S. Webb, "Historic" Fabian Essays, p, 58.

3For furtheI' discussion, see M.J. Wiener, Between TwoWorlds: The
Political Thought of GrabamWallas, cbap. 1.

4G• Wallas, "Educationll,

5G• Wallas, "Philosophy", Lecture for Ref'orm Club Banquet, May 16,
1928, wp.
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man in England 'whose opinions had not been influenced or modified

by Mill. I

Beatrice "Vebbhad "deligj:lted in John Stuart Mill's Autobiograp.!2;:[,

and had given to his System of Logic and Principles of Political

Economy an assiduous though somewhat strained at ten tion." In MY

Apprenticeship she cited Mill as one of the sources of the "analytical,

historical, and explanato:ry" "consciousness of sin" that led to the

d d f t t . t t· 2 d' f t t h teman or s a e an erven aon, an a,n a 00 no e sr e quo ed at

length that passage from Mill's Autobiography in which he places

himself and his wife under the "general designation of Socialists." 3

Confronted by the apparent discontinuity between J .S. Mill and

the Fabians, in what light then a.re we to view this frequently

expressed admira.tion for Mill and his ideas? W. Wolfe, in the most

recent and ambitious attempt to resolve this difficulty, would answer,

in the light of the moral outlook which was Mill's legacy to the

early Socia.lists. 4 Wolfe, in discounting any important theoretical

links between J ,S. Mill's and the Fabians' economic thinking stresses

that it was through Mill's "moral teaching that he prepared subsequent

generations of Radical intellectuals to view Socialism in a Qore

favourable light.IIS On the economic plane, however, Wolfe maintains

---------------------------------------------------------------------
IS. Olivier, JlJohn Stuart Mill on Soc i.a.Li.sm'", Today (Nov , , 1884)

~o Webb, ~ Apprenticeship, p. 159.
3Ib· 0 191.-2;£., p. •4w. Wolfe, From Radicalism to Socialism, chap. 2.
5Ibid., p. 24.
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that J.S. Mill's "economic theories were never very favourable to

1Socialist schemes ;" 'Whilst, on a general level, the effect of

Mill's moral teachings upon the subsequent intellectual climate of

opinion was pronounced, the fact that the Fabians claimed Mill as

a bridge to economic Socialism stands in need of an examination

going beyond that of the attribution of error on the part of Barker

and indeed of the Fabians themselves.2

At a purely theoretical level it is very difficult to reconcile

the major discontinuities between Millite and Fabian economics with

the Fabians' insistence that Mill was a bridge from Rad'ica.Lisrn to

economic Socialism. It might be argued that the Fabians were unaware

of these difficulties,3 but the evidence seeIT'Sto indicate that the

Fabians were indeed conscious of the discontinuities, and for poli-

tical oonsLdera't Lons exploited Mill's profession of qualified support

for Socialism beyond the limits which intellectual integrity might

have set. The Fabians recognized :Mill's popularity in,the Hadical

Clubs and amongworking class reformers; and their representation of

themsel ves as the heirs to the posi tion and tradition of Mill should

be seen in this context.

In this regard the Fabians' political opportunism was leavened

by a genuine regard for Mill. In many respects - his search for human

---------------------------------------------------------------------

~. Wolfe, From Hadicalism to Socialism, chap. 2.

2Wolfe correctly criticizes Sir Ernest Barker's proposition that
Mill served as the "bridge ••• from po'li t.i ca.L Hadicalism to economic
Socialism." "The trouble with th is argument, and with others advanced
by the Fabians themselves, is that they are true in their main
contention, but false in their details." Ibid., pp 23-24. He is
substantially correct here, but there is much to be ,learned by exam-
ining the uses to which the Fabians put Mill.

33• Hobson has noted that, although Hill ultimately subscribed to
tbe least government theory, bis reservations about time and place"
have legitimately led readers to other conclusions." The Improvement
of Mankind, P> 3)5. See for example, J. Schumpeter, History
of Economic Analysis, pp. 531-533.
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improvement, his zeal for social progress, his dedicated commit ment

to the performance of duty - Hill was the personifj_ca tion of th

Fabian ideal. If their exploitation of ~Jill' s immense prestige

grew out of a shrewd appraisal of pol i tical advantage, it grew

nonetheless out of a sincerely held desire to associate themselves

with a man for whomthey held the very highest regard.

Olivier was the first Fabian to publ i cIy draw his colleagues I

attention to ~hll's socialist sympa th i es , In an article contrihuted

to TO-Day in 1884, Olivier paid a great personal tribute to Mill,

"whose laim to a place among intellectual stars of the first magni-

tude will hardly be denied by any Englishman. ,,1 It would, (llivier

said, be difficult to over-estimate the importance of ~Jill' s Logic;

and in the Principles of Poh tical Economy he found the embodiment of

the bone and sinew of all its English predecessors,
(it) remains an indispensable pr epar'a't i.on for

any who would come with a clear understanding to
the problems of the time.2

Given the genius and reputation of Mill, it would be "profitable"

Olivier said, "for those ••• working in the same vein to return

once again to the examination of his writings, II and in particular,

Olivier thought it worthwhile to examine Mill's attitude toward the

Socialist movement.

IS. Olivier, "John
:rov., 1884, p. 49l.

2Ibid., p. 492.

Stuart Mill and Socialism," 'I'o-Da ' » Vol. II,
---"-
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Olivier noted that in J'respect to tbe motiv es for the production

of wealth" }~ill's fundamental predisposition was individualistic; but

despi te 'thi s fault (which was "d i r-ectLy traceable to the fatal notion

that sociological laws could be deduced from a consideration of the

probable workings of tbe desire for wealth") Mill's "whole feelin '

was "social" and lion almost all questions of social economy, Millis

. . . fl' IIIopi.m.ons were urn om y pr-ogressave ,

Olivier pa.r t i.cu La r-Ly emphasised the fact that Mill's thought bad

been continually expanding and redirecting itself. He noted that in

liThe Claims of Labour" and The Principles Mill had stressed the role

of industrial partnerships, but in the latter had indicated that such

partnerships were transitional and would ultimately give way to work-

men's associations. Thus in the Principles, Olivier argued, Mill was

on "more advanced ground."

He opines that though the labourer cannot do without
capi tal, he can very well do without the capitalist
••• He sketches with the utmost hopefulness the
process by which he anticipates the change from the
capi talist organization, through profit-sharing to
Collectivism, will be brought about.2

Olivier pointed to a similar redirection in opinion on tbe issue of

land reform, noting that in the "Papers on Land Tenure" Mill justified

"the principle of land nationalization.113 In the matter of land tenure,

---------------------------------------------------------------------
IS. Olivier, I\John Stuart Mill and Socialism ,11 To:Day, Vol. II,

Nov., 1884, pp. 496, 503,493,495.

2S. Olivier, IIJohn Stuart Mill and Socialism, II p. 499.
"The Claims of Labour" was written in 1845. Olivier contrasted it with
the 1852 edition of The Princi-ples. Olivier was perhaps more sympathetic
to Mill's proposals in liOn the Probable Fu turi t;y of the Labouring
Classes" than he would have been some years later when the Fabian
hostility to the self-governing workshop had become entrenched. However,
as Olivier made clear, he regarded Mill's schemes as an "imperfect type
of Collectivism." Ibid., p. 5 '3.

3Ibid., p. 499-.-
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Socia] istic feeling had overcome the economic
tenets in which he Nas reared, just as his sense
of the impossibili~J of a perpetuation of the
capitalist monopoly of profits had led him to
expect its rapid suppression by Collectivism, of
however imperfect a type.l

Vhile 1,"ebbwas less concerned than Olivier to examine Hill's

thought in depth, or attempt to extrapolate the extent of Mill's

'Socialistic feeling,' he nevertheless drew the same clear inference

as Olivier that many of l.Iill' s economic positions were mere stopping

places on his road to Socialism.

Every edition of Mill's book (i.e. the ,Principles)
became more and more Soci listic in tone, until his
death revealed to the world in the "Autobiography"
his emphatic and explicit repudiation of mere 2
political democracy in favour of complete Socialism.

By emphasising r~ill' s profession of Socialism in the posthumous

Autobiography, i"ebb felt able to dismiss the co-operative venture

proposed in the "On the Probable Fu turi ty of the Labouring Classes" as

"optimistic va .eness," which "was perhaps merely one of the devices

sometimes adopted by Mill to avoid a premature expression of actual

pol.i, tical schemes. ,,3

But if, by 1889, Webbwas content to deflect Mi.Ll ' s suggestions

as to the probable future of the labouring classes, he nevertheless

regarded the Principles as marking a turning point in the history of

economic science. 4 "The Poli tica.l Economists prior to Hill, If Webb

IS. Olivier, "John stuart Mill and SocLa.l i.sm ;" p, 503.
2S. Webb, Socialism in England, p. 83; also see, "Historic,"

Fabian Essays, - p. 58.

3S• ~ebb, Socialism in England, p. 89.

4Ibid., p , 83; al so see "Historic", Fabian Essays, p, 58.
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argued, "accepted e,isting governments and institutions of private

property as their basis. II Mill's predecessors had "no idea of

social development." "Jo1m stuart Hill was almost the first to

introduce the much more difficult dynamic side of the problem," which

1
webb attributed to IEll's study of Comte.

Indeed, one of the most important influences of Cornte and the

Saint Simonian writers on Mill was to open his eyes to the livery

limi ted and temporary value of the old political economy." 2 He

came to believe that the main fault of his teachers lay in the

attempt to construct a permanent fabric out of
transi tory materials; tha t they take for granted
the immutability of arrangements of society,
many of which are in thei r nature fluctuating or
progressive; and enunciate with as little quali-
fication as j_f they were universal and absolute
truths, propositions which are perhaps applicable
to no state of society except the particular one
in which the writer happened to live.3

It was this insistence on historical and institutional relativity,

together with his expressed sympathy for Socialism which Vlebb saw as

marking Mill off from the old political economy. In this respect Viebb

regarded Mill as a bridge between Philosophical Radicalism and

economic Socialism.

'lebb was, of course, at this time thoroughly convinced that the

evolutionary trend toward collectivism 'was accompanied by the advance

---------------------------------------------------------------------
IS. Webb, untitled paper on the general theory of the Utilitarians

and political ,'conomists, c. 1900, pp \11, 64.
2J .S. Mill, Autobiography, p. 100. See also abovep • 111.5
3J.S. Mill, "On ~hss Martineau's Summaryof Political ECOnomy,".. , ,

Monthly Repository, n. s , Vol. VIII, 1834, reprinted in Essavs ~
Economics and Society, Collected Works, Vol. IV, p, 225.
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of cry-pto-socialistic ideas amongst the great majority of unsuspecting

citizens; and the demonstration of this collectivist trend hoth

within social institutions and social opinion was the ohjective of

Socialism in England. In general Webb believed that,

we shall find that the progress of Socialism is to
be sought mainly amongst those who are unconscious
of their Socialism, many of whom, indeed, still
proclaim their adherence to Individualism, Self-help,
and Laissez-Fa.ire. But in any useful classification,
position will not so much depend upon the label which
a man gives to his opinions or actions as upon their
actual character ••. many thousa.nds have become
Socialists without knowing it.l

In his contribution to Fabian Essays Webb suggested that many

had "Lfke John Stuart Mill, though less explicitly ••. turned from

political Democracy to a comple te, though unconsci ous Socialism. ,,2

Thus \ ebb saw exemplified in Mill the "shifting of the issue in thought,"

the development of which was a primary characteristic of late nineteenth

century opinion. For Webb, therefore, it was the shift in Mill's

opinions, rather than their particular content at any point in time,

which was significant.

The Fabians believed that both the underlying assl~ptions and

the trend of Mill's economics were conducive to socialistic interpret-

ation and they regarded his support for land reform, improved conditions

for labour and government control of public utilities as practical

evidence of the socialistic trend of his thinking.

The land question came to have a special significance for the

Fabians. In the Principles Mill wrote:

IS. Webb, Socialism in Englan~,
2S. Webb, "Historic," p. 50.

p. 12.
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The essential principle of property being to ensure
to all persons what they have produced by their
labour and accumulated by their abstinence, this
principle cannot apply to what is not the produce of
labour, the raw material of the earth.l

Since land was lithe original inheritance of the whole species,"

property in land therefore required a special justification, different

2in kind from the justification of other forms of property. Indeed,

the ownership of land could only be justified by considerations of

social utility:

with propert-y in moveables, and in all things the
product of labour •.. the owner's power both to
use and of exclusion should be absolute, except
where positive evil to others would result from it:
but in the case of land, no exclusive right should
be permitted in any individual, which cannot be
shown to be productive of positive good.3

Thus Mill favoured in certain circumstances the break-up of large

estates (subject to proper compensation) and their reallocation among

small proprietors. He favoured special provisions in the law safe-

guarding the position of tenants. He also favoured special taxation

of unearned income on landed property.

Mill's position on the land question became popularly known during

the period of his active chairmanship of the Land Tenure Reform

A ° to 4SSOCla lone From the beginning he acknowledged that land na tional-

lJ.S. lIill, Principles of Political Eco~ bk. II, chap. 2,
sec. 5, in Collected Works, ". Vol. II, p. 227.

2Ibid., bk II, chap. 2, sec. 6; Vol., II, p. 230.

3Ibid., pp. 231-232.

4For the pr ograrnme of the Land Tenure Reform Association see,
J.S. Mill, "Explanatory Statement of the Programme of the land Tenure
Reform Association," Dissertations and Discussions, IV, pp. 239-
250.
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ization was justified in principle, although a number of considerations

made it inexpedient in practice at that time.

Speaking for myself individually, I should say that
the thing (i.e. land nationalization) might right-
fully be done, if it were expedient to do it, and I
do not know that it may not be reserved for us in
the future; but at present I decidedly do not think
it expedient. I have so poor an opinion of State
management, or municipal management either, that I
am afraid many years would elapse before the revenue
realized for the State would be sufficient to pay the
indemnity which would be justly claimed by the
dispossessed proprietors. It requires, I fear, a
greater degree of public virtue and public intelli-
gence than has yet been attained to administer all 1
the land of a country like this on the public account.

Whilst Mill did not endorse the nationalization of land at that

time, he did urge the limitation of its further ac cumula tion in private

hands, and proposed that waste lands and the great estates of public

bodies and endowed institutions should be publicly appropriated and

administered for use as small allotments, public institutions, co-

operative dwellings and sanitary measures.2 The Fabians accepted these

proposals, many of which were absorbed into their early 'municipalization'

schemes, with the ultimate objective of increasing the scope of the

municipal regulation and ownership of land through increased municipal

powers of land acquisition. Mill also insisted that the community

could assert its proprietary right to the land in practice by a

special tax on landed property designed to alienate the landlords

from the unearned increment in the revenues derived from their holdings.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IJ.S. Mill, "Speech on Land Tenure Reform," Delivered 15th May,
1871, Reprinted in Dissertations and Discussions, ' IV, p. 256.
Also see "Explanatory Statement of the Programme of the Land Tenure
Reform Association." .

2J.S. Mill, "Advice to Land Reformers," speeches reprinted from
the Examiner Jan. 4 and 11, 1873, Dissertations and Discussions,

IV, p. 74.



The Fabians t immediate debt in the extension of the theory of

rent was to Walker and Marshall, but Mill t s notion of 'unearned

increment' figured prominently in their theory. The F bians claimed

that Mill's notion of 'unearned increment,' and his support for

special taxation of land incomes, to which he had attached a high

priority in his campaign for land reform, helped to create a climate

of opinion more favourable to Socialist ideas.l By approaching the

return to capi tal and ability in the same vein as Mill had approached

the returns to land, the Fabians sought to represent Socialist argu-

ments as the inevitable corollary of principles to which Radicals were

willing to subscribe.2 Thus in representing the social appropriation

of all unearned increments as the logical outcome of Mill's ideas

Sidney Olivier was at pains to point out that solutions to the diffi-

cuLties of Mill's individualistic difficulties were to be found in

Mi 11's own writings •

"I once knew a man," says Artemus Ward, "who was
taken by pirates,and languisht for ten years on
bred and water in a lothsum dunjin. One day a brite
idee struk him. He opened the window, and got out."
It seems probable that had Mill lived a few years
longer, he also would have opened his window in this
direction and have gotten out. When it had come to
the comparing of the unearned increment of rent with
that of profits, in respect of their sources, the
distinction was getting a little fine. The distinction
in respect of the claims of their recipients in any
theory of deserving, was finer still.3

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1e.g. see S. Webb, Socialism in England, p.19.
2See also discussion of Fabian theory of rent, chapter 3 above.
3S• Olivier, IIJohnStuart Mill and Socialism," p. 501.
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Olivier drew particular attention to the trend of :Mill's thinking,

which allowed the Fabians to "purge out" the faults and flaws of

the PrinciEles of Political Economy.

The element of human sympathy grew ever stronger
in his later work, and the last three years of his
life we find devoted to eager co-operation with
proletarian thinkers in the agitation for a
settlement to Land Tenure upon a social basis.
That in this matter Socialist feeling had overcome
the economic tene:ts· in which he was reared •.•
f'ewwho are familiar with his work as a whole will
doubt.l

Having applied this particular purgative to the body of Mill's

ideas, the Fabians were left with a series of proposals which they

regarded as going more than half way to Socialism. In the final

chapter of the Principles Mill had outlined an extensive list of

places and circumstances in which government activity was beneficial.

Among the most important of the legitimate functions of government was

education, and Mill advocated state aid to elementary schools "such

as to render them accessible to all the children of the poor, either

freely, or for a payment too inconsiderable to be sensibly felt.,,2

Another important exception to the general rule of laissez-faire

was in the area of public utilities and services. Mill supported

government regulation of the gas and water supply, and advocated

---------------------------------------------------------------------

IS. Olivier, "John Stuart Mill and Socialism," pp. 503-504.
2J.S. Mill, PrinciEles of Political Economy, bk. 5, chap. 11, sec. 8,

in Collected Works ,- Vol. III, p, 950.
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that services Jike the paving and cleansing of streets be performed

by municipal authorities. In other similar cases, like roads, canals,

and railways,

the community needs some other security for the fit
performance of the service than the interest of the
managers; and it is the part of government, either
to subject the business to reasonable conditions for
the general advantage, or to retain such power over
it, that the public profits of the monopoly may at
lea st be obtained for the public.l

Mill also excepted cases in which "classes of persons may need

the assistance of law, to give effect to their deliberate collective
'I

opinion of their interest."L Thus, he argued, there might be legal

limi ta tions to the hours of work.

Another proper function of the state was to dispense public

charity. Subject to the less-eligibility principle, :Mill thought it

"highly desirable that the certainty of subsistence should be held

out by law to the destitute able bodied, rather than that their relief

should depend on voluntary chari ty." 3

---------------------------------------------------------------------
IJ.S. Mill, Principles of Political Economy, bk. 5, chap. 11,

sec. 11, in Collected Works, III, p. 256. Also see, Public
Agency x- Trading Companies, The Economical and Administrative 'PTiilCiples
of water-Supply for the Metropolis. Correspondence between J .S. Mill, Esq.
Author of 'Principles of Political Economy,' and the Met~olitan Sanitary
Association .2E. the Proper Agency for Regulating the Water-Supply for the
cetroPolis, as ~ Question of Economical and Administrative Principle.
London, 185"1).

2J.S• Mill, Principles of Political Economy, bk 5, chap. 11, sec. 12,
in Collected arks, III, p. 958.

3Ibid., bk, 5, chap. 11, sec. 13, III, p. 926.
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In addition, Mill supported health legislation,l and the legal

enforcement of Sunday rest. 2 He defended the right of workers to

combine3and declared himseLf in favour of the regulation of children's

employment.4 He also advocated the levying of death duties on

property and a graduated and differentiated income tax.5

In general Mill did not deny that "some great good" often

demanded the suspension of the t1general practice" of laissez-faire.6

Nor did he deny that the growing network of social interactions

entailed more and more government acti vi ty. 7 However, he never

regarded this type of government interference as socialistic, but

rather as legitimate exceptions to the general rule of laissez-faire

in areas where government activity would promote social utility.

evertheless, to the Fabians, Mill's support for such mea.sures

as government regulations of 'practical monopolies' and the hours and

conditions of labour, sounded "curiously like practical socialism.,,8

lSee J.S. Mill, Review of the "Report on the Sanitary Condition
of the Labouring population of Great BritainH in the Examiner,
20 Augo 1842.

2See J .L. Prevost, 'Diaries', Proceedings of the Political Economy
Club, VI (London, 1921;.

3J•S. Mill, The Principles of Political Economy, bk, 5, chap. 10,
sec. 5, in Collected Works, III, pp. 929-934.

4J•S• Mill, Principles of Political Economy, bk, 5, chap. 11, sec. 9,
in Collected forks, Vol. III, pp. 950-953.

5Ibid., bk 5, chap. 2, secs. 3-4, Vol. III, pp. 809-819.

6Ibid., bk , 5, chap. n , sec. 7, Vol. III, p, 945.

7See J.S. Mill, "Centralisation," Edinburgh Review, Vol. CXV,
April, 1862, pp. 335-336.

8"WasMill a Socialist?", The Daily Chronicle, March ll, 1891.
The article is anonymous but the style suggests Webb's authorship.
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In so far as many of their demands were similar to those ~Till had

supported, they claimed him as a Fabian John the Baptist.

This claim was not simply a naive equation of state intervention

with Socialism but a useful weapon of propaganda. There was an

immediate practical advantage to be gained from associating Mill with

Socialism. John Stuart Mill, as the Fabians were aware, enjoyed a

remarkable popularity with working men in the London Radical Clubs,

and in emphasising Mill's socialist tendencies they hoped to bridge

the gap between Radicalism and Socialism.

It was not coincidental that after 1886, references to [ill's

professions of Socialism should figure so prominently in the writings

of that consummate opportunist, Sidney Y, ebb. The issue of Home Rule,

the 'defection' of Chamberlain and the Liberal defeat in the general

election of 1886 had left the Radicals deDoralized and leaderless.

The time was ripe for Socialist infiltration of the Radical Clubs

and Liberal Associations.

In June, 1886 Mrs. Annie Besant, wi th the aid of Bland and Bolas,

succeeded in her campaign to draw the Fabian Society into greater

involvement with the Radicals, by arranging a three day conference

of Radical and Socialist clubs and societies under the auspices of

the Fabian Society.l The practical significance of the conference

was to make the Fabian Society known in Radical circles, thereby making

it easier for the Fabians to carry out a policy of permeation. The

Fabians thus revived the original ambition of the Democratic Federation

to win the Radical Clubs for Socialism; and they supposed, that this

--------------------------------------------~------------------------
1For Mrs. Besant's report of the conference see TO-Day, Vol. 6,

July, 1886.
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would be considerably assisted by enlisting: the weight of Mill's

popularity and prestige on the side of Socialism.

In the ensuing years Webb drew attention to Hill's professions

of Socialism and insisted that Socialists were simply following in

Mill's footsteps.l In describing "The Progress of Socialism," Webb

said, that "We ••.• call ourselves Socialists to-day largely through

Mill's teaching.,,2 Similarly, in an address describing the Fabian
Society he declared:

The Fabian Society, which has now nearly completed
its eighth year of existence, is an organization of
men and women who are convinced, with John Stuart
Mill, that the: way out of our present social and
industrial anarchy lies in the substitution of
Socialism for Individualism as the dominant principle
of social politics.3

ebb attempted to associate Mill with Socialism with considerable

license, often quoting him out of context and representing his

position as other than it was. For example, Webb's favourite quotation

was from "On the Probable Futurity of the Labouring Classes":

La racine la plus profonde des maux et des iniquities
qui couvrent le monde industriel, n'est pas la con-
currence, mais bien l'exploitation due travail par
le capital, et la part enorme que les possesseurs 4
des instruments de travail prevelent sur les produits.

IE og. See S. ebb, "INhat Socialism Means," uThe Economic
Basis of Socialism," '., "The Progress of Socialism,"
"Historic," Socia'lism in England, "The Fabian
Society: Its Objects and Methods," An Address given in Nottingham
26th Nov. 1891 (Netherfield, Notts.).

2S. Webb, "The Progress of Socialism,"
3s. Webb, "The Fabian Society: Its Objects and Methods,"
4J.S• Mill, Principles of Political Economy, bk , 4, chap. 7, sec. 7

in Collected V orks, ., Vol. III, p. 795.
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In fact the statement was by H. Feugusray , not l1'Iill; and Hebb could

not have possibly been unaware of this. Nevertheless, he more often

than not attributed it directly to Mill.

The proper con text of the statement is within Mill's discussion

of workingmen's associations, in which it is used in support of Mill's

argument for competition between as ocia tions. Webb h<mever, used it

in a.rguments against co-operation. In an article on "The Economic

Limits of Co-operation" Webbwrote:

Even John Stuart Mill, its great advocate and supporter,
turned on further consideration, regretfully away from
the mere abolition of competition as a remedy for
social evils, and leaves us his emphatic opinion, that
"the deepest root of the evils and iniquities which fill
the industrial world is not competition, but the subject-
ion of labour to capital, and the enormous share which
the possessors of the instruments ?f industry a.re abl~
-to take ~ the produce i v I

This was a total confusion of Mill's argument and indicated a

profound misunderstanding of Mill, if not a deliberate misrepresentation.

Mill did not see co-operation and competition as polar opposities.

~rhile he hoped that co-operative schemes would end the demoralizing

master servant relationship, he never sought to eliminate competition

from the form of co-operation he advocated.

'"hen not turning Mill's statement to oppose co-operation, Webb

used it in support of Fabian collectivist measures. He used Mill to

IS. Webb, "The Economic Limits of Co-operation,"
see "The Progress of Socialism,"

, , Also
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state the social evil and followed it with Fabian refonn proposals,

the juxtaposition of the evil and the remedy being such as to give

the audience or reader the impression that Mill himself supported
1such proposals. Such distortions went beyond an attempt to imply

collectivism into Mill's arguments, and it seems improbable that

lNebb could have been unaware of it. In his eagerness to enlist

Mill's prestige for the cause of Socialism Webb was not averse to

sacrificing a little intellectual honesty to gain an immediate

political advantage.
Barker was correct when he said that Mill served "as the bridge

from ••• political Radicalism to economic Socialism" only in the

sense that the Fabians hoped that Mill would bet The structure was

of the Fabians' own shaping, and its foundations Vlere the trends in

Mill's 'progressive opinions' and Socialist sympathies, rather than

in their detailed content. The Fabians were convinced that whereas

society was evolving toward collectivism, most people were unconscious

of this progressive development. It was the task of those who had

grasped the essential development of society to turn this unconscious

tendency into a conscious one. Thus much Fabian propaganda was

devoted to demonstrating and promoting the gradual but steady progress

of Socialist ideas - a process which Mill was taken to personify.

In their efforts to convert Radicals to Socialism the Fabians

presented Socialism as the necessary and inevitable outcome of

Radicalism. Annie Besant argued that if Radicals logically and consis-

---------------------------------------------------------------------

lE.g. See "The Progress of Socialism," "Facts for
Socialists, II

2Sir Ernest Barker, political Thought in England, , p. 215.
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tently pur-sued their principles they would arrive at Socialism.l In

this sense, as Shaw proclaimed in 1887, "the new Radicalism is

Sociali m ,,,2 Webb whole-heartedly concurred in this view. In his

Fabian essay 1'febbdeclared that "the whole of the immediately

practicable demands of the most exacting Socialists are indeed, now
often embodied in the current Radical programme.,,3 The Hadical

programme (which Webb reproduced from the star) lebb insisted,

demons trated that the Radical working man "Like John Stuart fill,

though less explicitly ... has turned from mere political Democracy
to a complete, though unconscious Socialism.,,4

In the Fabian attempt to appeal to and permeate the Radical

Clubs, Mill assumed significance as a popular Hadical figure who had

expressed a sympathy with Socialism; and by asserting Hill as the

bridge with Socialism, the Fabians sought to assist the creation of

a climate of opinion that was more susceptible to collec;tivism and

the idea of government initiative. Through Mill's thought they hoped

to stimulate 'unconscious Socialism,' and thus fuse the Radical and
Socialist traditions.

-------------------------------------------------------------~-------
1A. Besant,
2G.B. Shaw,
3S. Webb,

England, _
4Ibid• ,

report of Fabian conference, To-Da , Vol. 6, July, 1885.
"The New I?adicalism," in 1. Crompton, 21;. Cit., p. 19.

"Historic," Op ,
pp. 25-27.

p. 56.

Cit., pp. 53-54. Also see Socialism in



THE NE'! UTILITARIANS?

The early Fabians have commonly been regarded as latter-day
Utili tarians. Indeed, G.,D.H. Cole, historian and latter-day Fabian,
conferred upon them the title "The New Utilitarians."l

This characterization is a familiar one, and whilst there have
been some rather eccentric explanations of it,2 most accounts of the
--------------------------------------------------------~-----------

lG.D.H. Cole, British Working Class Politics (London, 1941),
chap. 9. R. Hanison attributes the title to Engels. "Benthamite,
Positivists and Fabians," an unpublished paper which the author
kindly allowed me to read.

2It has been suggested that the Fabian Utilitarian connection
was cemented by the utilita~anism of Stanley Jevons. Thus P. Fox
and G.H. Scott point to the "remarkable" similarity between Jevons
policy recommendations and the philosophy of the Fabian political
programme with its emphasis on investigation, quantitative arguments
and utilitarian empirical and pragmatic solutions. "The Early Fabians--
Economists and Reformers." , p. 313. Whilst the similarities
might be remarkable there is no evidence to suggest that the Fabians
owed any theoretical debt to Jevons other than the adoption of the
marginal utility theory of value. (Fox and Gordon based their suggestion
on Sir Ernest Barker~$ argument that S. Jevons' The State in Relation to
Labour (which insisted that legislation must proceed.Qn thebasis of -
empirical judgements presented in quantitative form) I1Pointed the way to
that method of 'legislation by statistics' which has become the general
rule during the last thirty years." poli tical Thought in England,

_. ., p. 207). G.D .R. Cole linked the }'abians' acceptance of the
Jevonian doctrine of marginal utility to his description of them as the
'New Utilitarians'. I1Their economics, like their politics, we re of the
utili tarian brand. They needed for this purpose not, like Marx, a
revolutionary critique of capitalist society such as the theory of surplus
value, but rather a new interFretation of the orthodox economics of
Stanley Jevons, so as to weight 'utility' in accordance with the view
that a shilling meant much less real utility to a rich man than to a poor
one. It followed that, the more evenly incomes were distributed, the
greater the sum total of utility and happiness was likely to be."
British Working Class Politics, p. 123. Cole appears to have
been unfamiliar with Fabian economic theory. The Fa'bliantheory of
distribution was based on a generalized concept of rent and the notion
of 'unearned income.' See chapter 3 above.
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Fabians as 'New Utilitarians' fall into two categories: those which

stress styles of activity,l and those which emphasise philosophic
"t 2commum y.

1 In this respect the best account, and one to which I am much
indebted, is R. Harrison's. See Before the Socialists,_
particularly the model of intellectual ginger groups; nlntellectuals
in Politics,I' "Benthamite, Positivists and Fabians."
Sir Ernest Barker briefly remarked on the similarities between the
Utilitarians and the Fabians: "In either case we have a small circle
of thinkers and investigators, in quiet touch with politicians; in
either case we have a 'permeation' of general opinion by the ideas of
these thinkers and investigators." He predicted that: "it is probgble
that the historian of the future will emphasise Fabianism in much the
same way as the historian of to-day emphasises Benthamism." PoH tical
Thought in England, _ _ p.p. 215, 216 M. Mack, "Fabians and
Utilitarians," Journal of the History of Ideas, Vol. XVI, 1955, p.p. 76-88,
suggested parallels between the Fabians and Utilitarians as regards styles
of activity. Eowever , the account is rather superficial and is beset
with me.thodological difficulties. Most recently, S. Pierson has
suggested that "Fabian Socialism tended to contract to the kind of
legislative and administrative problems which had le.rgely occupied .
Bentham." Marxism and the Origins of British Socialism (London, 1973),
p. 106 and chap. 5 in paSSIm. Unfortunately, Pierson does not attempt
to point out the comparison in detail.

2 G.D.H. Cole suggested that the philosophical underpinnings of
the Fabian programme was a revised Utilitarianism. lI ••• a quite
defini te philosophy underlay the Fabian programme. Webb and his
fellow-workers were Benthamites, Utilitarians of the school of
Bentham and Mill, presenting a new version of the doctrine of the
'greatest happiness of the greatest number' in terms appropriate
to the new age. They held that, whereas in Bentham's day the main
task might have been the removal of forms of State interference which
prevented happiness, in their own day the supreme need was the enactment

. of new measures of State intervention inr'order to promote happiness."
British Working Class Politics, p.p. 122-123. For a similar argument
see T. Nairn, "The nature of the Labour Party, 11 in Towards Socialism
eds. P. Anderson and R. Blackburn (London, 1965) p. 165 A.M. McBriar
cast the problem in a different light and examined the question
in terms of the degree of subsqription to a definition of Rightness
as conducive to the greatest commonGood and to a definition of
Good as I the greatest happiness of the greatest number.' Fabian
Socialism and English Politics, ~_ . p p. 149-154. It is apparent that
the question presented _cBriar with major difficulties. The account
of indi vidua.l Fabians is confused and indecisive. Most remarkable
however is his ommission of Wallas, who became an authority on
Benthamo
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In consideration of the first a Jproaeh, there is no difficulty
in justi~ing the description of the Fabians as 'New Utilitarians'
if all that is meant is that they were both poLi,tico-philosophiea.l
societies. Both the Utili tc rians and the Fabians were small groups
of intellectuals, intent upon social reform and the rational
restructuring of society, convinced of their own importance and
effectiveness. The Utilitarians and the Fabians had a passionate
impulse to improve and change society. They were both materialistic
and refused to appeal to abstract rightness. Both groups were
concerned with developing a new science of society. The Utilitarians
and the Fabians were both dedicated to influencing and challenging
prevailing political ideas and policy, rather than to large scale
independent political action; and it is important to stress the
essential smallness of both groups. For neither the Utilitarians
nor the Fabians were numbers crucial. Although at times both
groups were torn between ermeating existing poli t.Lcr I parties
and establishing their own par~, a shared capacity for sustained
hard work enabled both groups to operate effectively with limited
numbers. They applied themselves to set tasks with an tmremitting
dedication; they were content to work without personal Tecognition
and were content to effect social chan~e without the personal
trappings normally accorded to power and influence. The Spectator's
observation of Bentham could have been applied equally well to the
members of the Fabian SOCiety:

Few men have done more of the world's work with so
little external sign •••He was essentially a public
man, but his work was usually behind the curtain ••
He loved quiet power for the purpose of promoting
good ends• 1

1 The Spectator, January 7, 1854.
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Both groups were metropolitan, living in close proximi ty

to one another and to the centres of government. 'l'hus they were
able to meet frequently and were conveniently placed for lobbying
activities. Importantly, both groups were based on long established

personal friendships between predoma.nantIy middle class intellectuals

to a large extent free from financial worry and living either on
independent incomes or as professional men.

The consequences of these similarities seem to have been

important for both groups. Out of these bonds of continuing

personal friendship and exclusiveness, both the Utilitarians and

the Fabians established a common long term commi ttment to a developing

body of ideas.

One of Graham Wallas' most keen observations in his Life of

Francis Place, stressed the importance of ties of friendship for

an intellectual ginger group.

The history of any definite school of philosophic
or political opinion will generally show that its
foundation was made possible by personal friendship.
So few men can devote themselves to continuous

thought that, if several think on the same lines
for many years,it is almost always because they
have encouraged each other to proceed. And
varieties of opinion and temperament are so
indefinite, that those who accept a new party
name, and thereby make themselves responsible for
each others utterances are generally bound by
personal loyalt,y as well as by intellectual
agreement. I

It is in this mileu that Bentham's and -r,rebb'spositions in
-,

their respective ginger groups becomes clear. Both Bentham

and Webb are generally taken as the principal thinkers and

----------------------------------------------------------------
1 G. Wallas, ~ ~ of Francis Place (London, 1898), p. 65.
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leading spokesmen of their groups; their ideas being taken

respectively as representative of Utilitarianism and Fabianism.

However, Bentham and Vlebb were representative of their particular

circles in a way that may be distinguished from the leadership

of larger less closely knit political groupings. They were
representative not in the sense that they were the acknowledged

leaders of their particular group in terms of power, nor even in

the sense of master and apprentice, but in the sense that to a

large degree they both embodied and reflected the thought of

their groups as a whole. Bentham Was representative of Utilitarianism,

Webb of Fabianism, in that they gave expression to ideas arrived

at over long periods of time through discussion with others of

their circle.

The Fabians, particularly Webb, Shaw, Olivier and Wallas,

whose close personal friendsh~pre-dated their joining the Society,

often stressed the importance of their intellectual intimacy. Webb,

once described to Beatrice his association with Shaw, Wallas and

Olivier, as a "pretty piece of intellectual communi am" marked by

"trust in each other, willingness to obey each other, and subordinate
1ourselves to the group." For her part Beatrice found" the charm"

of these men in their relations to each other in "the genuine care, for

, -2
ideas." Bland gave as characteristic of the Fabian Society,

each other, the truthfulness and practical communism of property and

"the critical attitude of its corporate mind,,,3 while Shaw, writing

of the early history of the Fabian Society, remarked on the equality

and personal intimacy of the Fabians. 4rn the preface to the First

edition of Fabian Essays, Shaw Was anxious to--------------------------------------------------------------------
~S. Webb to B. Potter, August 26r 1890, PP.
3B. Potter, TIiary, August 26, 1890, PP.
H. Bland, Essays, _ p. 225

4G•B• Shaw, liThe FaDi"aif"'SOciety: I ts Early
I

History,"Fabian Tract No.4l1
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stress that "not one of the essays could be what it is had the writer

Ibeen a stranger to his six:colleagues and to the Society."

Shaw has left valuable descriptions of his workin£' relationship
with Webb, Olivier, Wallas and Bland. He wrote:

As my colleagues were men of exceptional characfiar and
attainments, I was soon able to write with a Fabian
purview and knowledge which made my feuilletons and
other literary performances quite unlike anything which
the ordinary literary hermit-crab could produce. Thus
the reputedly brilliant extraordinary Shaw was in fact
brilliant and extraordinary because he had in the Fabian
Politbureau an incomparable critical thinking machine
for his ideas. When I seemed most original and fantastic,
I was often simply an amanuensis and a mouthpiece with a
rather exceptional literary and dramatic knack culti'Vated
by dogged practice. 2

Of his relationship with Webb Shaw wrote:

The difference between Shaw with 'Nebb's brains,
knowledge, and official experience and Shaw by
himself was ~normous. But as I was and am an
incorrigible histrionic mountebank and Webb was'
the simplest of geniuses, I was often in the
centre of the stage whilst he Was invisible in
the prompter's box. 3

If, in compairing the Fabians and the Utilitarians as reg rds

construction of the groups and styles of activity, the resemblances

are striking, they are the more so if they are compared aa regards

spheres of activity. The two groups overlap in their areas of concern.

1 Preface to 1889 edition of Fabian Essays
2 G.B. Shaw. Shaw, An Autobio ra 1856-1898, Selected From his

writings by S~intraub London, 1970), p. 128.
3 Ibid. p. 122

The parallels are many: on trade unions, Place anQ the Webbs; on the Poor

Law, Chadwick and Grote and the Webbs; on Education, Brougham and Roebuck,

and ~allas, the Webbs,

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Headlam. On issues like local government and factory reform there
were also overlapping interests.

There is also a similarity between the two groups in their
efforts for administrative perfection. Both groups stressed the
importance of administrative uniformity and of the simplification

of government machinery by the absorption of ad hoc authorities
into the ordinary machinery of government. The Benthamites
insisted on the importance of central inspection and central audit;

the Fabians on measurement and publicity. Both groups also
stressed that in order for the functions of government to be

excercised with the desired continuity and competence, they should

be delegated to specialists and administrative experts.

At one level, the significance of the term 'New Utilitarian'

is that it highlights the place of the Fabians in a continuum of

political-philosophic societies which includes the Utilitarians

and to a lesser extent the English Positivists. This point has

been previous~ stressed by Professor R. Harrison and is usefully

illustrated by his model of intellectual schools in politics.

Harrison presents five characteristics upon which the success of
such groups depend:

First, the leading spirits must be bound together
by ties of personal friendship extending over many
years. From this relationship arises a common
commitment to ideas that are the products of several
minds.
Second, the school must arrive at principles which
have such fecundi ty that they can supply and replenish
legislative programmes.
Third, they must be able to create at least that
minimum of organisation without which they cannot
popularise their principles. They must have some
command over journals and platforms.
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Fourth, they must be able to win the confidence of
powerful and dissatisfied groups interested in
change. At the same time they need to combine their
special relations wi th the leaders of such groups
with some access, however limited, to the highest

circles of established power.
Fifth, they must be able to promote direct political
action either through tre 'permeation' of existing
parties or by means of their 'own' candidates or both.
Yet the Leadf.ng spirits are usually most effective
when they are free from personal political ambition.
For the moment they enter pa.rliament they tend to
compromise their intellectual independence and reduce
the volume and effectiveness of their resea.rch and
propaganda. 1

Whilst the Positivists, owing partly to their religiosity,

failed to meet all of these conditions,2 the Utilitarians and

the Fabians met most of them. It is in this context that the

Fabians most clearly emerge as the 'New Utilitarians.'

But perhaps what gives the term 'New Utilitarians' special

significance is that once the Fabians ceased to be a drawing-room

discussion group and became actively engaged in metropolitan

politics, they began to self-consciously identify themselves

within the tradition of politico-philosophic societies which had

done so much to shape law and opinion in nineteenth century

England. Shaw attributed the development of this heightened

historical self-consciousness to a series of lectures on the

Chartist Movement which Wallas gave to the Society in 1888.3 These
--------------------------------------------------------------------

1 R. Harrison, Before the Socialists, p. 254
2 The Positivists initIally had no formal organisation. When

they did turn to organisation it was in the interests of Congreve's
projects for religi~s regeneration. In addition, because Positivism
looked to moral rather than to political solutions, its principles
did not have lithe fecundity that can supply and replenish legislative
programmes." 'For a full discussion of these pOints see R. Harrison,
Before the Socialists, . chapter, Vl, Sec. iv, in passim, and esp.
pp. 314, 328-329.

3 For a summary of these lectures see ~ Corner, Aug. and Sept., 1888
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lectures Shaw recalled:

wrought a tremendous disillusion as to the novel~ of
our ideas and methods of propaganda; much new gospel
suddenly appeared to us as stale failure; and we
recognized that there had been weak men before Agamemnon,
even as far back as in Cromwell's army , The necessity
for mastering the history of our own movement and 1
falling into our ordered place in it became aipa.rerrt•••

If lallas' lectures on Chartism had stimulated a certain

measure of historical self-consciousness among the Fabians, his

study of the life of Francis Place perhaps encouraged it. In

1892, while researching Chartism at the British Museum, Walla.s

came across a large uncatalogued collection of the papers of

Francis Place. Wallas decided to postpone the planned book on

Chartism and undertook a biography of Place. He was particularly

interested in Place's life as an example of the practical effects
2of the ideas of the Philosophic Radicals.

In his book, Wallas stressed Place's "intimate and practical

acquaintance with the working of democracy :,,3, but also noted

that Place was more than a mere "practical" politician: UHe strove

by severe study to acquire a constant intellectual basis for his

work •• " 4

Wallas's historical work genera ted an interest in Bentham and he began

to read Bentham's writings. Philosophically, he never became a

Benthami teo Despite agreeing with Bentham that men

1 G.B. Shaw, Appendix to Pease, QE. £1!., pp. 277-278. Shaw also
claimed that these lectures helped to turn the Society away from
abstract deductive economics to modern historical concrete economics.
See above p. 165.

2 SeeWallas to F.C. Uers, Nov. 14, 1892 WP.
3 G. Wallas, The Life of Francis Place (London, 1898), p, 154.
4 Ibid., p. 162 --
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must act in order to forward the cause of human happiness, he did

not subscribe to the greatest happiness formula. In HumanNature

and Politics lNallas declared that, "Bentham ' s Utilitarianism was

killed by the unanswerable refusal of the plain man to believe

that ideas of pleasure an~ pain were the only sources of human
- 1

motive." However, Wallas regarded Bentham as a great political

innovator; and, as an intellectual ginger group in politics, admired

the Utilitarians for the breadth of their intelligence, their

2leadership and activit,y.

Perhaps it Was in the spirit of historical self-consciousness,

stimulated byWallae' growing enthusiasm for the Benthamites, that

Webb, in a lecture to the Society on its tenth anniversar,y, compared

the Fabians to the Philosophic Radicals. In his lecture l,vebb

praised the Philosophic Radicals as opposed to contemporar,y liberals,

because they were systematic and constructive, looking at society

as a whole and connecting their recommendations to a theory of

human nature. "{ebb could find no better description of the effect

of Socialist propaganda on the public mind than that given to the-

work of the Benthamites.

1 G. Wallas, HumanNature ~ Politics (London, 1908), p. 13.

2 Wallas' interest in Bentham continued to grow. In the 1920's
he wrote two ar-t i.cLes on the relevance of Bentham to current problems.
("Jeremy Bentham," Political Science Quarterly, March, 1923; "Ilentham
as Political Inventor," Contemporary Review, CXXIX,March, 1926).
H.G. Wells recalled a time when Wallas was speaking about Bentham:
"I remember his glasses gl eaering a;::preciatively as he squatted in my
lowest easy chair and dialated on the 'Old boys '. abundance and
breoo~of range ;" Experiment in Autobioara : Discoveries and
Conclusions of ~ ~ Ordinary Brain N.Y., 1934), p. 511. For a
lengthy discussion of Wallas and Benthamism see, Wiener, Betwee~
TwoWorlds,
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They produced a much more serious effect on public
opinion than superficial inquiries perceived, or
interested ones would acknowledge. The important
pl~ctical effect WaS not made evident by converting
and bringing over large numbers of political parti-
sans from one banner or class to another; but it
was shown by affecting the conclusions of all
classes, and inducing them, while they retained
their old distinctive names to reason after a new
fashion, and according to principles wholly different .1
from those to which they had been previously accustomed.

The Socialists, IVebb continued, "are the Benthami tes of this

generation." While they lacked men of the calibre of Bentham and

James !·.Iill,it was their task "to bring to bear a body of systematic

and constructive political thought with which the Philosophic

Radicals won their great triumphs." 2

If in emphasising the Fabians as 'New Utilitarians' it is

relevant to point to a shared concern to define and apply abstract

principles as a guide to practical public pOlicy,3 it is of relevance

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1 S. \lebb, "Socialism: True and False," a lecture to the Fabian

Society, Jan. 21, 1894. Published as Fabian Tract No. 51. p. 6.
Webb was quoting J.A. Roebuck.

2 Ibid. p, 19
3 In this respect it should be noted that the Fabians' prima~

concern was not with major premises or first principles--in tha t regard
Bentham was considerably Webb's superior. The Fabians were pleased
to invite comparison with the Utilitarians as to the effect of their
ideas and activities upon law and public opinion, (cf. B.Webb's
deferring to G.M. Trevelyan's description of the p1a.ce of the Fabian
Society in ritish politics: "By the end of the cerrtury it is in
Fabianism that we find the nearest approach to a body of doctrine
gfrectly affecting the laws and administration of the time, like the
doctrines of Bentham and :ll'illin the Past." Our Partnership. -
p. 107, n. 1. Also see E. Pease, The Histo~ .2! ~ Fabian Society

.. , pp. 244-245.) but they made no claims to such thorough-
going philosophical rigour. The Fabians were synthesizers, and were
more concerned with the effect of the a plication of scientific
discoveries and methods than they we.re with first principles. Thus
Wallas ruefully acknowledged twenty years later that "there exists
no party today whose political opinions are based to the same degree
as those of the Utilitarians and the Painites upon a complete system
of political philosophy." Review of Leslie Stephens, The English
Utili tarians, The Speaker, March 2, 1910, YIP.
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to point to the revolutionary changes which had occurred in the real
world out of which both groups drew their abstractions. On the basis
of a simple but effective principle against which all human actions,

but particularly that form of human action involving public policy,

especially in the sphere of law, Bentham proposed a variety of

reforms in a society which had been changed, but not fundamentally
revolutionized by industrialization. The world which informed

Bentham's radicalism Was one in which industrialization had yet to

fundamentally disrupt the continuity which bound up the ancient

regime--as then privileged, unreformed and corrupt--with the traditional
society of the past. As the "Philosopher of the English shopkeeper" I

Bentham, a radical reformer and opponent of the old corruption of

entrenched aristocratic interests, WaS uhdoubtedly the spokesman

of the emerging and increasingly self-conscious middle cla.ss, whose

economic support was a world of competitive, small scale capitalist

enterprise. When Bentham spoke in the name of the general interest

against the corrupt and privileged interests of aristocratic

oligarchy the general interest which he identified was clearly that

of the bourgeoisie, the class to which he belonged and the class to

which he appealed.

As spokesmen for the entrepreneurial middle class the Utilitarians

sought a well-ordered society, and in championing the interest2 of

the entrepreneurial middle class within this society against the

idleness, corruption and e~cesses of the ancien regime, they recognised

that sane government intervention was necessar.y (provided that it was

limited, cheap, safeguarded against corruption, professional and

efficient) • ~hat separated them from the Fabians was not the---------------------------------------------------------------------
1 Karl Marx described Bentham as "that insipid, pedantic, leather-

tongued oracle of the ordinary bourgeois intelligence of the nineteenth
century," the genius of "bourgeois stupidity," the "philosopher of the
English shopkeeper." Capital (Modern Library ed ,, N.Y., 1936), p. 668.
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fact of government intervention but its character. 1Vhilst the
Utilitarians were prepared to countenance state intervention to

supplement individualism, the Fabians sought state intervention to
supplant it.

The Fabians saw this as a distinction which was explained by

the fact that the Utilitarians' radicalism had not been informed by

the fundamental social changes which industrialization effected in

the half century which separated them from the Fabians. For their
awareness of the importance of the dynamic of society ~ ~ ideal,

the Fabians acknowledged the profound influence of Herbert Spencer.

It was this absolute transformation of society which separated

the Fabian from the Utilitarian experience as an intellectual ginger
group in politics. Arising out of the rapid extension of urbanization,

a rise in real living standards, the growth of a large scale capitalistic

sector whose organizational develop! ent involved the specialization

of entrepreneurial and managerial fLIDctions and a conseQuent increased

development of a public bureaucracy both at local and central level,

there grew rapidly in the third Quarter, and still more dramatically

in the final Quarter of the century, a new social stratum of salaried

professionals. H. Perkin has estimated that by 1867 these accounted

for one out of six non-manual occupations; and that between 1841 and

1881 professional occupations trebled in number (with the new salaried

professions expanding much faster than older, fee charging ones)

compared with an increase of only sixty-six percent or so in the

general population. 1 Thus the rapidly changing structure of the

capitalist economy threw up in late nineteenth century Britain an

important group of salaried professionals within the middle class.

1 H. Perkin, The Origins 2i I[odern English Society 1780-1880
(London, 1969), p.330
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The Fabian experience as intellectuals in politics emerged out of

the crystallization of this group as a distinct social formation, as

an expression of what Shaw and Webb referred to as the nouvelle couche
. 1 1soc~a e. 'I{hereasthe Utilitarians never regarded themselves as in

any way distinct from the middle class, the Fabians consciously SaW

themselves as members of a new social stratum which Was distinct from

the entrepreneurial, commercial and industrial middle class.

As salaried professionals this nouvelle couche sociale WaS

released from the narrow constraints of economic interest which
,

wedded the entrepreneurial and landowning classes to the existing

economic order and enabled them to aspire to Lndependent thought.

Standing, as it were, outside the st ruggl e between the proletariate

and propertied class for the division of wealth, and possessing

professional expertiseemploy~ble by any economic system . capable

of producing sufficient wea Lth to support a demand for their skills,

as a social stratum t'ey were nr t tied b,"economic interest to any

particula r system. However, their interests would obviously be

served by any system which esteemed and rewarded intelligence,

ability, professional training, disinterestedness and expert services.
I

The Fabians were conscious of themselves as a contingent within

this nouvelle couche sociale; and in these regards the Fabians SaW

from their evolutionary studies the historica.l role of the independence

of intellectual thought of which the new social st ra tum WaS ca.pabLe , not,

as the Positivists did, as moralizers of the other classes, but as

t.radi.ed experts who were eqr ..ipped both with

1 As B.J. Hobsbawm has pointed out the importance of memb~rs from the
nouvelle couche sociale among the Fabian leadership cannot be
numerically estimated, "because individua.ls like \';e'b and Shaw counted
for more than one ," However, as a.sample: "Of the twenty-one who sat
on the Fabian executive in the course of 1892, five were women, two
workers, six probably members of the old middle and upper classes
(defined, in the absence of other indications, by education at xford
or Cambridge), and ei,ght probably members of the lower middle and new
professional strata (including one who cannot be identified).
"The Fabians Reconsidered." p•.258.
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the knowledge that society had become dynamic, and with the professional
expertise to consciously direct its progress in a collectivist

to forge an electoral a.lliance wi tha:newly enfranchised working

class ally against the entrenched economic interests of the landlord,

capitalist and rentier, they saw themselves as transcending the

sectional interests of society in order to consciously direct the

new democracy through institutional adaptation according to the

collectivist imperatives of social evolution.

If, as H. Perkin has suggested, Bentham spoke to the Fabians'

professional condition, it is thus important to emphasise that not

o;nlyhad the revolutionary changes in industrial society transformed

the perception of that condition, b~t through their evolutionary

s't.udi es Fabians saw in the re\rolutionary changes themselves a new

dynamic ideal for society. Thus whilst as intellectuals in politics

the Fabians shared wi th the Utili tarians an attempt to construct a

new science of society and politics, their fundamental propositions

about the nature of man and of human society with which all social

and political theories begin, and which underpin attempts to

const;uuct a science of society, diverged dramatically.

The attempts of both the UUli tarians and the Fabians to

construct a science of society reflected the scientific preoccupations

of their ages. Employing different models drawn from the natura.l

sciences both the Utilitarians and the Fabians sought to apply

contemporary scientific discoveries within the contemporary social

context.
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In the 1 ewtonian and post-Newtonian eras of the eighteenth

and early nineteenth centuries, the science of physics Was used as
a model for the social sciences. The Utilitarians were of the
generation when the physics of Newton held away over the minds of
students of society. Halevy in his study of the Philosophical
Radicals refers to the development of Newtonian physics as an important
influence in the formation of Phmlosophical Radicalism •

•••the development of the physical sciences, the
discovery of Newton's principle •••made it possible
to found on a single law a complete science of
nature, and the conception of the hope of discover-
ing an analogous principle capable of serving for
the establishment of a synthetic science of the
phenomena of moral and social life. 1

The Utilitarians saw the existing social and political order

as chaotic, anarchic and irrational. The apparently inexplicable

disorder and disharmony of the social world stood in contrast to

the apparently explicable ordered and lawful world of nature. The

task seemed clear, to construct a new science of society based on a

had been done in the natural sphere. '~hat Newton, what Locke, what

model of the exact sciences, so as to do for the social sphere what

Priestly, or what Hume ever illuminated ·the paths of Law?" asked Bentham. 2

separate and isolated, hard unchangable basic particles. Society as

Not surprisingly when ~entham set out to apply science t law and politics,

he referred to himself as the Newton. 3

For their model of society the Utilitarians turned to Newtonian
t . 4a oma sm, The natural world as Newton conceived it was composed of

1 E. Halevy, The Growth £f Philosophic Radicalism (London, 1970), p. 3.
2 From an unpublished work, Juries, Ul~, quoted in M. Mack,

Jeremy Bentham, (London, 1962), p. 97
3 He also referred to himself as the new Linnaeus and sometimes the

new Luther.
4 John Dalton is generally credited with the creation of the atomic

theory. However, Dalton had received his theory from Newton who was
"responsible for transferring atomism from philosophy into the great current
of physics and chemistry." .L. Scott, The Conflict Between Atomism and
Conservation Theo;y, (London, 1970), p. 3.
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the Utilitarians conceived it WaS a loose aggregate of individuals,
each complete and self-contained. James Mill explained that the
individual was the basic social unit.

For ascertaining and knowing amounts some contrivance
is requisite. It is necessary to conceive some small
amount by the addi tion or subtraction of which another
becomes larger or smaller. This forms the instrument
of ascertain:nent. Where one thing taken separately
is of sufficient importance to form this instrument,
it is taken. Thus, for ascertaining and lmowing
different amounts of men, one individual is of
sufficient importance. Amounts of men are considered
as increased or diminished by the addition or sub-
traction of individuals. 1

This social atomism was the directing hypothesis of Utilitarianism.

The individual, not society, was the elemental fact, and as such was

the proper unit of measurement in social science. Bentham insisted

that all biological metaphors and analogies be excluded from the

social sciences, and that figurative expressions like 'body politic'

and 'public interest' be avoided. "Art. 'analogy founded solely on this

metaphor has" Bentham declared, "furrriehed a foundation for pretend
2arguments and poetry has invaded the domain of reason." "The

community is a fictitious body." Bentham insisted, "composed of the

individual persons who are considered as constituting as it were its

members. The interest of the community then is what?--the sum of the Lnte-,

rests of the several members who compose it." 3

terms of individual needs and desires. Thus the Utilitarians postulated

This individualism informed the Utilitarians' thinking and led them

to conclude that social interaction could be adequately explained in

certain fundamental and permanent properties of man's being which
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 J. Mill, Analysis, quoted in HaleVy, QE. Cit., p. 502
2 Quoted in Halevy, .Q.E.Cit.,p.500
3 J. Bentham, An Introduction to the Principles .£f Morals and

Legislation (N.Y.,1948), p. 3 ---
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governed his pattern of actions and behaviour. Bentham saw the
disposition to maximise pleasure and to minimize pain as one of the
defining characteristics of man.

Nature has placed mankind under the governance of two
sovereign masters nain and pleasure. It is for them
alone to point out what we ought to do, as well as
determine what we shall do. On the one hand the
standard of right and wrong, on the other the chain of
causes and effects, are fastened to their throne. They
govern us in all we do, in all we say, in all we think;
every effort we can make to throw off our subjection,
will serve but to demonstrate and confirm it. In words
a man may pretend to abjure their empire but in reality
be will remain subject to it all the wh'lle. The principle
of utility recognises this subjection, and aasume s it for
the foundation of that system, the object of which is to
rear the fabric of felicity by the hands of reaSon and of
law. Systems which attempt to question it, deal in sounds
instead of senses, in caprice instead of reason, in dark-
ness instead of light. 1

Tbe principle of utility was later supplemented by the greatest

happiness or greatest felicity principle, i. e. the principle "whf.ch

states the greatest happiness of all those whose interest is in

question, as being the right and roper, and only right and proper
2

universally desirable end of human action." Por Bentham man was so

made that he would seek to maximise his own happiness. Happiness was

the sum of pleasures and the principle of the greatest happiness an).

injunction for man to maximise his pleasure.

The principle. of the 'greatest ha.ppdne ss t , howeve r , was not

sufficient as a guide to politics and was accompanied by another

principle, almost as predominant in the arguments of Bentham and

James Mill as the 'greatest happiness' principle, asserting that all

men were essentially and naturally egoistic. According to this

principle of self-preference every individual would choose the form of

action which he believed at that moment to be productive of greatest

happiness.

1 J. Bentham, An Introduction to ~ Principles of Morals and
Legislation, p.l

2 Ibid ..n , 1.
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Just as Bentham had assumed that all individuals were under

the sovereign masters of pleasure and pain, and that they would

seek to increase their own happiness, so too he assumed that any

individual's capacity for happiness could be reckoned to be the
same as any others. One individual's happiness was in itself as
desirable an end as any other individual's. Differences between
individuals were irrelevant to the legislators' purpose of promoting

the greatest happiness of the greatest number.

~entham also believed that the pleasures and pains that govern~d

human nature were susceptible to measurement. In his celebrated

felicific calculus Bentham attempted a quantitative comparison of

pleasures and pains. Whilst Bentham conceeded that in practice

it was di fficul t to make accurate calcula tions, he believed tha t

in principle it was possible to do so and that this should be kept

'in view' as a guide to policy. He wrote:

It is not to be expected that this process should
be strictly pursued previously to every moral
judgement, or to every legislative and judicial
operation~ It may, however, be always kept in
view; and as near as the process actually pursued
on thES:'eoccassions approaches to it, so near Vlill
such a process approach to the character of an
exact one. 1

For Bentham the 'greatest happiness' principle was the 1'only right and
r

proper and universally desirable end of human action •••and in particular,

in that of a functionary or set of functionaries excercising the powers
2of government." It was the "business of government to promote the

happiness of society by rewarding and punishing." 3 Thus the 'greatest

1 J. Bentham, ~ Principles of M.orals ~ Legislation,
p. 31.

2 Ibid., p. 1.
3 Ibid., p. 70.
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happiness' principle proposed not only a guide but also an end for

the activity of the legislator. According to the principle of

utility the expediency of any act of government must be judged by

its consequences; and it provided a clear crite-rioD for legisla tive
decisions. .entham considered himself primaril;y a moralist and a

legislator, and it was as a criterion in legislation that the greatest

happiness principle acquired for him paramount importance.

Bentham's preoccupation Was with the theoretical and practicel

reform of law. His purpose WaS twofold. Firstly, to provide a

framework of theory for a legal system and secondly, to criticise

the existing legal system in the Li.gh't of that theoretical framework.

The principle of utility provided both the cornerstone of the theory

and the criterion on which to base Ue practical reform law.

Benthamite Utilitarianism was essentially legalistic in that the

principle of utility was primarily brought to bear on the whole

system of law. L. Stephens has observed that,

However imperfect his system might be, considered
as a science of society and human nature •••(his)
method involved a thorough-going examination of
the whole body of laws, and a resolution to apply
a searching test to every law. If- that test Was
not so unequivocal or ultimate as he fancied, it
yet implied the constant application of such con-
siderations as must always carry weight, and perhaps,
be always the dominant considerations, with the
actual legislator or jurist. 1

Both the Utilitarians and the Fabians, as practical reformers,

sought to develop a science of society out of contemporary developments

in the natural sciences. The Utilitarians grounded their theory in

the Newtonian mechanistic model, upon which was based what E.J. Hobsbawm

has vividly characterized as a bourgeois "accountancy of humarrity." 2

The Fabians applied and exploited for the understanding of society an---------------------------------------------------------------------~--
1 L. Stephens, The English lf~ilitarians (London, 1900). Vol.l, p.271
2 E.J. Hobsbawrn, Industry ~ Empire (London, 1968), p. 61
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evolutionar,y organic model. Whilst both groups Vlere preoccupied with

the idea of creating a social science which could re-order and guide mankind

in political decision taking, the different conceptions of society which

grew out of the different models employed are important to the under-
standing of the Fabian Utilitarian co ection.

~or the Fabians the social organism was not simply a polemical
metaphor, but was a concept which defined particular features of

human society and its constituent social institutions. "Society,"

was, Sidney Webb said, "one organism (that) grows, decays, separate

parts grow or decay, new organs or parts arise. All according to

natural law." "The study of this" Webb insisted was the "ultimate
. 1science." Beatrice also Sa'llthe organio nature of society as its

defining feature; and regarded the elemental unit of social science

not as the individual but "persons'I>8.:fItand present; ~ grOUpS bound
up for a time in one forrn.,,2 Other Fabians similarily emphasised the

importance of the organio conception of society. Annie Besant

maintained that society was not a "bag of marbles" but rather

"individual human units •••integrated into a social organism.,,3 The

1 S. 'lebb, "The Economic History of Society in England."
2 B, Webb, Diaries, June 3, 1883, PP. (my emphasis)
3 A. Besant,.~ Evolution of Society, __ . p. 3
4 A. Besant, "Socialism V. Individualism," A Debate with

(Nottingham, 1890), p. 1+.
5
6

F. Millar

Sooialist conception of society, she argued was "the biological view of

society, where they regarded it not as a mass of isolated atoms but as

an organic whole, a growth with a common life running through it.tI 4
Shaw took issue c'ith those who SaW society as a loose aggregate of

individual agents, each free to pursue their own desires. Modern

society, Shaw insisted, WaS characterized by "minute division of labour •••

with the consequent interdependenoe of individuals forming it." 5
F. Podmore, in an article "Primitive Socialism" was at pains to point

out the parallel between living organis~s and human societies,6 and------------------------------------------------------------------------

G.B. Shaw, "Pre edom and the Stat.e.,"in Crompton, QE.QiE., p, 38
F. Po<imore,'Primitive Socialism," To-Day, Vol. 7, March 1887
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D.G. Hitchie argued the importance of recognizing that ~'hurnan
societies, like natural organisms, grow and are not made."l Lesser
known Fabians like W.R. Utley and the Reverend J. WOOd,2 also took

organic unity as a defining characteristic of society. Thus an
evolutionary social organicism was the directing hypothesis of

Fabianism, as social atomism had been for the Utilitarians.3

Webb insisted that the new theories of the social organism

and of evolution had fundamentally revolutionized thinking about the

na ture of man, and had established a wholly new approach to the study

of society. The Utilitarians, he argued had not had the benefit of

the new scientific thought and had proceeded on false premises.4 The

new discoveries in science had proved that the Utilitarian theory of

man and society based on an atomic model, Vias not merely inadequate

as a political philosophy but was wrong in its assumptions about the

defining features of man and human society.

In an untitled paper written arotmd 1900 Webb clearly outlined

what he considered to be the Utilitarian mistake.

It gradually became evident that the old Philosophic
Radicalism was not merely insufficient as a philosophy
of society, but that it proceeded upon an entirely
false assumption as its basis. Society is not a loose
aggregate of individual human atoms, without existence
distinguis~able from that of the several items. An
army is something more than the sum of its constituent

; D.G. Ritchie, Darwinism ~ Politics, . p. 68
W.R. Utley, I1Scientific Aspects. of Socialism," Our Corner, Feb.,

1, 1887; J. Wood, "Municipal Socialism," Fabian~, Dec. 1891
3 The evolutiona~ organic view, which stressed the unconscious

external and impersonal forces which effec,ted social adaptation, re-
presented a more sophisticated and plausible view than the atomistic
model with its simple emphasis that social phenomena were explicable
terms of individual desires and purposes. .

4

in

cf. G.B. Shaw's address to the British Association for the
Advancement of Science in which he argued "Bentham's was not the school
in which men learned to solve problems to which history alone could give
the key, or to form conceptions which belonged to the evolutionary order. II

"The Transition to Social Democracy," reprinted in EssaU in the Economics
of Socialism and Capitalism, ed. R.L. Smyth (London, 19 ), p:4b
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elements, and a human society more than the individuals
who compose it. The application of scientific method
to sociology ,resulted in the discovery of the Social
Organism, a conception utterly unknown to the Utilitarian
Economists of the beginning of the century. Bentham
indeed expressly denied its existence. Their view of
the State was entirely atomistic or individualistico

To them a nation was a mere aggregate of individuals,
a mere crowd. rro them the man was all in all, the
society nothing. Each man could serve himself better
than another was likely to do--conseqnently all men
could be best served by their own exertions---and this
seemed to them identical with saying the Community
would be best served in that way. Of the Commurrity
as a social organism, having a life or development
apart from that of any individual in it, they had
no conception. They fell even below the Greeks in
their ignorance of what society was, for foreign as
WaS the idea of development to Plato, he did at least
recognize the statical side of the truth. The
,correction of this truth we owe, in the main to
AuguEt,@Comte, and in England, Ispecially to Mill and
Herbert Spencer. \"e are now able to realise the
individual as a product of the social organism of
which he forms an insignificant part, living, it is
true, a conscious life, but a life forming part of
the larger life-history of his community, with often
diverging ends--the individual man, like the single
organ of the human body strives to increase and
develop in an individual way, but if the whole
organism, whether social or biological is to be kept
alive and in health this infinitesimal development
must be rigidly subordinated to the welfare of the
whole. 1

The revolution in opinion which the Pabians SeW as distinguishing

them from the Utilitarians stressed the unitary character of society

and the mutual interrelationship of its constituent parts. When

applied to society the evolutionary organic viewpoint stressed the

claims of society against the untrammeled freedom of the individual.

The concept of the social organism had, Webb l'TJaintained,shifted

the emphasis from the individual to society.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
1 s. Webb, Untitled Paper, pp. VI,64
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Slowly sinking into men's minds all this while
Was the conception of a new social nexus, and a
new end of social life. It Was discovered (or
rediscovered) that a society is something more
than an aggregate of so many individual units--
that it poeseasesexistence distinguishable from
those of any of its components. A perfect city
became recognized as something to be tried by
other tests,'and weighted in other balances than
the individual man. The community must necessarily
aim, consciously or not, at its continuance as a
community: its life transcends that of any of its
members; and the interest of the individual unit
must often clash with those of the whole. 1

As Webb s,;.wit 1I the Social Organism was paramount over and prior to

the individuals of each generation.,,2 Thus terms such as
2'public interest' and 'community', which were rejected by Bentham

were central to Fabian political philosophy. For the Fabians the

interest of the community Was paramount over the interests of the

individual, and this stress on community interest derived from thei~'

organic view of society.

The Utilitarians' persistence in grounding social analysis in

individual interests had, the Fabians maintained, led them into

innumerable errors. Principal amongst these errors was the notion

that social order was a static condition which could result from

the free play of men's self-interested activities.

--------------------------------------------------------------------
I S. Webb, "His toric, tt ' . p. 56.
2 Bentham had maintained that "The public interest is only an

abstract term: it represents only the .ma ss of individuals." The
Principles of Morals and Legislation, p. 35. It wasli"Vain
to talk of the interest of the community, without understanding what
is the interest of the individual. A thing is Said to promote the
interest, or to be for the interest, of an individual, when it tends
to add to the sum total of his pleasures; or, what comes to the same
thing, to diminish the sum total of his pains." Ibid.
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Webb summed up the Utilitarian principles of felicity, self-

preference and self-interest thus:

The only end of human endeavour is the naxmu zang
of happiness, and the minimizing of unavoidable pain.
At any given time, place and circumstance there must
theoretically be one particular arrangement of all the
elements of existence, human beings, commodi,ties, social
relations, which would result in a maximum of happiness
and a minimum of pain; and there can conceivably be
only one such arra.ngement. Accordingly every other
arrangement is wrong, and productive of unnecessary
unhappiness. But every known attempt to regulate or
alter the unrestrained action of individuals seeking
their full development in their own way, can be shown
to have been attended with enormous evils. Hence the
perfect arrangements--or at any rate the nearest possible
approoc:Lmation to iii',is complete individual liberty. I

2This position Webb declared was "simply philosophical anarchism."

The primary objection of the Fabians to the utilitarian idea

that the harnessing of self-interest would achieve the greatest

happiness of the greatest number, was to the implicit assumption

that there were actions which could be identified as self-regarding.

The principle of utility and of self-preference required not only

that the individual exercise judicious foresight in his own affairs

but also that the individual avoid interfering with other individuals'

search for happiness. This idea that there were self-regarding actions--

that it Was possible for individuals to pursue their own happiness

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 S. Webb, Untitled paper,

2 Ibid.
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independently of other individuals--was rejected by the Fabians.

Webb maintained that "there are no purely self-regardung acts. Every
act •••is .•• a matter of social concern."l Shaw insisted that since
no actions were self-regarding all men must limi t their actions

so as not to injure the community. "Conscientious educated men
seek (to do that) •••throughout their lives, and never for a moment

2think of themselves as free agents."

The Fabians maintained that it was impossible to achieve the

common benefit by allowing the individual to purs ie his own self-

interest. Actions of individuals were not self-regarding, but

affec~ed the whole of the community. The Utilitarians had taken

a mechanistic model of society in which individual social atoms

~e; ted independ ently. They had failed to understand the organic

nature of society, and in so dOing had failed to see the importance

of the welfare of the communi tyas an end to be sought separately

from the welfare of the individuals composing it. 'I'henew

scientific conception of the social organism, had" ebb declared,

"put completely out of countenance the cherished principles of the

Political Economist and the Philosophic Radical. We left them

sailing into Anarchy on the stream of laissez-faire.,,3

Utilitarianism, the Fabians argued, had been an insufficient

philosophy of society not onIyobecause it proceeded upon wrong-headed

assumptions about the nature of society but also because it had

a false conception of science. "Science," wrote Beatrice Webb,

"and scientific method can be applied, not to the discovery of a

---------------~------------------------------------------------------
1

2

3

S. _.ebb, "Considerations on Anarchism."
G.B. Shaw, "Freedom and the State, I in Crompton, 2,E.Cit., pp.38-39
S. Webb, "Historic," p. 58.
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right end, but to ~ discovery of ~ right way of getting to any
particular ends." "The Benthamites," she continued, "f'eLl,lamentably
short in their understanding of the scientific method." 1

The great error of the Utilitarians had been their assumption

that social interaction and social arrange~ents could be explained
in terms of men's wants and desires. They had been concerned not
with discovering sociological laws, but with determining the laws_

that go~ern human nature. As Beatrice V.rebbnoted, "They deduced
their ways of arriving at their own particular end--hl~an happiness--
from certain elementary observations of human nature. ,,2 The

utilitarians'mechanical model with its component individuals who

were governed by unchanging principles of human nature was, the

Fabians insisted, unsatisfactory either for understanding society

or as a basis for making social and political recoomendations.

utilitarian science was mechanistic and static; Fabian science,

organic and dynamic. Webb SaW this difference as crucial to modern

social thought and theory. In Fabian ESsays he noted the change:

'I'heideal society was represented as in perfectly
balanced equilibrium, without need or possibility
of future organic al tera ti on, Since their day we
have learned that social reconst~lction must· not
be gone at in this fashion. Owing mainly to the
efforts of Cornte, Darwin and Herbert Spencer, we
can no longer think of the ideal society as an
unchanging g.,tate. 'The social ideal from being
static has become dynamic. 3

Herbert Spencer had clearly differentiated between social statics and

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1 B. Webb, ~ Partnershin, p. 211
2 Ibid.
3 s. 'Iebb , "Historic," p. 31
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social dynamics. Social statics, Spencer maintained, concerned
itself with litheequilibrium of the perfect society. If "It seeks
to determine what laws we must obey for the obtainment of complete
happiness." Social dynamics on the other hand was the study of
II the force by which society is advanced toward pez-f'eot.Lon;"I In

other words, social dynamics studied the influences which gradually

disposed human beings to obey la ~s cond itioning their own happiness.

The Utilitarian science of society had been a static one. The

'greatest happiness' principle set out the conditions of equilibrium

in a perfect society and the conditions for the obtainment of complete

happiness. Using the principle of utility, the Utilitarians sought

to establish a clear, definite, and unchanging guide to law and

This, Vlebb maintained, was an tlilljudged attempt to set
2up a series of natural laws, unbreakable and uncontrolable." It was "the

inevitable result of want of historical training and any hint of
evolution." 3

I

2
H. S ncer, Social Statics, p. 447

The Fabians argued that society was constantly changing,
developing, progressing. Any science of society must therefore be

dynamic; it must investigate the laws that governed social growth

and change. The Fabians believed that these laws were ultimately

discoverable. "Every day we know more of nature's uniformities,

more as to the effects of conduct •••Every day therefore •••we diminish

the sphere of chance, and we increase proportionately the area of conduct

in which we have an opinion as to the right course." 4
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

s. Webb, Untitled paper.
3 ~.
4 S. Webb, "Considerations on Anarchism."
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Webb, in his untitled paper on the Utilitarians, outlined

the difference between static and dynamic social theory:

we must remember that there is indubitably at
anyone moment one arrangement of men and things
and social relations which involves the minimum
of human misery then possible. To discover that
arrangement for our own time is the statical
problem of sociology. To discover how that
arrangement is changing is the problem of
dynamical sociology. 1

This difference between the Utilitarian concept of science

and the Fabian conception, which Webb, adopting Spencerian

categories, had called static and dynamic, may be put another way.

The Utilitarians conceived of science as an end; the Fabians as a

means. The Utilitarians believed that science had given them

certain definite and precise laws by which to judge and guide
human action. The Fabians saW science as a method by which the

laws of social action could be discovered.

Thus the Fabians insisted that it was impossible to understand

the conditions of social welfare without understand ~.ngthe laws of

growth and equilibrium in society. It was impossible to arrive

at an understanding of those conditions by inspecting the needs

or desires of individuals. Society must be seen as a complex

organism regulated and developed by discoverable processes and laws.

There could be no improvement in social arrangements that did not

harmonize with what Spencer had described as 'social statics and

dynamics', and this knowledge could be had only by st dying the

evolving needs of the social organism.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
1 s. Webb, Untitled paper.
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The clearest distinction between the mechanical model of the

Utili tarians and the evolutiona.ry organic model of the Fabians was

that the former regarded society as an a.rtefact whereas the latter
regarded socie~ as the product of growth. 'l'heimplication of
organicism was that it focused attention on social change. Thus the
Fabians insisted that it was impossible to make valid statements

in the social sciences which were based on laws that purported to govern

the behaviour of human beings as individuals. Explanations in the
social sciences must, they insisted, refer to sodal laws and

methodological guide and political exhortation. Firstly, society

processes governing social development. The core of the difference
between the two rival conceptions of society was, the Fabians argued,

the emphasis which organicism placed on "the constant flux of things."

Thus, it is the constant flux of things which underHes
all the 'difficulties I of Individualism. Whatever we
may think of the existing social order, one thing is
certain--namely, that it will undergo modification in
the future as cer-taf.nly and steadily as in the past.
Those modifications will be partly the result of forces
not consciously initiated or directed by human will.
Partly, however, the modifications will be the results,
either intended or unintended, of deli~arate attempts
to 2~';['..eadjustthe social environment to suit man's real
or fancied needs. It is therefore not a question of
whether the existing social order shall be changed, but
of how this inevitable change shall be made. I

The Fabians combined two propositions which served as both

could not be adequately understood if it was seen as the result of

individual desires and purposes. For the individual was part of

an organi9 growth and was shaped by the forces of social development.

Secondly, individuals should if necessary be subordinated to the

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1 s. Webb, liTheDifficulties of Individualism," Fabian Tract No.69.,

p.4.
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needs of society, since the Individual did not have an independent

existence but was part of the tissue of the social organism.

For Eea t'rLceWebb this view often took the form of a social

pathology. Her discussion of social problems tended to be in

terms of diseases which reqnired pro;'er diagnosis.l As far as

individual happiness was concerned, Beatrice thought that individuals

might be as mistaken about that as about their own medical symptoms.

She stated quite clearly that in social ana.lysis it was not the

diagnosis and a most deeply thought out treatment." 2

immedia te individual wants and desires that must be taken in to account,

but the long term requirements of society. Joseph Chamberlain had

once argued that governments should give the people what they wanted.

Beatrice questioned the wisdom of this and asked if it might not be

wrong for governments "to gratify the Flensations of the great social

organism,1l and whether it should not impose right remedies "irrespective

of the longings of the patient. If the goverr~ent is an outside force

to be directed by the ablest minds •••then it is a question of correct

Sidney l1ebb, while less inclined to use the language of

social pathology, was no less insistent than Beatrice that it was

------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 See H. Spencer's criticism of Beajiri.ce's earliest writing

"The Rise and .Growth of 1'nglish Econonrics,Ii Letter from H. Spencer
to B. Potter, ct. 2, 1886, PP. Spencer warned Beatrice. against
studying pathological states. However, Beatrice's institutional
studies continued to take the form of social I~thology and as late
as the 1930's Beatrice spoke in terms of the diseases of society. CL
"Diseases of the Capitalist System,'! BBC talk, Jan., 21, 1932, PP VI
83; "Diseases of rganized Society -" ~ Listener, Jan., 20, 1953, PP
VI, 34.

2 B. Webb, Diaries, Sept. 26, 1883, PP.
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often necessary to disregard questions of individual welfares and
look to the fundamental laws governing the continuance and health

of society. "The interest of the individual must often clash with

those of the whole" 1 but because the continued health and existence

of the social organism was the paramount end, individual Lnte.reat.s
must be subordinated to the whole. Consequently, the conditions

of social health must be a matter of scientific investigation.

Modern Socialism, the -Fabians insisted, was e

a rapidly-spreading conviction, as yet only partly
conscious of itself, that social health and
consequently human ha piness is sometl-ing 8I-18,rt
from and above the sepa.rate interest of Lnd'ivd.duaLe ,
requiring to be consciously pursued as an end in
itself; that the lesson of evolution and social
development is the substitution of consciously
regulated co-ordination among the units of each
organism for their internecine competition. 2

The concept of society as an organic growth had provided

The individual is now created by the social
organism of which he forms a part; his life
is born of the larger life, his attributes are
moulded be the socia.l pressure; his activities
inextricably interwoven with others belong to
the activity of the whole. Without the
continuance and sound health of the'social
organism, no man can live or thrive; and its 3
presistence is accordingly his para.mount end.

insight into the natura.Iand proper dispensation of man and society.

The individual really existed only in and through society.

1 S. Webb, "Historic," p. 56.
2 S. ';{ebb, "The Difficulties of Individualism," PabLan Tract No.4l.,

p. 5.
3 S. Ilebb,"Historic,1t p. 57
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During the closi~~~ecades of the nineteenth century the

social health of the social organism could not, as lb.itherto,be

automatically assumed for the emergence of successful groups of

industrial and economic competitors indicated the end of the age
of certain expansion.

~rnilst the 'Great Depression' was not heralded by the type of

catastrophic decline in working class living standards which

accompanied former and subsequent depressions, and whilst there

was no dramatic ruin of major industries, the competitive advance

of industrialization in economies such as the U.S.A., Germany and

Japan evoked in the middle-class a "pervasive--and for the

generations since 1850 a new--state of mind of uneasiness and gloom

about the prospects of the British economy."l The increasing Fabian

concern with national survival was part of this middle class reaction

to the failure of the Rri tish economy to regain its former dynamism

in the face of the increasingly successful competitive challenge of

other rapidly industriarizing economies, whose industrial performance

came to outstrip that of Great Britain in many areas. '2:heFabians

saW in these dark clouds which hung over the British economy in the

closing decades of the nineteenth century a storm which laissez-faire

individualism could not ride out. As other nations, and particularly

the U.S.A. and Germany industrialised, the Fabians SaW that the

laissez-faire individualism of British capitalism did not equip it for

the international competitors' struggle for

----------------------------------------------------------------------
1

E.J .. Hobsbawm, Industry and Empire, p. lQ4
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na tLona I survival. 1 This concern with na tianal efficiency in the

late 1880's and early 1890's foreshadowed their la~er association

with the liberal Imperialists.

For ;7ebb, the depression of the 1880's and ~ritairis economic

decline relative to other nations, had made the necessity of
subordinating individuals to society into a categorical imperative.

Webb, watched, with anxiety the international challe-nge to British

industries, and concluded that the lesson of evolution was "that

interracial competition was more momentous in its consequences than

the struggle between individuals.,,2 The 'aim' of society was now

its own continuance as a society. It was in competition with

other societies in the continuing struggle for existence, for

"competition between communities rather than between individuals

in a community •••is perhaps now becoming the main field of natural

selection. " Thus it was essential for society to develop those

-----------------------------------------------------------------
1 Thus Clarke found in the growth of foreign trusts, combines

rings, syndicates and large monopolies (which he followed Cleveland
in characterizing as the 'cor.'1Jnunismof capital') an implied collapse
of the industrial basis of laissez-faire individualism. Socialism
WaS put forward as the democratic aT't'8'riiative to the growth of
large scale capitalist combinations. See Vir: Clarke, "Industrial,"

(The argument that the competi tive struggle for efficiency
would result in capitalist monnpolies was also put forward by Sydney
Ball in "The Moral Aspects of Socialism," Fabia.n 'I'rac t No. 72). And
,rebb, in an intriguing modification of the Fabian theory of rent
argued in 1889 that on ly through the extension of collective ownership
could the 'ordinary labourer' COme to have any interest in
industrial improvements or efficiency. See "tl1nthe Relation Between
Wages and the Remainder of the Economic Product."

2

p. 16.
s. Webb, "The Difficulties of Individualism," Fabian rrract No. 69.
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characteristics which would make it successful in the struggle for
survival. The most Lmpoz-tarrtattribute for survival was 'social
organisation' • In the international struggle for the survival of the
fittest:

we must take even more care to improve the social
organism of vi'lich we form a part t.han to perfect
our own individual developments. Or rather, the
perfect and fitting development of each individual
is not necessarily the utmost cultivation of his
own personality, but the filling, in the best
possible way, of his humble function in the great
social machine." 1

The conditions of social health, as Webb SaW them, were not the

greatest happiness of the greatest number, but social organisation,

progress, efficiency, planning---those things which would aid

society in the struggle for national survival. 2

D.G. Ritchie had arrived at similar conclusions. In

1 s. Webb, "Historic," p. 58.

discussing the sphere of State activity, Ritchie suggested, that

the Utilitarian question 'Will it tend to the greatest happiness

of the greatest number?' be changed to the less misleading

-----------------------------------------------------------------
2 Webb in his belief in the need to strengthen England's national

efficiency followed Huxley's lead in making a plea for expanded
technical education. " •••unless we see to the tra:_ning of our residum,
France and Germany and the United States will take our place in the
world's workshop." "The Difficulties. of Individualism", p , 17. Also
see "The London School Board Election." The Star, June 28, 1888.
Factory legislation and measures for better-hearth, sanitation and
housing could also be justified asa means to make Britain more efficient
in competing with its growing industrial rivals.
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(Jpestion of:

Will it tend to the greater well-being, physical
intellectual, moral of mankind, or at least of that
portion of mankind of wh ich we can practically take
into account? Or we may put it': 'Will it make
society healthier?' 1

While this might have seemed to be a different rendering of the

Utilitarian formula, Ritchie maintained that it was not. The

confusion arose because "healthy activities are (on ,the whole, and

in the long run) pleasant activities." Consequently, "the mistake

has arisen of treating the accompanying pleasure as ,if it were

the end to be sought." The "greater well-being, physical,

intellectual, moral of mankind," was not an end to be sought because

it led to the gTeatest happiness of the greatest number but because

it led to national survival.

The doctrine of Na'tura.I Selection applied to society
has given a new meaning to the Utilitarian theor,y,
while correcting its errors and narrowness. If we
can foresee what will tend towards the common welfare
and adopt it, we shall sa~e our society from going
to ruin by external attack or internal dissolution. 2

As Ritchie saw, it, Utilitarian theory had been adapted to the

age of evolutionary science, and had been given 'new force and new
. ,mearn.ng , By inspecting the needs of the social orga.nism social

scientists could supply new tests for social welfare in place of

the narrow individualistic criteria suggested by the Utilitarians.

------------------------------------------------------------------
I

p. 107·
2

D. G. Ritchie, "~Principles of State Interference,"

Ibid., pp. 107-108
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Despi te ere b 'sand ::'itchie' s sometimes authozrltarian rhetoric

denied that the individual was important. Thus V'[ebbinsisted

in emphasising the necessity of subord C nating the needs of the

individual to the community, neither they nor the other Fabians

that:

The real aim of all social reformers, temperance,
religious and political, salvationists and Socialists
alike, must always be the formation of human character,
the building and gu.iding of the individual will. The
goal of all the future of London is nothing more nor
less than the development of the character of the
individual Londoner. 1

be guided toward the public purpose. It was "the business of

Yet the crucial point remained, that the individual will should

the community •••to develop its social institutions (so) that

individual egoism is necessarily directed so as to promote only

the well-being of al1."2 Bo th society and the indivLdua.Lwould

IThe interests of society were placed ahead of those of the

improve and advance as a result of the individual's identification

of himself with the social whole.

individual because the individual's welfare, happiness and freedom

ultimately rested in a sound and healthy society. \{ebb said that

"it is the relative development of the Social Organism that

shows the type: having got a good type of organism •••and not until

then, can the individual usefully advance."3 Only a healthy society

--------------------------------------------------------------------
1 S. Webb, London, Oct. , 12, 1893
2 S. Webb, ~ Progress of Socialism, 12.p.
3 S. ·.'febb,"Rome: A Sermon in Sociology," p. 89
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could create positive opportunities for individuals to develop

their fullest potential and exercise their creative energies.

Thus Olivier argued that only in a "healthy well nourished society"

Was it possible to attain the "greatest freedom of the greatest

interests and social welfare. Individuals were coming to re-

number."

The work done by Socialists for the promotion of
their ideas is accordingly not done from what is
called philanthropy, or self-renunciation, or
duty, but simply from a desire to enlarge the
cor ditions of freedom for themselves, which depends
upon the freedom, material and intellectual, of
other persons composing society. I

The concept of the social organism had ended the false

distinction between society and the individual; between individual

cognize that they possessed individuality only as part of society.

The old individualism of the Utilitarians was being superceded by an

the individual formed part of the social whole.

acceptance of the organic int rdependence of modern society in which

The F ,bians regarded the individualism of the Utili ta.rians

as a threat to the s-tr-v i.vaI of the social organism; it woul.d lead

to the dissolution and destruction of society, and it was in this

context that they referred to individualism as 'anarchism'. They

were unalterably opposed to the atomistic conception of society and

insisted that the end of endeavour and aotivity was the progress and

happiness. That end they insisted was found not by a moral

survival of society rather than the maximization of individual

--------------------------------------------------------------------
1 S. Olivier, "Socialist Individualism, I Fabian Autumn

Lecture Series, Oct., 21, 1891, reported in Fa.bian News, Nov. 1891
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arithmetic besed on an individualistic premise but by studying

the l2ws of social development.

The view that a philosophic community between the Fabians
and the Wtilitarians resided in the fact that the Fabians presented

a neviversion of the greatest happiness of the greatest number

in terms appropriate to the new age is therefore misleading.1 It

suggests that the Fabians accepted the Utilitarian proposition that

the legi tima te end of government was the promotion of the 'greatest

happiness of the greatest number' and differed only in respect of

the means to achieve that end. What distinguished the Fabians from

the utilitarians was not a question of State intervention as

against laissez-faire, but whether the state intervened to

supplement or supplant individualism.

The Fabians' objections to tbe Utilitarian analysis of society

reflects the influence of Spencer, Comte, and Mill. To Spencer they

owed not only their evolutionary organic outlook but their method

of ascertaining social aims.

Spencer had always considered himself a friendly critic of the

Utilitarians, and his first book Social Statics ha.d been intended

-------------------------------------------------------------------
1 G.D.H. Cole argued ,that the Fabians were Utilitaria.ns in this

sense: "They held, that, whereas in Bentham's day the main task might
have been the removal of forms of State interference which prevented
happiness, in their own day the supreme need was the enactment of new
measures of State intervention in order to promote happiness.
Bri tish Working Class PoH tics, pp. 122-123.

T. Nairn similarly concluded, "Fabian Socialism derived from
utilitarianism, the timid and dreary species of bourgeois rationalism
embraced by the British middle-class during the Industrial Revolution.
In it, bourgeois rationalism became socialist rationalism chiefly
through the substitution of the state for the magic forces of the
laissez-faire capitalist market: the former was seen as bringing
,about the 'greatest happiness of the greatest number' almost as
automatically as the latter had been. liThe Nature of the Labour
Party," p, 165
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as both critique and corrective of Utilitarian phaLoaophy , 1
Spencer regarded the principle of utility as "no rule at all •••

more, in matters of legislation and social policl{, it was difficult to

know what means to adopt to achieve the desired ends. 'l'hestatue
2book was "a record of unhappy guesses."

The basis of Spencer's critique of Utilitarianism was the

theory of evolution which shattered the notion of a unitary human

nature on which deductive Utilitarianism was founded. Because man's

circumstances were constantly changing it was impossible for a clear

moral and poli tical guide to be inferred from practice. II I f humarri ty

is indefinitely variable, it cannot be used as a gauge for testing

moral t.ruth ," 3

Whilst Spencer believed that human actions were subject to

laws, he also insisted that history as a whole was subject to a

law of development. Consequently, sociological laws could only

be derived by studying the process of evolution; and only such

detailed and systemmatic study could· supply evidence for social and

poli tical polie:' prescriptions.

Because Utilitarianism lacked an evoh:.tionary sociology it

looked at proximate causes of human behaviour and drew false conclusions

in respect of legislation. In an article. "The Great Political

----------------------------.---------------------------------------------
1 Spencer was broadly in sympa thy with the social aims of the

utilitarians. In terms. of his ultimate ethical standard he might be
termed a utilitarian: '1 conceive it to be the business of moral
science to deduce, from the laws of life and the conditions of
existence, what kinds of action necessaril¥ tend to produce happiness,
and what kinds to produce unhappf.nesa ;" Autobiography> Vol II,
p. 8&~

2 H. Spencer, Social Statics, ' p. 10
3 Ibid., p. 37
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Supersti tion.'1 Spencer discussed the un sound and mistaken notion

of utility which underlay the poIi.tical practice of contemporary
Liberalism. utilitarianism as "commonly held" was Spencer declared,
"not true."

Alike by the statement of utilitarian moralists, and
by the acts of politicians, knowingly or unknowingly
following their lead, it i implied that utili ty is
to -be directly determined by simple inspection of
the immediate facts and estimation of probable
results. 1

True utility, Spencer continued, was not 'empirically estimated I

but 'rationally determined.'

the dictates of utility and consequently, the proper
actions of governments, are not to be settled by
inspection of facts on the surface, and acceptance
of their ~rima facie meaning; but are to be settled
by reference to, and deductions from fundamental fa.et s, 2

The Fabians would not have agreed with Spencer as to the

fundamental facts. After all Spencer was attacking the kind of

legislation and social policy which the Fabians supported. '7hat

they would have agreed upon was the necessity of social health

and the necessity of determining social health not by the Utilitarian

calculus of adding quanti ties of individual welfares, but by

reference to the needs of the social organism.

The Fabian's rejection of the central tenents of Utilitarianism

was further encouraged by their study of Conrte, Comte's evolutionary

----------------------------------------------------------------------
1 H. Spencer, The Man Versus the State, p. 180

2 Lbfd, , p. 181
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socilOlogy and his insistence that human nature was historically

conditioned highlighted the inadequacies of a science of society and

politics based on deductions from a law of human nature. His

insistence on the innate sociability of man, "in virtue of an in-
stinctive tendency toward common life independently of all personal

calculation and often contrary to tbe most energetic individual

interests,,,l helped to sustain the Fabians' social outlook against

the old individualism of Utilitarianism. Thus Comte encouraged and

reinforced the Fabian belief that a greater sense of cohesion, social

solidarity and committment would develop within society in response

to the appeal to social duty.
J.S. Mill had also been important in influencing the Fabians'

intellectual horizons by suggesting that the conclusions of his

teachers had a limited validity. Inspired by continental philosophy

Mill had reacted against the parochialism of his father and Bentham.

The older Utili tarians, Mill believed, had made grave errors in

laying down universal precepts. They had failed to distinguish

between the laws of human behaviour and the application of those

laws under the varying circumstances of time and place. It was due

to this historical relativism that the Fabians came to regard Mill

as the epitome of transition between Philosophical Radicalism and

Socialism.
During the half century that separated the Fabians from the

Utilitarians the limits of experience had widened, there had been

a growing recognition of the necessity for historical perspective,

and sociology had begun to develop as a distinct branch of knowledge.

It is in the light of these changed circumstances and new ideas that

the Fabians' rejection of Utilitarian theory must be seen.
-------------------------------------------------------------------

1 A. Cornte, Cours ~ Philosophie Positive (London, 1908), Vol.
IV, p. 285, quoted in Greene, QE. Qi!., p.425
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Yet if the Fabians differed from the Utili tarians in looking

at society and social institutions rather than individuals, in

basing science 11m induction and verification rather than deduction,

and in being concerned with social health rather than individual
happiness, there remained a kinship. Both the Utilitarians and the
Fabians accepted an ethical system which treated consequences rather
than motives as the test of rightness. Both groups, as practical
reformers were concerned with how their ideas 8;ffected human affairs.

Both groups also saw themselves in possession of a scientific politics.

In this last respect the Fabians were not as creative nor original
as the Utili tarians. Nor were the Fabians as a group able to

resolve the tension between means and ends, between science and the

affirmations of moral experience with the same degree of confidence as

the Utilitarians.l Nevertheless, it remains true that the Fabians

like the Utilitarians tended to think of politics in terms of applied

scientific intelligence and consequently tended to indulge in a

variety of elitism in the cult of the expert.

Perhaps it was the cult of the expert that cemented the Fabian

utilitarian association. Bentham influenced the Fabians because he

spoke to them as disinterested professionals. If Bentham was the

champion of the i~nglish shopkeeper, he was also the champion of

expert, disinterested, efficient, uncorrupt government. As Bentham
sought to abolish the amateurism and inefficiency of government

dominated by aristocratic patronage, SO the Fabians sought to supplant----------------------------------------------------------------------
1 S. Letwin in The Pursuit of Certainty in which she attempts to

relate Beatrice '.ebb and the Utilitarians suggests that Beatrice and
Sidney Webb effectively closed the gap between fact and value; that
for the Webb's "politics would comprehend everything." p. 378.
Whilst Beatrice on occassion spoke as if she had resolved the fact
value distinction J,~issLetwin overemphasises the assurance and
consistency with which Beatrd ce accomplished .this. Also see
G. Himmelfarb, "The Intellectual in Politics: The case of the 'Nebbs,"

THss Himmelfarb points out that what so impresseil the Webbsin the Soviet Union was the assimilation of judgements of value to those
of fact within the collective ideal.
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the anarchy an national inefficiency of the bourgeoise. Vfhat

the F~bians a,d Utilitarians esteemed was expert, professional

administra ion; a d it was as intellectuals who thought of themselves

in administra ive terms that the Fabian Utilitarian association lies.

I t was as practical men that the Fabians and Utilitarians sought
as intellectuals 0 intervene in politics. It Was as administrators

and coamissioners that they sought to change laws and institutions.

At the heart of both FabianisQ and Utilitarianism was a profound

practicality.

Let us seek only for what is attainable; it presents
a career sufficiently vast for genius; sufficiently
difficult for the exercise of the greatest virtues.
1e shall never make this world the abode of perfect
happiness; when we shall have accomplished all that
can be done, this paradise will yet be, according
to the Asiatic idea, only a garden; but this garden
ill be a most deli htful abode, compared with the

savage forest in which men have so long wandered. 1

-------------------------------------------------------------------

• ~entham, "The Influence. of Time and Place in Matters
of Legislation," Collected ~, Vol. I, p. 194

1
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If by the mid 1890's we are to see the Fabians as the

'New Utili taJians', they must be thus regarded only as the product

of a 'long clarifying experience'. This clarifying experience had

not taken the form of a rigorous philosophical inquiry , but rather

the Fabians had taken up many ideas and discarded those which

were not useful. Seen in this light it would be mistaken to

view ~ Fabians as 'New Utilitarians' in the sense that they
worked from basic premises to logical conclusions in the same

way as Bentham and James Mill had done. The Fabians were not

original thinkers but synthesizers. "I like" said Webb to

Bertrand Russell, litoderive my conclusions from other men's

premises."l
The Fabians had been quite promiscuous in their intellectual

associations. As Olivier said, he was "anxious to investigate

all forms of religion and thought and feeling." 2 They sampled

most of the advanced thinkers of their day, borrowing and

modifying, discarding and incorporating a variety of ideas.

The Fabians came to Socialism as middle class intellectuals

and the 'long clarifying experience' was essentially a middle

class experience which had been rooted in the new social and

-------------------------------------------------------------------
lQ.uoted by R. Harrison, in a review ofW. Wolfe, From Radicalism

to Socialism, Economic HistoEY Review. This review article was
unpublished at the time of writing but the author kindly allowed
me to read the proofs.

20livier to MOo Cox, Feb. 7,1884, M. Olivier, Q.E. Cit., p, 62.
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economic uncertainties of the last quarter of the nineteenth

centu~ and found new hope in the certainties of science. The

'long clarifying experience' must also be seen in the light

of the experience of a young, ambitious and rising intelligentsia

which was consciously distinguishing itself as a continc;ent of the
nouvelle couche sociale.

It has been a glaring neglect in previous accounts of

Fabianism, including the most recent ones by VI. Wolfe and S. Pierson,

to underestimate the profound and pervasive influence of Herbert

Spencer. Relying upon the obvious antagonism between Spencer's

extreme laissez-faire indivrdualism and socialism, historians

have dismissed him as a formative influence on socialist thought.

Yet in t~rms of the general framework of their ideas, the Fabian
debt to Spencer was fundamental.

Spencer was one of the bridges between Radicalism and

Socialism; the foundations of which were cemented in the radical

politics of land nationalization and in evolutionary science.

The Fabians had found in Spencer's Social Statics "irresistable

arguments for land nationalization" and when he abridged these

arguments from later editions of his book they "could not admit

th t the old Spencer had any right to do this violence to the
young S encer."l

Lowever, Spencer's primary importance to the Fabians WRS as

the leading exponent of evolutionary sociology. Spencer suggested

the reality of evolution and triumphantly identified it with

Progress. Socialists could learn this lesson without subscribing

-------------------------------------------------------------------
lG.B.Shaw, ed. Fabian Essays, preface to 1908 edition, p. xv.
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to Spencer' ~ notion of a single evolutionary law or to his

political conclusions concerning the direction of evolution.

Thus ··'ebbcould declare with bouyant optimism 'that s

t~e tide of ~ropean Socialism is rolling in
~pon us ike a flcod. If we look back along
the line of history, we see the irresistable
sweep of the growing tendency: if we fly to
bioloo·cal science we do not escape the
lesson: on all sides the sociologic evolution
co~pels our adherence. 1

.Contrary to what Lichtheim has said, it was not necessary

for Spencer's former pupils to "adapt Comte before they could

draw socialist conclusions from their dissatisfaction with

liberalism.1I2 The important road out of Spencer and into

Socialism led through the alleged contradiction between the

Philosopher's insistence upon the 'organic analogy' and his

'administrative nihilism'. Whilst that contradiction was by

no means as flagrant as Socialists took it to be, they sought

to separate Spencer's sociological thought from his political

prescriptions by driving a wed0e between his evolutionary

organicism and his laissez-faire individualism. Thus whilst

supplying ocialists with fruitful concepts, Spencer was no

less useful as an object of ridicule, as a man who would not or

could not see the logic of his own conclusions.

or, as recently suggested by W. Wolfe, was the Fabian

cornmitment to t he Spencerian framework supplanted by Comte. 3

ebb, even at the height of his infatuation with the Positivist

method of social reconstruction, rested his argu~ents on Spencerian
-------------------------------------------------------------------

IS. 7ebb, The Progress of Socialism,
2G• Lichtheim, -A Short History of Socialis ,
3w. Wolfe, ~-Radicalism t..ILS~ialism,

makes this claim fnrespect b! \'ebb.

p. 2.

p.175.
p. 191. Wolfe
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notions of structural and functional adaptation rather than

IComte's law of the three stages.

This ls not to say that the Fabians were not impressed with

Positivism. For a time they had found the idea of the 'moralization

of the monopolist' a hopeful solution to the social evils of their

day. They approved of Comte's notion ,of increasing altruism

an the idea of the gradual ascendency of man's social nature,

and were prepared 1;0 sup_tllementtheir later Socialisu with some

ositivist morality.

However, as a ~ociologist, it was Spencer, the precursor of

modern funoe i ona.Lfsm , who was theoretically the most important.

In adopting Spencer's evolutionary organic mrt Look , the Fab i ans

also adopted the idea of the increasing mutual interdependence

of structurally differentiated parts and the co-ordination of

their specialized functions. It was this broadly functionalist

framework that directed not only the iTebbs'monumental institutional

studies but also the Fabian approach to the task of social reform.

The Fabians sought to achieve socialism through ongoing institutions

by proposing structural and functional modifications wi thin

institutions so as to create more democratic and efficient

organi zati on.
If Spencer was of greater theoretical importance than Comte,

the Fabians' association with Positivism was nevertheless

important. In the broadest sense, in respecting science a~

the scientific method, the Fabians were positivists. Beatrice

lSee particularly the" conomic Function of the Biddle Class"',
Webb saw the moralization of the capitalist as a funct i onaI

adaptation that was necessary if the middle class was to snrvi.ve,
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Potter Nebb owed e. considerable debt to the Positivists for teaching

her so~e of the techniques and ~ethods of social cience. ~he

later empl oyed these techniques aLon z wi th Spencerian ne thod s of

inst '.tnt' onaI analysis when she formed that famous partnership

with ;Jidney ~·febb.

In a political sense the Fabian experience with Positivism

had been important in demonstrating the inadequacies of a programme

of social reconstruction which relied on moral rather than

poli tical remedies. Confronted vi th the social and economic

problems related to the depression, the limitations of Positivist

social and economic theory became apparent. With the disruption

in the Liberal Party and the creation of the London County Council

the abians recognized new areas for political activity and turned

away from Positivism to Socialism.

The Fabians' study of I~arx was of considerable importance

in the developnent of their Socialist ideas. Whilst the;' rejected

Iarxian methodology, they approved of his factual indictment of

capi talis. Fowev er , Iarx' s fundamental contribution to Fabian

thought was the idea of surplus value as the basis of capitalist

exploi tation.

ohn Stuart _lill, despi te the Fabians' admiration, was not

of major theoretical importance. [ill's economic theories as W.

Violfe correctly points out "were never very favourable to socialistic

schemes."l Moreover, in organizational terms, Mill's view-of

socialism as the practice of association stood in marked contrast

to Fabian collectivism. The Fabians were not unaware of the

theoretical discontinuities between Mill's thought and their own,

-------------------------------------------------------------------
~. Wolfe, rom _ dicalism to ;Jocialism,---- -- p. 24.
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and their claim that he wqs a bridge between Radicalism and

Socialism must be seen in the light of political expediency.

Being impressed with Hill they took his professions of socia.lism

at more than their face value and for opportunistic reasons

pushed them to their outer limits. The Fabians knew Mill io be

a popular ~gure among Radicals and exploited this popuLs ri ty

in driving home a socialist message. Whilst their opportunism

at times went beyond the limits intellectual integrity might have

set, they tended to emphasise the trend of Mill's thought, arguing

that a steady development toward socialism was clearly discernible

not only in the successive edi tions of the Principles but fn his

thinking on the land question.

Yet their opportunism was levened by a genuine regard for

Mill, who in many respects personified the Fabian ideal of the

disinterested and dedicated professional. In this respect, as

R. Harrison has suggested, Mill perhaps "mattered to the Fabians

as one associated with what they supposed to be an efficacious

and pioneering excursion by organized intellectuals in politics."l

It is a~ intellectuals in poH tics that the Fabians most

clearly emerge as the 'NewUtilitarians'. Lying along a continuum

with the Utilitarians and the Positivists, the Fabians represented

the most advanced phase in the emergence of intellectuals as a.

distinct social formation in the nineteenth century.

-------------------------------------------------------------------
IR. Harrison, Review ofW. Wolfe, From Radicalism to Socialism.
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The Fabiz n :Ttili +ar iar aas cc iat ion lies in the fact that 8S

trrt eLlec tur l r they w"'''f), a s they never wearied of telling the

world, ~ractical men whc saw the""selves in administratiative

ter-o r-nd S(.uct.t to make their social theory into an applied

science.
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